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Abstract

This dissertation investigates the cultural history of oil in Britain over a seventy-year period, between 1865 and 1935. While much has been written about the economic, political, diplomatic, geopolitical, and military aspects of oil during this timeframe, there have been few investigations into the ways that cultural factors have shaped the history of oil in Britain, a gap in the literature that this study seeks to fill. Britain was one of the first industrialized nations to make the transition to oil and in the period under consideration, everyday consumption of the commodity increased dramatically, especially in the cities, where new oil technologies for heating, illumination, and transportation became commonplace conveniences. Using understudied sources such as public lectures, cartoons, advertisements, exhibitions, and architecture, the dissertation examines the discourses of transition that were created to help Britons navigate their changing energy landscapes. It maps the complexities, opportunities, and impasses that accompanied the historical rise of oil in Britain during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and argues that the system of things that brought oil from the wellhead to the consumer was predicated on a vast constellation of ideas.
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Introduction

This dissertation investigates the cultural history of oil in Britain over a seventy-year period, between 1865 and 1935. While much has been written about the economic, political, diplomatic, geopolitical, and military aspects of oil during this timeframe, there have been few investigations into the ways that cultural factors have shaped the history of oil in Britain, an absence in the literature that this study seeks to fill. Britain was one of the first industrialized nations to make the transition to oil and in the period under consideration, everyday consumption of the commodity increased dramatically, especially in the cities, where new oil technologies for heating, illumination, and transportation became commonplace conveniences. Using understudied sources such as public lectures, cartoons, advertisements, exhibitions, and architecture, the dissertation examines the discourses of transition that were created to help Britons navigate their changing energy landscapes. It maps the complexities, opportunities, and impasses that accompanied the historical rise of oil in Britain during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and argues that the system of things that brought oil from the wellhead to the consumer was predicated on a vast constellation of ideas.

The research of this dissertation is situated in the burgeoning multidisciplinary field of the Energy Humanities.¹ According to Dominic Boyer and Imre Szeman, two of

the field’s founding scholars, the primary mission of the Energy Humanities is to work to overcome the “traditional boundaries between the disciplines and between academic and applied research,” and in doing so to highlight “the essential contribution that the insights and methods of the human sciences can make to areas of study and analysis that were once thought best left to the natural sciences.” The study of petroculture is an essential component of the Energy Humanities, and recent research in this field has probed the ways in which oil conditions the images and practices that make up the fabric of everyday life. A leitmotif of the Energy Humanities is the filling in of what Frederick Buell has identified as the scholarly “gap between energy and culture.” Scholars working in the field have undertaken to demonstrate how social and cultural research on energy is crucial for understanding the nature of its impact on our lives and on our thinking. In contributing an historical lens to the Energy Humanities and its overall goal of filling the void between the hard and soft sciences, this dissertation aims to enrich scholarly understandings of the ways in which oil has been imagined in the past.

To reconstruct and explore these histories, four case studies have been developed. The first two focus on the work of individuals, namely the petroleum scientist Sir Thomas Boverton Redwood and the political cartoonist Leonard Raven-Hill. The second set of case studies centre on companies: the oil exploration and extraction firm, the Anglo-Persian Oil Company (APOC), and the motor spirit marketing firm, British Petroleum (BP). The analysis of these cases is linked by several fundamental questions:

---


how was oil imagined in Britain during the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries, and what major themes, stories, and ideas were involved in the shaping of these imaginaries? By engaging critically with these questions, the dissertation reveals how notions of a modern, technologically advanced, and futuristic Age of Oil fueled the development of early British petrocultures.

**Historiographical Considerations**

Critical engagement around questions of energy has been sparse in the humanities and social sciences. As historian Ruth Sandwell has observed, “[g]iven the enormous role that fuel, power, and energy have always played in human societies…historians’ silence about energy as a discrete force or phenomenon is more than a little surprising.”4 While scholars have paid some attention to hydroelectric power, nuclear power, and coal, there is a dearth of research on the history of oil, not only in Britain, but in several other oil-consuming countries as well.5 As the editors of a special 2012 volume on contemporary oil cultures in the Journal of American Studies lamented: “the humanities have not had much to say about oil.”6 Little has changed in the historiography of oil in the intervening years.

---


years, and the resource remains a largely hidden one. In 2017, the cultural theorist, Imre Szeman, concluded that the “characteristic mode of thinking about energy has to date been not having to think about it…especially in oil societies, the historical and social significance of energy has everywhere been hidden in plain sight.”

A major trend of recent scholarship on the subject of energy is the application of forward-looking views that attempt to predict and prepare for the social, economic, and political dimensions of future energy shifts. Several scholars have turned to the past in their analyses, but only to locate historical case studies that help to contextualise and prescribe remedies for present-day energy challenges. However, as energy historian Paul Warde has noted, a significant number of these latter discussions have focussed on the Industrial Revolution, and have “largely revolved around debates on what prompts technological change in manufacturing industry.” This approach, when applied to the emergence of petroleum in Britain, fails to account for the many cultural reactions to oil and its associated technologies. Those scholars who have examined the history of oil have traditionally focused on its production and trade, or on the economic, industrial, and geopolitical aspects of the resource. According to Philippe Le Billon, a significant proportion of the scholarship on oil frames the subject using simplistic binaries – “as loot

---

or as military strategy.\textsuperscript{11} A large body of scholarship in the 1950s on the rise of energy nationalisms, particularly in the Middle Eastern countries of Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and Iran, published in the West, employs these binaries.\textsuperscript{12} Themes of war and conflict run throughout the critical mass of research on the energy crises of the 1970s, and the shifting geopolitical landscapes that defined the decade.\textsuperscript{13}

More recent studies of oil in Britain have pursued three general avenues of investigation: explaining the composition and geographical origins of oil; describing how oil is used in its many applications, and identifying the political, economic, scientific, and military repercussions that flow from its consumption.\textsuperscript{14} Several historians have explored various aspects of Britain’s domestic and international oil policies, and the early relationships that were formed between the government, oil companies, and producer states at the beginning of the twentieth century.\textsuperscript{15} Marian Kent’s \textit{Oil and Empire},

\begin{itemize}
\item[\textsuperscript{11}] P. Le Billon, “Resources,” in K. Dodds et al. (eds), \textit{The Ashgate Research Companion to Critical Geopolitics} (Farnham: Ashgate, 2013): 291.
\end{itemize}
published in 1976, is an important study of the secretive relationships between British governments and oil companies in the early twentieth century. Kent’s narrative, however, ends in 1920, and she does not account for the cultural components that shaped British oil policies and relationships during the interwar period. G. G. Jones has also made significant contributions to the political and economic history of oil in Britain, publishing several books and articles between 1977-1981. Yet, his studies do not engage with any popular discourses of oil, focussing instead on corporate, diplomatic, and official histories.

Historians of oil have presented narratives of the resource and its development that are both teleological and millenarian in nature, configuring oil as an inherently precious substance that, once discovered by intrepid explorers, would inevitably be unlocked, extracted, piped, priced, and consumed. Company histories, such as R. W. Ferrier and J. H. Bamberg’s two-volume set on the History of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company, and T. A. B. Corley’s History of the Burmah Oil Company, are valuable for their privileged access to archival materials and their presentation of substantial data sets, but they provide little in the way of critical analysis of oil and oil cultures during the period. In the volume on the twentieth century in their Oxford History of the British

---

Empire, W. M. R. Louis et al. dedicate only a few sentences to oil, which they treat as an exclusively commercial and military substance. They provide no sense of the dramatic rise in imperial oil consumption during the period, or the different ways that the resource was imagined and represented – a classic example of historians silence on energy.

The narratives that emerge from these types of political, economic, and military approaches to oil rest upon an array of assumptions: that oil would inevitably be discovered; that it would inevitably be extracted; that it would inevitably be consumed; and that contemporary societies would inevitably require more of it. Furthermore, these narratives tell tales of adventure that overlook the complexities of oil and oil cultures. This veneration of oil as a desirable, even irresistible object, which possesses almost magical qualities, is evident in much of the historical literature on the subject. It treats the resource as a powerful and dynamic liquid that moves from place to place throughout its lifecycle, causing change – and being changed – along its journey from beneath the ground, to its point of consumption, and on to its final ascent into the atmosphere.

Perhaps the most notable example of such a tidy and linear story of oil can be found in Daniel Yergin’s celebrated study, The Prize: The Epic Quest for Oil, Money and Power, where the author sensationalizes petroleum as the object of a dramatic “Great Game” of


global command and control. The conclusions drawn by Yergin are underwritten by many of the same themes and storylines that were in use during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries; namely, that “in the twentieth century, oil...toppled King Coal from his throne as the power source for the industrialised world,” instigating a revolutionary energy transition that made “possible where we live, how we live, how we commute to work, how we travel – even where we conduct our courtships.”

The primary narrative in this literature is that the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth century emergence of oil in Britain was a certain and uncontested phenomenon that occurred evenly across time and space.

In recent years, a new phase of multidisciplinary research has sought to situate oil in its many cultural contexts by moving away from the metrics of barrels per day, prices at the pumps, the number of motor vehicles on the road, or the cost of oil wars, and turning instead toward analyses that situate oil as a contested and socially constructed phenomenon. Scholars from a wide range of disciplines have begun to devote attention to the cultural dimensions of energy and, in turn, have explored the influence that oil has exercised upon the images and practices of everyday life. Some have examined the energy transition away from fossil fuels, and its concomitant sociopolitical consequences, particularly oil and its relationship with war and global conflict. The “resource curse” thesis is another popular analytical framework in the existing energy history literature,

which holds that oil possesses a corrosive power over the societies that live on or near petroleum deposits.\textsuperscript{24} There is also a growing body of research on the phenomenon of energy transitions writ large, both historical and contemporary, and the social, cultural, political, and economic processes that influence the trajectory of such shifts.\textsuperscript{25}

Cultural histories of oil and energy are also beginning to emerge, particularly in the United States. Nancy Quam-Wickham’s article on oil discourses in 1920s Los Angeles; Paul Sabin’s book, \textit{Crude Politics: The California Oil Market, 1900-1940}; T. L. Friedel’s study of cultural representation in oil advertising; Sarah Strauss’s edited collection examining \textit{Cultures of Energy}; and Bob Johnson’s probe of fossil fuels and American culture are important contributions.\textsuperscript{26} A small body of literature also exists on the cultural history of oil in Iran, and the colonial relationships that formed after the discovery of hydrocarbons in the early twentieth century. This scholarship has been particularly valuable to the present inquiry because Iran was the oil producing country with which Britain had a very close relationship during the period under investigation, as chapters three and four will demonstrate. Scholars working in this field include Mark

\begin{flushright}


\end{flushright}
Crisvon, an expert on energy and architecture; Mona Damluji, an expert on historical oil films; and Nelida Fuccaro and Nimrod Zagagi, who have investigated the history of oil company towns in the Middle East.\textsuperscript{27} These authors rely heavily on official and corporate sources in their studies, particularly government reports and corporate records of oil companies. Very little attention is paid to sources beyond these collections and no account is taken of commercial advertising, pamphlets and booklets, newspaper and magazine reportage, or events such as private tours and official celebrations.

As already noted, one of the most active scholars working in the Energy Humanities is Imre Szeman.\textsuperscript{28} He has written widely on energy, and in particular on oil and the ways in which the resource has shaped contemporary daily life.\textsuperscript{29} Szeman has used his findings to ponder how societies might adapt to a future world without oil.\textsuperscript{30}


Most recently, he co-published a SSHRC Knowledge Synthesis Grant report on the state of the field of the Energy Humanities. He and his colleagues argue that energy has “played a specific, hitherto under-explored, and consequently not well-understood role in shaping the values, habits and beliefs that have generated the current human-environment relationship.” They confirmed Sandwell’s observations about historians’ silence on energy, and concluded that, despite being “foundational to the form and character of human societies,” energy is “only now beginning to be seriously investigated.”31 This dissertation is inspired in part by the insights and challenges laid down in this 2016 report.

Two recent scholarly collections have also played an instrumental role in the shaping of this dissertation. The first is a special issue of the Journal of American Studies on oil cultures, published in 2012 and co-edited by Ross Barrett and Daniel Worden. In their introduction, the editors stated that the issue represented “the first comprehensive account of ‘oil culture,’ the broad field of cultural representations and symbolic forms that have taken shape around the fugacious material of oil.”32 In 2014, the articles were re-published as an edited collection, entitled Oil Cultures. This work has now become a foundational text in the Energy Humanities, marking the emergence of what the editors describe as a new body of literature “attentive to oil’s cultural presence in the various social, economic, and political realms that constitute the global petroleum system.”33

33 R. Barrett and D. Worden (eds.), Oil Culture (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2014): xxiii.
Barrett and Worden contended, scholars studying oil from within the humanities must work to disentangle the “many dimensions of oil’s cultural existence” by assessing the resource “as both an industry and a culture, a business and a set of aesthetic practices, a natural resource and a trope.” Specifically, these scholars argue that oil can only be known through “creative accounts” and “the unceasing generation of imaginative interpretations of its value.” These efforts to understand and inscribe oil with new meanings have the effect, according to Barrett and Worden, of producing in the mind of the consumer an “oil spectacle.” Taken as a whole, research in the Energy Humanities is raising searching questions about the ontology of oil, and the different ways that people have come to understand the resource as both a physical and cultural object.

This dissertation makes a direct contribution to Barrett and Worden’s larger project of the Energy Humanities by undertaking a critical investigation into the cultural constructs that shaped Britons’ understandings of oil and its impact on their lives. It uses Barrett and Worden’s concepts of “creative accounts” and “imaginative spectacles” as tools for analysing British petroculture during the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. In so doing, the dissertation argues that oil must be configured as an inherently unstable and unfinished artifact, and demonstrates that the resource was imagined as something that was brought to life through discourse rather than drilling, through conversation rather than chemistry. In undertaking this approach, the dissertation seeks to contribute a richer account of the multi-layered history of British experiences with and

---

34 R. Barrett and D. Worden, 2014, xxi. In his forward to the collection, Allan Stoekl echoed similar sentiments, writing: “It’s when we think about what ‘oil history’ could mean that we take a natural entity and recognize its cultural centrality” (xii).
35 R. Barrett and D. Worden, 2014, xxiii-xxv.
36 R. Barrett and D. Worden, 2014, xxiii-xxv.
attitudes towards oil, leading to an innovative analysis of the cultural processes that helped Britons navigate the transition to the “Age of Oil.”

**Historical Considerations**

In 1865, Britain was a coal country, and had been so for over a century. During the 1890s and early 1900s, there were more than 3,200 coal companies operating in Britain, producing upwards of 200 million tonnes of coal per year. In addition to supplying British consumers with a cheap and local source of energy, coal was one of Britain’s most valuable export commodities. In 1880, the country exported 23 million tonnes of the hard, bulky resource; by 1913, 95 million tonnes of coal were exported to ports around the world, most of it being transported in British ships.

Oil products and their associated technologies transformed the everyday lives of Britons. The first uses of oil in Britain were for illumination, most notably kerosene lamps and paraffin candles, which had become ubiquitous by the beginning of the twentieth century. As a result of advancements in the chemical industry and in the field of chemical engineering, scores of new oil products and technologies came on to the British market, including agricultural fertilizers and pesticides; industrial greases and

---

40 According to the oil journalist James Dodds Henry’s calculations, the Anglo-American Oil Company sold in 1907 more than 100 million gallons of illuminating oil in Britain, which represented “enough to fill eight hundred million ordinary lamps...more than sufficient to go four times round the world!” J. Dodds Henry, 1907, 32. On the development of oil for illuminating purposes see W. Antrobus, *Oil* (London: John Heywood, 1913): 36; “The Petroleum Industry,” *The Times* 4 March 1914, 8; Imperial Institute, *Petroleum* (London: John Murray, 1921): 16.
lubricants; household paints and solvents; waterproofing for clothing; laundry detergent; cosmetic products; and preservatives for meat and fish. In the realm of industry and manufacturing, oil made possible more powerful and efficient machinery, and oil-fuelled furnaces created even and consistent heat. Oil-fuelled boilers also began to emerge during the first decade of the twentieth century. In 1903, the Great Eastern Railway, one of the busiest in Britain, converted 80 of its 1,200 engines from coal to oil. Similar technologies were applied to agricultural machinery, including ploughing machines, harvesters, and tractors.

One of the most significant oil-related technological developments occurred at sea, where liquid fuel was gradually adopted as an alternative to coal for raising steam. Oil offered several advantages over coal in maritime applications: it took up less space; it could fit in any compartment on a ship, often freeing up cargo space for bulkier commodities; it raised power more quickly; it held maximum burning temperature more steadily; and it was cleaner and safer to handle than coal. Of particular value at sea was

---


oil’s fluidity, which made it easier to load and move about the ship. For merchant and naval craft alike, oil meant faster refueling times and fewer stokers.\(^{44}\)

In 1901, the British Royal Navy, which for half a century had been the largest consumer of British steam coal in the world, began to adopt oil fuel. In that year, the Admiralty ordered the construction of five oil-powered submarines and, ten years later, Winston Churchill, then serving as First Lord of the Admiralty, began to convert Britain’s primary fleet of battleships from coal to oil fuel – a rapid and controversial energy transition motivated by what the First Sea Lord, Sir John Arbuthnot Fisher, described as “Internal-combustion engines rabies!”\(^{45}\) The speed of the Navy’s transition from coal to oil, and the consequences of that decision on coal mining regions in South Wales were striking. The Admiralty ordered 1,200 tons of oil products in 1902, and by 1912 it was buying nearly 300,000 tons per year.\(^{46}\) That same year, in 1912, the Royal Navy purchased 1.65 million tons of coal from companies in South Wales; by 1929, the amount had dropped to just 150,000 tons.\(^{47}\) Churchill later wrote that the decision to transition to oil was a “fateful plunge” into an unknown and uncertain future, but by the

---

\(^{44}\) According to one estimate made in 1907, if the *Lusitania* had been built to burn oil, it could have reduced its required complement of engine room workers from 312 to 27. Jones, 1978, 138.


\(^{46}\) Jones, 1978, 145.

end of the First World War nearly all major navies were, or already had begun, transitioning to oil fuel.\footnote{B. Redwood, “The Future of Oil Fuel,” Journal of the Royal Society of Arts 62 (26 December 1913): 103-116. During the war, the German, Italian, Australian, Austro-Hungarian, Russian, American, Japanese, and Dutch navies converted to oil fuel. Lord Ailwyn, “Fuel for the Navy,” Naval Review 25, no. 3 (August 1937): 451-467.}

The overwhelming majority of the oil products consumed in Britain were imported from foreign countries as far away as Persia, Russia, and the United States. Indeed, despite claiming political authority over nearly a quarter of the earth’s landmass, the British Empire never produced more than two per cent of the world’s oil during the period covered by this study. In contrast, between 1865 and 1925, the United States produced between 50 to 70 per cent of the world’s oil, and in 1904 that country supplied 98 per cent of British oil imports.\footnote{The peak of 98 per cent was reached in 1904. Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (UK), Crude Oil and Petroleum Products: Imports by Product 1920-2015 (London: HMSO, 2016); Crude Oil and Petroleum: Production, Imports and Exports 1890 to 2015 (London: HMSO, 2016). On the search for oil in the British Isles, see E. Cunningham-Craig, Oil Finding: An Introduction to the Geological Study of Petroleum (London: E. Arnold, 1920); “Fuel for the Navy,” Naval Review 25, no.3 (August 1937): 452; J. Roberts, “The Search for Oil,” Royal Society of Arts Journal 86, no.4455 (April 1938): 488-525.} In spite of their high cost, oil products were popular in Britain. In total, imports of the resource rose by nearly five hundred per cent over the period 1899-1914,\footnote{Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (UK), Crude Oil and Petroleum: Production, Imports and Exports 1890 to 2015 (London: HMSO, 2016). Imports of motor spirits nearly doubled from 1905 to 1907. “The Supply of Petroleum,” The Times, 29 July 1908, 4.} while per capita consumption of all petroleum products increased from around 7 gallons in 1901 to more than 15 gallons in 1914.\footnote{The Times, 29 July 1908, 4; G. Jones, The State and the Emergence of the British Oil Industry (London: Macmillan, 1981): 43.}

Oil, therefore, provided a powerful (albeit expensive) substitute for several other energy resources during the period of this study, including coal, wind, water, and provender. Oil products also permitted the development of entirely new technologies, especially in the realm of transportation. The two most prominent of these were the
airplane and the automobile. In 1903, the Wright brothers completed their famous flight above Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, and five years later, Samuel Franklin Cody became the first person in Britain to fly an airplane. Both of these aircraft used highly refined petroleum spirits, and their success initiated a surge of interest in aeronautics in Britain, particularly among the country’s affluent classes. The use of private aircraft quickly expanded in the years that followed Cody’s flight and, in 1912, a 250-acre aerodrome was constructed at Harrow to accommodate the rising number of private flying clubs in London. The development of military aviation occurred simultaneously during this period. In the spring of 1912, the Army and Navy held the first open competition to procure new military aircraft, and the Royal Flying Corps was established.

The most dramatic changes brought about by the advent of refined oil products in Britain came as a result of the rapid expansion in the use of automobiles. The first oil-fuelled motorcars were developed in the late 1890s, and their use in Britain accelerated in the decades that followed. By the turn of the twentieth century, petroleum-fuelled automobiles, buses, delivery vans, and motorcycles were commonplace in many parts of Britain. The number of licenced drivers grew from a few hundred to more than 1.5 million in 1925. These new motorists required a whole suite of new products and

---

53 In January 1909, the Aero Club of the United Kingdom launched a new journal, Flight, which covered the “Interests, Practice, and Progress of Aerial Locomotion and Transport.” Flight, 2 January 1909, 1.
57 The Autocar, 2 April 1899, 7; “Petrol Supplies,” The Times, 17 March 1926, xxix; A. Prest, Consumers’ Expenditure in the United Kingdom, 1900-1919 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1954): 142. Forty per cent of these licences were for private automobiles, and thirty-four per cent for motorcycles. The remainder applied to buses and commercial vehicles.
technologies, including vehicles, repair shops, tires, fuel, and fuelling stations. The speed at which automobiles were adopted in Britain was remarkable. In 1900, 700 new motor vehicles of various types were purchased in Britain, but by 1904 there were 51,000 motor vehicles in the country. In 1912 alone, Britons purchased 20,000 new motor vehicles.\textsuperscript{58}

The multitude of new vehicles consumed increasing quantities of motor spirits, both during daily commuting and weekend jaunts to the countryside. In 1910, 1.6 million barrels of oil were consumed in Britain; by 1925, the figure had grown to 11.5 million barrels.\textsuperscript{59} Imports of motor spirit rose from 474,610 barrels in 1905 to 809,250 barrels in 1907, feeding the ever-increasing demand for petrol, which in 1913 was estimated at 100 million gallons per year.\textsuperscript{60} This surge in motor spirit consumption required a vast network of oil infrastructure to be built throughout the country, including oil refineries, pipelines, port facilities, storage tank farms, distribution warehouses, delivery vehicles, and service station pumps. As the consumption of oil in Britain increased, advances in the dispensing technology kept pace.\textsuperscript{61} In 1919, the first curb-side motor spirit pumps were installed in Britain by the Anglo-American Oil Company, and two years later the company constructed one of the first petrol filling stations in London, on Harrow Road.\textsuperscript{62} Several

\begin{footnotes}
\item[58] “Royal Commission on Motor Cars,” 1906, Cd. 3080, 11; Antrobus, 1913, 91-92; Brunner, 1930, 223; Prest, 1954, 142. In 1905, there were 29 firms producing automobiles in the city of Coventry. N. McCord and B. Purdue, \emph{British History 1815-1914} (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007): 493.
\item[59] “Petrol Supplies,” \emph{The Times}, 17 March 1926, xxix; Lidgett, 1919, 160. One standard barrel of oil consists of thirty-five imperial gallons.
\item[60] “The Supply of Motor Spirit,” \emph{The Times}, 23 July 1913, 26.
\end{footnotes}
other oil companies began to develop similar distribution infrastructure and, by 1926, there were more than 20,000 petrol pumps in operation across the country.\(^6^3\)

The British populace in urban areas increasingly saw, smelled, and heard the motor vehicles that filled the streets of cities and towns, while rural residents began to encounter oil-fuelled tractors and farming equipment, and the steady stream of weekend motorists. For the most fortunate in British society, oil fuel opened up opportunities for owning and using private aircraft, racing boats, and motor yachts, a variety of different automobiles and motorcycles, and oil-fuelled heating and cooking appliances.\(^6^4\) By the mid-1920s, luxurious British lawns could be kept trim with oil-fuelled riding mowers.\(^6^5\)

This portrait of a country on the cusp of a revolutionary energy transition to oil is represented in a graph presented below, which tracks the overall use of energy in Britain by source. [Figure 1]. The graph was created by energy historian Roger Fouquet, and it

\(^{63}\) *Garage and Motor Agent*, 13 November 1926, 58; Dixon, 1963, 7. In 1928, the Royal Society of Arts held a contest, with cash prizes, challenging British architects to design an attractive petrol station. The following year, the Royal Institute of British Architects, in concert with the Royal Automobile Club, organized a similar competition that received 110 designs. See *Petroleum Times*, February 1928, 7; *Daily Express*, 23 August 1929; “Beauty and the Pump,” *The Times*, 20 August 1930, 11; R. Brown, “Cultivating a ‘Green’ Image: Oil Companies and Outdoor Publicity in Britain and Europe, 1920-1936,” *Journal of European Economic History* 22, no.2 (Fall 1993): 355.


provides a two-dimensional illustration of the major energy shift that defined the period of this study – the downfall of coal and rise of oil as Britain’s dominant energy regime.\textsuperscript{66}

\textit{Figure 1: Share of primary energy consumption in the United Kingdom (1500-2000)}


\textsuperscript{66} The graph was compiled by energy historian Roger Fouquet, and appears in R. Fouquet, “The Slow Search for Solutions: Lessons from Historical Energy Transitions by Sector and Service,” BC3 Working Paper Series 2010-05 (Bilbao, Spain: Basque Centre for Climate Change (BC3), 2008).
Despite the growing presence of oil in Britain during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the resource was paradoxically a spectral substance, which was rarely seen or touched directly by the British consumer. As energy scholar Alan Stoekl has argued, oil has always been a substance shrouded in a “history of invisibility,” and this is certainly true for Britain. Oil extraction and consumption, for instance, was radically different from coal. While Britons were familiar with the figure of the coal miner and the dangers of the mines and the slag heaps, or the coal merchant’s deliveries of heating and cooking fuel to the coal shed, there was little available to form an understanding of oil and the systems that brought it from the well head to the consumer. For Britons, oil came from faraway lands. It arrived in their country by way of pipelines, ships, and sealed tankers, only to be poured into machinery and combusted in the recesses of engines. The rare moments when consumers did see oil, such as when it was burned for the purpose of illumination, it disappeared rapidly into the air and left no visible residue or ash. The dirt, smoke, and the infamous smog of London and Britain’s large cities, on the other hand, made the consequences of burning coal visible. From 1865 to 1935, the time span of this dissertation, the average British consumer used oil in increasing
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quantities while never really seeing the resource itself. Yet, while oil was out of sight during this period, it was not out of mind.

The very nature of oil’s invisibility demanded that Britons invent novel ways of thinking, talking, and writing about the resource – actions which produced an entirely new archive of images, stories, and ideas about energy and its cultural impact. Even the most basic elements of oil needed to be explained and conceptualized, from the essential questions of what oil was, to more technical enquiries into the science and engineering of oil refining, and the ways in which refined products could be used. Amorphous and difficult to explain, the resource could exist as a liquid, as a gas, and as a solid. Each state had several different names – crude oil, rock oil, petroleum, bitumen, naphtha, propane, benzene, kerosene, gas, spirit, paraffin, pitch, and others. It was the task of British scientists, oil companies, journalists, and artists, some of whom are discussed in this dissertation, to give life to oil and the opportunities it afforded the individual consumer.

A series of core themes connected the diverse means by which oil was imagined in Britain. The novelty of oil, mixed with the difficulty in getting it out of the ground, seemed a romance of modern science and technology.70 Often, the discovery of oil took on emotional connotations, as in a person’s excitement over a new love interest, while at other times, the struggle between the driller and his prize, crude oil, was portrayed as a dramatic encounter with the natural environment. According to the British oil expert J. D.
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Henry, writing in his 1905 book, *Baku: An Eventful History*, the Russian energy industry was “romantically rich…Oil has made it so.”\(^71\) A frequent contributor to *The Times*, Henry’s work often included the themes of romance in and dramatic encounter with exotic lands.\(^72\) Sir Herbert Russell, writing in 1922, found the advent of oil to be “a great romance indeed, for out of it has been born the aircraft, the submarine, the road vehicles of pleasure and commerce.”\(^73\)

Oil as new and modern was at the very core of British thinking. As Barrett and Worden have demonstrated, “oil encourages fetishistic representations of its value as a magical property detached from labour,” and this phenomenon was present in fin-de-siécle Britain and the two decades that followed.\(^74\) Oil took on an almost mythological quality during the period, and was frequently represented as a powerful and potentially limitless source of energy. Oil appeared as an abiogenesis, a spontaneous outburst of organic matter that held the power to revolutionize the world. Benjamin J. Crew asserted in 1886 that the “welcome, cheerful, steady flame of petroleum” in Britain “promoted the happiness and comfort of the multitudes,” and had added to the “sum of human knowledge” as a result of the countless number of hours “snatched from darkness and sleep.”\(^75\) The novelty of oil, mixed with its transformative effect on daily life, led many Britons to imagine oil as a modern resource, one that represented a distinct break from the traditional resources of the past.
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\(^71\) Dodds Henry, 1905, ix, 6. Henry included a chapter entitled “Romance of Oil Field Finance,” which asserted that one could uncover “a wealth of romance in the finance of oil” (51).


\(^74\) R. Barrett and D. Worden, “Introduction,” in *Oil Culture*, 2014, xxv.

\(^75\) Benjamin Crew quoted in J. Dodds Henry, *Thirty-Five Years of Oil Transport*, 1907, 27, 40.
Oil was perceived as a more efficient, cleaner, and more powerful form of energy than coal. In 1921, the *Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic News* held up the old view that “One has imagined hitherto…that oil getting is a filthy, ugly process which utterly disfigures the landscape, and one wonders how anybody could pursue it without taking to drink,” and then proceeded to argue that the opposite was true. On a modern oil rig, “everybody dresses neatly and seems to cultivate cleanliness, and untidiness is nowhere to be seen,” and in the refineries where crude oil was processed, workers conducted their business in “vast, modern, sanitary and spacious” facilities.\(^\text{76}\) An article published in the *Illustrated London News* in January 1922 concluded that, in the “Age of Petrol,” Britons had become “cleaner and more orderly.”\(^\text{77}\) Oil was described as a youthful, vigorous, and virile substance, and metaphorical representations often featured characters such as young princes or powerful animals. This oil mentality can be found in a speech delivered by H.B. Heath Eves, a senior employee of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company, at the christening of the BP oil tanker, *British Colony*: “oil is so admirably adapted by its economy and efficiency, by its tremendous concentration of power in small bulk…that it is now an essential of progress and development – almost of civilization.”\(^\text{78}\) There was a pervasive sense of optimism about oil, and consumers were encouraged to become modern through their use of oil products. Oil could make the modern world possible, many believed.

\(^{76}\) *Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic News*, 13 December 1921, 32, 50.  
\(^{78}\) “Launch of the *British Colony*,” *Naft* 3, no. 3 (May 1927): 7. The ship displaced 7,000 tons and was launched at Walker-on-Tyne. It was sunk in May 1942 by a German U-boat off the coast of Barbados. “*British Colony*,” *U-Boat.net*. Retrieved from: www.uboot.net/allies/merchants/ships/1654.html.
The advent of oil in Britain, apparently overnight and affecting every facet of daily life, was envisioned as the leading edge of a sea change in energy consumption habits – a tidal wave of oil washing over Britain, changing it irrevocably. Critics of oil resisted the transformation. The British conservationist, Clough Williams-Ellis, decried the social and cultural changes brought about by oil in his 1928 publication, *England the Octopus*: “Everyone who reads this book, indeed, everyone who reads at all or has eyes in his head,” he wrote, “knows that England has changed violently and enormously within the last few decades.”  

The rise of oil appeared as a direct challenge to the dominance of British coal, and the worldwide network of port facilities, coaling stations, and transportation vessels that had been used to create, expand, and sustain the British Empire during the previous century. In the eyes of many coal supporters, primarily in Britain’s coal mining regions, the turn to oil was a catastrophic mistake that would bring economic, political, and social instability to the British Isles, and even threaten its national security.  

According to Cardiff’s *Western Mail*, the largest local daily newspaper in Wales, the widespread use of oil had been “a grave national blunder,” which had turned Britain’s coal industry into a  
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“pathetic disaster” that was engaged in a “desperate fight for life.” David Davies, president of the Ocean Coal Company, reflecting on the 1930 fiscal year at his annual address to company shareholders, claimed that it had been “one of the most disastrous on record,” largely as the result of a decline in coal consumption. He lamented to his audience that the period would be remembered as one of “grievous disappointment.”

The economic situation was so severe in Britain’s coalmining communities during the early 1930s that the editors of the industry’s national trade magazine, the *Colliery Guardian*, questioned whether the country could “emerge from the imbroglio intact.”

Despite a persistent chorus of disapproval directed towards the transition to oil, the overwhelming majority of contributors to British oil discourses treated the expanding use of the resource as a positive development and, indeed, one that promised to improve the lives of everyone, everywhere. A common theme in British petrocultural discourse during this time was excitement over the energy transition to oil, and the opportunities that the resource offered for industry, transportation, social mobility, national wealth, and personal happiness. Boverton Redwood, the British chemist and oil industry consultant, provided an account of the drama of oil drilling in his 1886 Cantor Lectures, “Petroleum and Its Products,” in which he described a newly drilled well “throwing up a stream of oil” at a rate of one million gallons per day. “When oil is struck,” he said, the outrush was “so violent that the ponderous drilling tools are projected from the well” and blown apart.

---

81 *Western Mail*, 1 April 1931, 6.
83 *Colliery Guardian*, 2 January 1931, 47.
by the enormous force of the “magnificent fountain” of petroleum. Another British chemist and oil expert, Vivian Lewes, remarked in a lecture delivered to the Incorporated Gas Institute that “nothing had been more remarkable than the marvellous growth in our scientific knowledge…of the manufacture and burning of gas.” Welcoming the changes that oil was bringing about, these and likeminded voices injected information, stories, and ideas into British energy debates.

The transition to the modern Age of Oil was the most frequent narrative construct used in the making of British petrocultures. As early as 1889, Charles Marvin, the British energy polemicist and expert on Russia and on oil, was predicting an oncoming energy transition to oil, and he warned audiences in numerous articles, pamphlets, and books that the world must prepare for an energy “revolution,” a transition to a distinct period of global history in which Britain would play “its proper part” – the role of “Boss” in the “Coming Oil Age.” Marvin was certainly ahead of his time, and was only one of a handful of people then thinking that way. Coal was, after all, still the preferred source of energy in most places. But during the early twentieth century the notion of transition to an Age of Oil came to the fore. In 1901, Boverton Redwood confided to his colleague and fellow oil enthusiast, James Dodds Henry: “It is my firm conviction that the birth of
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the new century synchronises with the inception of the age of petroleum as a source of power in a wider and more enlightened sense than is commonly realised."⁸⁷

In the contemporary literature, a sense of optimism and excitement about oil pervades, and one can sense the anticipation of its transformative effects. As Dodds Henry noted in his 1908 book, *Oil Fuel and the Empire*, there was “a decided change” in attitudes toward oil “with the advent of the century.”⁸⁸ In April 1901, the *Petroleum Review* wrote that there was “no reason why the adoption of liquid fuel should not become very widespread within a very short space of time.”⁸⁹ The Chairman of the G. M. Oil Fields Company, George Macdonald, told his shareholders in 1911 that the “age of oil was only just beginning,” and that in five years’ time, it would be “a rare thing to see a horse-cab in London.”⁹⁰ In 1912, the same magazine updated its forecast, declaring that Britain was at the threshold of an “oil fuel age.”⁹¹ William Antrobus, a Manchester engineer, asserted in 1913 that “[t]here is no mistaking the fact that we are on the verge of an oil age.”⁹² According to a special article published in *The Times* by the Anglo-American Oil Company, the “day of oil is at hand. We are on the threshold of the great oil era.”⁹³

---

⁸⁸ J. Dodds Henry, *Oil Fuel and the Empire* (London: Bradbury Agnew, 1908): 137. Henry also includes several passages quoting prominent individuals expressing optimism about oil. According to the founder and Chairman of the Shell Transport and Trading Company, Marcus Samuel, oil appeared to have an “enormous future,” while the American oil scholar and Chairman of the California State Mining Bureau, Charles Tenison Deane, prophesized that if “the nineteenth century was the coal age, the present one will be the age of oil.” J. Dodds Henry, 1908, 154, 168.
⁹¹ *Petroleum Review*, 5 October 1912.
⁹² Antrobus, 1913, 7.
⁹³ “Petroleum Fuel Products,” *The Times*, 1 December 1913, 47.
Others were convinced that the Age of Oil had already arrived. According to the British oil journalist, Frederick Talbot, oil had led a “Conquest of the World,” and in his 1914 book of that title, he asserted: “While the nineteenth century will be known to history as the Coal Age, the twentieth century will go down to posterity as the Oil Era.”

By the early interwar years, representations of the Age of Oil (and its synonyms, including Age of Petrol, Oil Age, Oil Era, and Day of Oil) were nearly ubiquitous in British energy discourses. Albert Lidgett, for example, concluded in 1919 that “we today live in an age of oil, for the products of petroleum are inseparable from our daily life.”

Newspapers and magazines were crucial mediums for constructing and sharing oil narratives. In articles such as “An Age of Oil,” published in the *Yorkshire Evening Post* in September 1919, “The Age of Oil Fuel,” in the *Cornishman* in March 1920, or “The Petrol Age,” in the *Hull Daily Mail* in July 1924, British readers learned of the new products and technologies that were being made available because of the development of oil. The *Times* and the *Illustrated London News* were particularly active in sharing news

---


95 The narrative of transition to a modern age of oil was pervasive in the literatures of other countries during the period of study, particularly in Canada, France, and the United States. The American oil scientist, J.T. Henry, predicted in 1873 that a “new day is dawning – a day which is witnessing the birth of an idea that will give new direction to human thought and develop and industry which will forever mark an era in the progress of the world.” In 1921, the French oil expert, Pierre de la Tramerye, argued that the world had arrived “at the dawn of the great ‘Age of Oil.’” J. Henry, *History and Romance of the Oil Industry* (Philadelphia: James B. Rogers, 1873): n.p.; P. de la Tramerye, *La Lutte Mondiale pour le Pétrole* [*The World-Struggle for Oil*] (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1921 [1927]): 74. Several periodicals dedicated to the age of oil theme were founded in the United States during the period, including *Petroleum Age* (Bradford, PA, 1892); *National Petroleum News* (Cleveland, OH, 1909); *Oil Age* (Los Angeles, CA, 1910); *Oil and Gas Journal* (Tulsa, OK, 1910); *Oildom* (Bayonne, NJ, 1911).


and stories about oil, both in Britain and around the world, often accompanied by visual aids such as photographs, illustrations, and painted artwork.\textsuperscript{98} An article on “The Problems of Coal,” published in \textit{The Times} in July 1919, conceded that the “present is an age of oil fuel,” and that the “motor vehicle is a necessary adjunct of civilization.”\textsuperscript{99} When the White Star liner, \textit{Olympic}, set sail from Southampton in June 1920, \textit{The Times} celebrated the vessel as “the first of the greatest liners to burn oil instead of coal.” The great ship had been launched in 1910 as a coal-burner, and converted to burn oil in 1919: “This is, as one of the engineering experts on board the ship expressed it, an Oil Age.”\textsuperscript{100} A \textit{Times} special correspondent wrote in 1921 that the “dawn of the oil age has been announced.”\textsuperscript{101} An advertisement in the \textit{Illustrated London News} for Pratt’s “Perfection” Spirit informed readers that human history had unfolded in a series of ages – “the stone age, the iron age, the coal age and the greatest era of all – the Great Oil Age.”\textsuperscript{102}

Speaking, lecturing, and performing were also very important means of communicating ideas about the Age of Oil to British audiences. The Chairman of the Trinidad Dominion Oil Company told his shareholders in 1919 that “the present time might truly be described as the real beginning of the oil age.”\textsuperscript{103} A four-act play

to the Next Oil Age,” \textit{Aberdeen Press and Journal}, 23 September 1925, 5; “End of Petrol Age?” \textit{Daily Herald}, 17 July 1930, 3.


\textsuperscript{101} “The Decline in Oil,” \textit{The Times}, 3 February 1921, 16.

\textsuperscript{102} Pratt’s Spirit, “The Great Oil Age,” \textit{Illustrated London News}, 10 September 1921, 344. The advertisement asserted that, “at last man has learnt to use the tremendous latent energy of petroleum – that energy which has lain for countless ages in the bowels of the earth.” The message delivered at the bottom of the advertisement: “there is a great deal of true romance in Pratt’s ‘Perfection’ Spirit.”

\textsuperscript{103} “City News in Brief,” \textit{The Times}, 8 October 1919, 15.
performed in London, called “The Right to Strike,” included the following lines, spoken by a medical student complaining about a lingering coal miner’s strike: “We’ve got ‘em beat, my boy. This is the age of petrol.” The Prince of Wales delivered a speech to the Royal Automobile Club, on the occasion of its 25th anniversary in 1922. He enthused that the event had reminded him of how “very fortunate” he was to have been living in the present time: “I mean being born at the beginning of a new age, the age of petrol and automobility…I am bold enough tonight to prophesy that in time to come the beginning of this age…will be hailed by historians as marking the start of a new era of very great importance in the march of civilization.” Oil scientist J. S. Brame delivered a lecture on the subject of “Petroleum in the Service of Man,” at an event held at the Fulham Town Hall, in which he detailed the history of the “oil age,” going back to Biblical times and the Tower of Babel, and continuing into the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, when “mineral oil had almost revolutionized the world.” In 1928, an editorial published in the Naval Review by the pseudonymous author, “Poseidon,” observed that it had become “a matter of common habit…to speak of the ‘Air Age,’ the ‘Wireless Age,’ the ‘Oil Age,’ and, embracing all, ‘the New Age.’” Excitement about oil, critics darkly remarked, amounted to a “breaking out of a mental disease.”

Sources and Methodology

106 “The Oil Age,” The Times, 10 March 1925, 10. For additional examples, see J. Cadman, “The Oil Era and the British Empire,” Naft 3, no. 2 (March 1927): 11; “Mr. Churchill on His Budget,” The Times, 26 April 1928, 18.
The dissertation is founded upon extensive primary sources and has employed a multi-archival research strategy targeting a variety of private, local, national, and corporate archives in Britain and in Canada. It incorporates traditional archival materials, such as newspapers, magazines, books, and official documents, as well as sources drawn from popular culture, including cartoons, artwork, maps, advertising, public lectures, exhibitions, and architecture. In the United Kingdom, materials were consulted in Birmingham, Coventry, Warwick, Aberystwyth, Swansea, Cardiff, and Portsmouth, and in Canada, archives were visited in Calgary, Toronto, and Ottawa. Collections of local, regional, and national newspapers and news clippings were consulted at the Birmingham Cadbury Research Centre and the University of Birmingham, and in the Glamorgan Archives and Cardiff Central Library, both in Cardiff. News reports and analysis were also seen at the British Petroleum Archives, housed at the University of Warwick. Online newspaper archives were particularly pertinent to this study, including The Times, the Illustrated London News, and the Manchester Guardian, as well as the many titles available through the British Newspaper Archive. Magazines and trade journals, such as Commercial Motor, Grace’s Guide to Industrial History, and Punch have also been examined through online databases.

A crucial source for this study has been the substantial body of historical British monographs on the subject of oil, written by authors William Antrobus, James Dodds Henry, Vivian Byam Lewes, Albert Lidgett, Marcel Mitzakis, Sydney North, Sir Thomas Boverton Redwood, Frederick Talbot, and J. W. Williamson. The majority of these books were consulted at Birmingham University Library, the location of the first university petroleum engineering programme in Britain, and home to a specialist collection of
historical oil monographs. Other titles were examined at the Carleton University Library, Ottawa, and at the National Library of Wales, in Aberystwyth. Online databases, including *Empire Online*, Google Books, Hathi Trust, and the Internet Archive proved invaluable.

Corporate archival materials are integral to this dissertation, particularly those of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company (APOC) and the British Petroleum Company (BP). Official records, photographs, advertising materials, and several other fonds were viewed at the West Glamorgan Archives, the Richard Burton Archives, the Neath Antiquarian Society, and the Swansea University Library, all in Swansea, Wales. The greater part of the corporate research for this study was undertaken at the University of Warwick, in Coventry, which houses the BP corporate archives. At a public lecture in 2001, the head archivist at BP, Michael Gasson, quoting Yergin’s *The Prize*, mused that “[i]t is often suggested that the twentieth century…has been completely transformed by the advent of petroleum.” He continued: “If that is the case, then the holdings at BP Archive constitute a major part of the record of that process, and certainly the major part that is accessible to the public.”

BP’s holdings include executive board meeting minutes, company memoranda and correspondence, staff magazines, and a large collection of artwork, photographs, and advertisements. The archives also hold a sizeable collection of film and video materials, and a specialist library with dozens of rare and unpublished titles. Other sites of interest included the South Wales Miners’ Museum, in Swansea, and the Glenbow Archives, in Calgary, both of which hold historical pamphlets related to coal and oil.
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The dissertation is organized into four chapters, each of which presents a detailed case study of a major figure or company active in British oil discourse during the seventy year period from 1865 to 1935. These case studies expose four key episodes in the cultural history of oil in Britain and offer valuable entry points into the creative accounts and imaginative spectacles that were used in the making of British petroculture. The chapters are chronologically ordered and thematically structured. The first two chapters examine the histories of individuals who played a prominent role in the transition to oil in Britain. Chapter One follows the professional career and public life of analytical chemist and oil expert, Sir Thomas Boverton Redwood. Despite Redwood’s pioneering role in the historical development of oil science and technology in Britain, and his massive contribution to the literature and discourse of oil during the period, virtually no scholarly attention has been paid to him or his career. This chapter works to situate Redwood’s contribution to British oil discourses within the larger history of oil and energy transition in Britain during the period of study. Using a variety of primary source materials, including newspapers, magazines, books, and lectures, many of which have not yet been examined by historians, the chapter argues that Redwood played a central and hitherto unexamined role in the development of the earliest petrocultures in Britain. Over the course of his career, Redwood developed the key narratives of modern technology and the transition to the Age of Oil that came to define British oil imaginaries.

Chapter Two explores the history of oil in Britain through the lens of the political cartoon. The work of British cartoon artist Leonard Raven-Hill is employed as a vehicle for accessing these histories, specifically two case studies of cartoons published in Punch magazine: “A Second String” (1912) and “Black Magic; or the New King Coal” (1933).
These cartoons are historical documents capturing Britain’s early-twentieth century transition from a predominantly coal-fuelled way of life to one increasingly powered by oil. They represent the emergence of oil as an exciting new source of fuel, heat, and motive power and, at the same time, the frustration and anxiety that many Britons felt about the British coal industry. What stories and ideas about oil does Raven-Hill convey? What do creative documents such as this tell energy historians about the past, and how might they be used to reconstruct previous experiences and interpretations related to oil? The chapter addresses these questions using Daniel Barrett and Ross Worden’s notion of an oil spectacle as a frame of analysis, and argues that the anthropomorphosis of energy into imaginary characters such as King Coal and Prince Petroleo helped Britons to make sense of the enormous complexity of Britain’s changing energy landscape. Through these characters, the ideas that constituted the energy transition to an Age of Oil were given form and identity, and emplotted on a narrative framework of conflict and industrial conquest.

The second half of the dissertation turns to an analysis of materials related to two British oil companies and their roles in effecting the transition to oil in Britain. Chapter Three focusses on the formative years of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company (APOC) over the period 1909-1925. Using the company’s first British oil refinery as a case study – the Llandarcy Refinery, completed in Wales in 1922 – the chapter traces the ways in which APOC communicated information about oil to targeted British audiences. Specifically, it reconstructs APOC’s publicity activities relating to the Llandarcy Refinery in order to shed light on the company’s vision of oil and Britain’s future, and to map the different communities with whom this imaginary was shared. Using a variety of primary source
materials consulted at the BP archives, including advertisements, photographs, pamphlets, company Board Room minutes, and newspaper and magazine reportage, the chapter demonstrates how the Llandarcy Refinery was represented not only as the means by which Britons were provided with oil products, but as a powerful edificial symbol of the transition to the modern Age of Oil. The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate the significant contributions that APOC promotional activities made to the tapestry of early British petroculture during the early twentieth century.

The fourth and final chapter investigates the motor spirit marketing activities of the British Petroleum Company during the period 1919-1925. Although BP is Britain’s second-largest oil company (after Royal Dutch Shell) and one of the largest in the world, there are no studies that concentrate on the company’s early advertising campaigns. The advertisements of larger oil companies like Anglo-American and Shell-Mex have been assessed by several historians, but BP remains to be studied. The chapter traces the evolution of the company’s marketing activities from their modest beginnings in the immediate post-war years to the expensive, multi-dimensional publicity campaigns of the mid-1920s, which culminated in the Persian Khan exhibit presented at the British Empire Exhibition of 1924-1925. Using a wide range of primary sources consulted at local, national, and corporate archives in England and Wales, the chapter reveals the ways in which BP used imaginative marketing materials to create an “oil spectacle” in the minds of British consumers.

These disparate forms of expressing ideas about oil constituted a distinctly British petroculture during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The construction of this petroculture and its change over time is the central preoccupation of this dissertation.
Chapter One
An Expert of the Oil Age: Sir Thomas Boverton Redwood and the Development of Oil Science in Britain, 1869-1919

This chapter investigates the professional career and public life of the analytical chemist, Sir Thomas Boverton Redwood. Notwithstanding Redwood’s significant contribution to early oil science in Britain, there have been few scholarly investigations of his work. This dearth of description and analysis may have arisen in the absence of any known collection of private papers. Redwood wrote the first two textbooks on oil to be published in Britain and invented a widely-used tool for measuring oil viscosity. Yet, he does not appear in Findlay’s 1937 classic, A Hundred Years of Chemistry, or in Findlay and Mills’ British Chemists (1947). His absence from Farber’s 1,600-page tome, Great Chemists, is similarly conspicuous. The lack of attention paid to Redwood in the
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history of British science and technology is particularly surprising, since there have been several studies of American and Canadian oil experts who were his contemporaries.\footnote{114 For examples, see P. Lucier, \textit{Scientists and Swindlers: Consulting on Coal and Oil in America, 1820-1890} (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2008); H. Black, “Dr. Abraham Gesner,” in \textit{Canadian Scientists and Inventors} (Markham: Pembroke, 1997); M. Sheppard, \textit{Oil Sands Scientist: The Letters of Karl A. Clark, 1920-1949} (Edmonton: University of Alberta Press, 1989).}

In the literature on the history of oil in Britain, Redwood is ascribed prominent roles as an oil scientist and in-demand consultant on new oil research and development projects.\footnote{115 J. R. L. Anderson’s history of British oil companies and their activities in the Middle East, B. S. McBeth’s study of British overseas oil policy, and I. Varcoe’s article on official scientific research during the First World War are three examples of research that mention Redwood’s participation in the early history of oil in Britain. It is noteworthy however, that none of these studies provides any analysis of Redwood’s activities beyond his corporate and political consulting work.\footnote{116 In Marian Kent’s history of oil during the period 1900-1920, Redwood appears once. Berry Ritchie’s illustrated history of the British Petroleum Company, \textit{Portrait in Oil}, makes several references to Redwood’s leadership in the discovery of oil in Persia, and in the development of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company (later BP). But Ritchie stops short of any discussion of Redwood’s activities beyond his corporate and political consulting work.\footnote{117 M. Kent, \textit{Oil and Empire: British Policy and Mesopotamian Oil, 1900-1920} (London: Macmillan, 1976). A reference to Redwood’s work with the Petroleum Research Department during the First World War appears in Appendix VI. Kent does not include any references to Redwood in her bibliography.}} J. R. L. Anderson’s history of British oil companies and their activities in the Middle East, B. S. McBeth’s study of British overseas oil policy, and I. Varcoe’s article on official scientific research during the First World War are three examples of research that mention Redwood’s participation in the early history of oil in Britain. It is noteworthy however, that none of these studies provides any analysis of Redwood’s activities beyond his corporate and political consulting work.\footnote{116 J. Anderson, \textit{East of Suez: A Study of Britain’s Greatest Trading Enterprise} (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1969); B. McBeth, \textit{British Oil Policy, 1919-1939} (London: Frank Cass, 1985); I. Varcoe, “Scientists, Government and Organised Research in Great Britain 1914-16: The Early History of the DSIR,” \textit{Minerva} 8, no.1 (1970): 192-216.} In Marian Kent’s history of oil during the period 1900-1920, Redwood appears once.\footnote{117 M. Kent, \textit{Oil and Empire: British Policy and Mesopotamian Oil, 1900-1920} (London: Macmillan, 1976). A reference to Redwood’s work with the Petroleum Research Department during the First World War appears in Appendix VI. Kent does not include any references to Redwood in her bibliography.}
Redwood beyond his work as a scientific consultant to oil exploration and development companies.\textsuperscript{118}

Another British oil scholar, Geoffrey Jones, has examined some elements of Redwood’s career. In \textit{The State and the Emergence of the British Oil Industry}, Jones identifies Redwood as “Britain’s leading oil ‘expert,’” and a scientist who occupied a “position of great, if informal, influence, and in many ways” was “the \textit{eminence grise} of British oil policy.”\textsuperscript{119} Yet Jones too focuses exclusively on Redwood’s consulting work, first for “virtually every British oil company,” and secondly for innumerable public officials and legislators.\textsuperscript{120} Jones’s verdict that “Redwood’s views on oil matters were relatively straightforward” appears almost dismissive, and does an injustice to the extensive endeavors undertaken by Redwood that went beyond business and politics.\textsuperscript{121} Jones’s entry for Redwood in the 1985 edition of the \textit{Dictionary of Business Biography}, co-authored with F. Goodall, contains some biographical facts and a detailed discussion of Redwood’s service during the First World War, but little else.\textsuperscript{122} A treatment of Redwood is provided in R.W. Ferrier’s \textit{The History of the British Petroleum Company}. Although Ferrier does describe Redwood as Britain’s “ubiquitous petroleum plenipotentiary,” and “the leading petroleum expert of the day,” he provides no discussion of the scientist or of his role in the history of the company; instead, Redwood

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{118} B. Ritchie, \textit{Portrait in Oil: An Illustrated History of BP} (London: James & James, 1995).
\bibitem{121} Jones, 1981, 98. This limited view may have arisen because Jones appears to have considered only one of Redwood’s works, the fourth edition of \textit{Petroleum}, which was published in 1922, three years after Redwood’s death. Jones includes four works authored by himself. (Jones, 1981, 124).
\end{thebibliography}
makes cameo appearances at intervals throughout the book, and is otherwise absent from the rest of the narrative.\textsuperscript{123}

One of the few scholars to shine a light on the breadth of Redwood’s activities is Daniel Yergin. In \textit{The Prize}, Yergin describes Redwood as “Britain’s premier oil expert,” and as an accomplished scientist with global impact: “a man who had a profound influence on the course of international oil developments in the first two decades of this century.”\textsuperscript{124} Notwithstanding the claim that Redwood was “ever-present” in British oil affairs, Yergin provides only a superficial sketch of the scientist and his role in the early history of oil.\textsuperscript{125} There are no sustained discussions of Redwood anywhere in the text, and Yergin’s overall portrait of Redwood is two-dimensional.\textsuperscript{126} More recently, T. Corley has written in the \textit{Oxford Dictionary of National Biography} what appears to be the only piece that is dedicated exclusively to Redwood. Corley claims that Redwood was the “first (and only) petroleum consultant of his kind,” and an educator who possessed the ability to communicate with “non-expert officials and businessmen alike in the technicalities of oil.”\textsuperscript{127} Strikingly, Corley does not mention a single publication of Redwood’s, or any of his many professional affiliations and activities.\textsuperscript{128}

\textsuperscript{125} Yergin, 1992, 141. Yergin focusses the majority of his attention on Redwood’s involvement with the Burmah Oil Company, the Anglo-Persian Oil Company, the Admiralty, and the British Government.
\textsuperscript{126} Only one of Redwood’s publications, \textit{Petroleum} (1896), appears in Yergin’s bibliography.
\textsuperscript{128} Corley based his short article on anecdotes published in Jones (1981), Ferrier (1982), Corley (1983), and several obituaries published in 1919.
Britain’s first oil expert thus remains an elusive figure in the existing literature, portrayed as an individual who took part in significant events, but one who remained in the background. There is, to date, no account of the numerous ways in which Redwood shared his knowledge and ideas about oil beyond the realms of commerce and politics, or of the diverse audiences with whom he shared his vision of oil. Furthermore, there is little research that examines the actual content of his publications, although several of them, notably Petroleum, were widely recognized to be authorities in the field. In short, only a fraction of Redwood’s contribution to the history of oil in Britain has been examined by scholars.

What was Redwood’s vision of oil? How was it crafted and in what ways did it change over time? What audiences, beyond the political and commercial realms, did he engage with during his career, and what messages about oil did he deliver? And what was Redwood’s role in shaping larger conversations about the modern Age of Oil? In answering these challenging questions, this chapter turns to a diverse range of primary source materials. These offer a composite picture of Redwood’s professional and public life, which can be used to recreate his vision of the Age of Oil. The ultimate aim of the chapter is to put forward a richer account of Redwood’s contribution to the development of British imaginaries about oil during the period 1869-1919.

*The Petroleum Association and Redwood’s Training in Analytical Chemistry*

---

129 Primary sources have been consulted using the following archives and repositories: AAPG Databases; the British Library; the British Newspaper Archive; the Canadian Petroleum History Society Bibliography; Grace’s Guide to Industrial History; JStor; the National Archives (London); the National Library of Wales; various ProQuest Databases; United Kingdom Parliamentary Papers; United States Congressional Papers; Welsh Newspapers Online; WorldCat catalogue.
Thomas Boverton Redwood was born in London on 26 April 1846, the eldest son of a well-established family of pharmacists and pharmaceutical manufacturers. As a young boy and as a teenager, Redwood experienced the transformative effects of the second industrial revolution, a period in Britain’s energy history marked by a series of rapid advances in science and technology, including the harnessing of electrical energy and, most importantly for this study, the discovery of oil as a source of fuel, heat, light, and power. Redwood was nineteen years old when “Colonel” Edwin Drake struck oil in 1859 in Titusville, Pennsylvania, an event widely recognized as initiating the modern oil industry in North America. After graduating from University College School, London, in 1862, Redwood worked as an assistant in the chemical laboratory of his father, a renowned professor of pharmacy, Theophilus Redwood. As Corley observed, from the moment Redwood came of age, his “future in pharmacy seemed to be determined.”

The exploitation and consumption of oil increased rapidly around the world in the years following Drake’s discovery, and unsurprisingly a new network of scientists,
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134 Corley, 2008. At some point during the late nineteenth century, Redwood attended the Royal School of Mines, a fact reported in his obituary and corroborated by his attendance at a reunion dinner of former classmates. “Royal School of Mines,” The Times, 27 February 1904, 11; The Times, 5 June 1919, 17.
particularly chemists, emerged to understand the resource and its many by-products.\textsuperscript{135} In September 1868, Redwood’s mother died suddenly.\textsuperscript{136} This event would appear to have had a dramatic effect on his career choices and sense of his future. Within a year of his mother’s death, Redwood left his father’s laboratory and took up a position as Secretary of the Petroleum Association of Great Britain, a private advocacy and lobbying organization.\textsuperscript{137} The decision confounded his peers. His obituary in \textit{The Times} noted “At that time the petroleum industry had barely emerged from its infancy…and some of [Redwood’s] friends thought he had made the mistake of putting his faith in a future with scanty prospects.”\textsuperscript{138} Redwood’s willingness to risk the promise of a career in the well-established field of pharmaceuticals to pursue one in the new science of petroleum is an early testament to his faith in oil. He was never a skeptic, as were many of his contemporaries. He was aware of oil’s challenges and confident in the opportunities it provided for professional advancement.

The Petroleum Association was an ideal venue for Redwood to acquire the specialised knowledge and skills required to become a petroleum scientist. Although he had been hired as Secretary, Redwood played many different roles during his early years at the Association. He served as the head analytical chemist, which gave him access to a

\textsuperscript{135} In 1858, 6,359 barrels of petroleum were produced globally, while in 1885, the amount equaled more than 47 million barrels. Over the period 1858-1914, a total of 7.5 billion barrels of oil were extracted around the world. G. Jones, “The Oil-Fuel Market in Britain 1900-1914: A Lost Cause Revisited.” \textit{Business History} 20, no.2 (1978): 131-152, 135. On the development of the international oil industry during this period, see A. Lidgett \textit{Petroleum} (London: Isaac Pitman, 1919): 159; M. Mitzakis, \textit{The Oil Encyclopaedia} (London: Chapman, 1922): 394; J. Henry, \textit{Baku: An Eventful History} (London: Constable, 1905): vi.

\textsuperscript{136} “Funeral of Dr. Redwood, of Boverton,” \textit{Barry Dock News}, 25 March 1892, 6.

\textsuperscript{137} B. Redwood, “Letter to the Editor,” \textit{The Times}, 25 July 1871, 10. The Petroleum Association was formed in London in February 1864, to advocate for the “proper conduct of the petroleum trade, and particularly to provide authoritative and binding rules for sampling, testing and analysing, as well as the settlement of all differences that may arise.” “Petroleum,” \textit{Liverpool Mercury}, 10 February 1864, 6; “The Petroleum Association,” \textit{Public Ledger and Daily Advertiser}, 26 October 1866, 2.

\textsuperscript{138} \textit{The Times}, 5 June 1919, 17.
large new laboratory designed specifically for conducting experiments on petroleum. Here, he learned to test oil and its technical properties, specifically its flashpoint, density, and viscosity, rapidly earning him a reputation for excellence in the science of petroleum. These experiences provided Redwood with the core competencies of an oil expert, a foundation of learning that he would use for the remainder of his career. Later, in 1886, he invented an accurate and widely-used tool for testing the viscosity of oil, a device that became known as ‘Redwood’s Viscometer.’ Through the Petroleum Association, Redwood also acquired knowledge and experience outside of the laboratory. In the 1870s and 1880s, he was dispatched to investigate promising oilfields in Russia, the United States, and Canada, journeys that provided him with a global view of oil. On numerous occasions during the late 1870s, he provided expert testimony in jury trials dealing with oil, usually in defence of the oil industry, while at the same time he published letters in newspapers such as The Times, the London Evening Standard, and London Daily News.

---

139 In a letter written to the editor of the London Daily News in June 1871, Redwood signed off as “Secretary and Consulting Chemist to the Petroleum Association.”

140 B. Redwood, Detection and Measurement of Petroleum Vapour in the Air (London: Crosby Lockwood, 1896). Redwood’s Viscometer was displayed at an exhibition held at the British Association in Nottingham in September 1893. “The British Association,” The Times, 21 September 1893, 6. A photograph of Redwood’s Viscometer can be viewed through the online archives of the British Science Museum, item no. 1974-413. Redwood made several patents for oil testing processes during his lifetime. His first was for “improvements in the manufacture of gas for burning,” received in 1874, when he was just 28; in 1877 Redwood co-patented a similar improvement with his father, Theophilus; in the early 1890s, he invented a method for testing the gravities of heavy fuel oils used by the Royal Navy, which became known as the “Admiralty Standard” test; shortly afterwards, he invented tools for measuring petroleum gas in the air, and for locating water trapped beneath oil in ships, called the Redwood Water Finder. London Gazette, 13 October 1874, 4701; London Gazette, 22 June 1877, 3793; M. Perkins, “Sir Boverton Redwood, Bart.,” Journal of the Chemical Society 117 (January 1920): 467.

attempting to allay public fears about oil safety and the threat of spontaneous explosions.  

Through his different roles in the Petroleum Association, Redwood received a thorough education in petroleum science. His work brought him into contact with figures representing a wide array of business and industrial professionals, legal experts, and politicians, all of whom offered him opportunities to expand his networks of influence. Beginning in the 1880s, he became an active member of several of Britain’s most prominent learned societies, including the Royal Society of Arts, to which he was elected a Fellow in 1885, and the Society of Chemical Industry, to which he was elected Vice-President in 1886. Redwood was elected a member of the American Chemical Society, the Imperial Russian Technical Society, and the Liverpool Petroleum Association. Redwood’s involvement with these societies provided him with opportunities for sharing information and ideas about oil with powerful groups interested in the resource and its future, including scientists, politicians, diplomats, businessmen, investors, and hobbyists. Through such engagement, Redwood participated in the fostering of a sense of
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142 Redwood testified in cases involving a burning oil cargo ship (“Burning of a Petroleum Vessel,” London Evening Standard, 5 January 1871, 3); a ship explosion at Erith (“Petroleum and Petroleum Spirit,” London Daily News, 18 October 1871, 3); a fatal oil explosion on a Royal Navy training ship (“The Goliath,” The Times, 1 January 1876, 6); spontaneous explosions in public spaces (“Gunpowder and Petroleum,” Leeds Mercury, 21 October 1874, 7); faulty oil lamp wicks (Pall Mall Gazette, 23 April 1884, 5), and a “petroleum fog” explosion (“Inquests,” The Times, 13 January 1887, 6).


community in Britain’s growing body of oil enthusiasts, and developed a formidable network of professional and personal friendships.¹⁴⁵

Beginning in the mid-1880s, Redwood started to branch out from the Petroleum Association. A key component of Redwood’s professional life during this period was public speaking on topics related to oil.¹⁴⁶ One of his first subjects was connected to his travels.¹⁴⁷ In February 1885, at the London headquarters of the Society of Chemical Industry, Redwood delivered a lecture on “The Russian Petroleum Industry.”¹⁴⁸ The following year, on 8 March 1886, in the Great Room of the London headquarters of the Royal Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce (RSA), Redwood gave the Cantor Lectures on “Petroleum and Its Products.”¹⁴⁹ This series was an annual event established in 1860 by the RSA, and according to The Times, featured prominent speakers “concerned with the broad industrial issues and the scientific


¹⁴⁶ In February 1884, Redwood delivered a lecture to the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, in which he explored “A Sample of Sophisticated Oil of Turpentine.” This was followed up in August with a talk on the “Determination of the Percentage of Oil in Paraffin Scale,” to the Society of Chemical Industry. “To-Morrow,” Pall Mall Gazette, 5 February 1884, 5; B. Redwood, “The Determination of the Percentage of Oil in Paraffin Scale,” Journal of the Chemical Industry 3, no.8 (August 1884): 430-432.


principles involved in some definite matter of public importance singled out from the arts and crafts.”\textsuperscript{150} The lectures were intended to have a wide appeal and were usually given over the course of several evenings. This format permitted Redwood to build a long-form narrative of petroleum in all its facets.

The Cantor Lectures showcased the depth and breadth of Redwood’s scientific knowledge of petroleum, as well as his ability to convey complex research findings to the non-specialist. The lectures were divided into four parts: Lecture I: “Historical Account of Petroleum, and of the Development of the Petroleum Industry” (8 March); Lecture II: “Production, Transportation, and Storage of Crude Petroleum” (15 March); Lecture III: “Manufacture of Petroleum Products” (22 March), and Lecture IV: “The Uses of Petroleum and Its Products” (29 March). The use of historical references was a prominent feature of “Petroleum and Its Products.” Redwood opened the series with a discussion of Herodotus and the “earliest descriptive mention of petroleum” that appeared in \textit{The Histories}, which featured accounts of the ancient “Persian fire-worshippers” of the Caspian Sea basin.\textsuperscript{151} He explained other ancient uses of oil “centuries before the


Christian era,” including as an ointment and pharmaceutical product in ancient Egypt, as a source of fuel for the Chinese, and as an element in the religious ceremonies of Persian fire worshippers.\textsuperscript{152} He discussed oil in the Old Testament and referred to a theory recently posited by Sir Lyon Playfair that biblical references to salt, such as that which encased Lot’s wife, were in fact referring to asphalt.\textsuperscript{153} After reconstructing these early histories of oil, Redwood presented the audience with a stark juxtaposition of the “primitive methods” of acquiring and using oil in “remote ages,” and the modern science and technology used for the same purposes in the late nineteenth century.\textsuperscript{154} He described at length the advanced drilling techniques that had been employed in “Colonel” Drake’s 1859 discovery of oil in Pennsylvania, and the rapid growth of new oil finds using similar methods.\textsuperscript{155}

To make these impressions still more realistic, and to bring his narrative back from remote oilfields and into the lecture theatre, Redwood displayed a variety of different artefacts and samples related to his lecture on a table in front of the audience. These items, including vials of different petroleum products, pieces of rock ejected from a well blowout, a selection of oil-burning lamps, and scale models of oil refinery components, offered audiences first-hand experiences with the latest petrochemical

\textsuperscript{152} Redwood, 1886, 1-2. The fourth lecture, on 29 March, also began with a history lesson: “We know, from the accounts given by historians who wrote prior to the commencement of the Christian era…that petroleum was used as an illuminant in remote ages” (58).
\textsuperscript{154} Redwood, 1886, 19, 58.
\textsuperscript{155} Redwood, 1886, 19.
technologies of the day. Redwood did not just tell the story of the rise of the modern Age of Oil – he also showed the audience what that meant by using illustrations and photographs, and displaying several examples of “very primitive” lamps acquired during his travels in India and Russia. Although he discussed at length the molecular composition of oil for any specialists present, he also explained how chemists and engineers had transformed the crude natural resource into refined agricultural fertilizers and pesticides, waterproofing, laundry detergent for clothes, and a myriad of other household goods.

The central focus of Redwood’s Cantor Lectures on “Petroleum and Its Products” was the narrative of transition to a new age of oil, in which the everyday lives of Britons were transformed by the “mighty stream of petroleum which is ever flowing from the earth to supply the daily increasing demand.” At the leading edge of this transition, Redwood argued, was a flourishing of new science and technology, which had enabled the unlocking of apparently unlimited sources of natural energy, while also providing consumers with vastly improved lighting, heating and, particularly for wealthy Britons, auto-mobility. Although refined oil products had only begun to be used in Great Britain on a large scale, they had already exercised a “civilizing influence” on British society, made the “labour of mankind more productive,” and elevated the “sum of human happiness.” Redwood predicted an oil future that made for brighter, healthier, and
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156 Redwood, 1886, 26, 46, 47.
157 Redwood, 1886, 59.
158 Redwood, 1886, 85.
160 Redwood, 1886, 86.
happier lives, one in which the British consumer effortlessly moved about in complete comfort, aided by a vast assemblage of modern tools. In the sweeping, millenarian arc of human history, he predicted, it would be oil that played the leading role in producing a truly modern civilization.

Redwood’s Cantor Lectures on “Petroleum and Its Products” have not been fully examined by historians or placed within the broader context of contemporary British energy discourses and oil cultures. This is a critical omission because it was during this period in Redwood’s working life that one can see him develop not only his interest in petroleum science, but also his craft in communicating scientific information to diverse audiences. Redwood’s lectures during the 1880s made a mark. The Globe (Toronto), for example, seized upon the fact that the first lecture had provided “a historical account of petroleum,” noting that Redwood had pointed out that “the valuable properties of this substance were undoubtedly well known” to ancient societies centuries before.161 But perhaps the most telling indicator of Redwood’s emerging status as a premier oil expert was the attention he received in American oil circles. The Morning Journal and Courier, of New Haven, Connecticut, described Redwood as the “recognized authority on petroleum,” and the scientist’s research was reproduced in several official investigations and reports completed by the United States Congress, such as D. Day’s “Mineral Resources of the United States” (1894) and F. Clarke’s “The Data of Geochemistry” (1908).162

---

Petroleum and the Establishment of an International Reputation

During the fourteen year period from 1886 to 1900, the total amount of oil products consumed in Britain increased more than three-fold, largely as a result of the rapid expansion in the use of lighting, and transportation technologies such as kerosene lamps, gas appliances, marine motors, and automobiles.\(^\text{163}\) Redwood’s career in the field of oil science, therefore, coincided with a widespread surge in the use of the resource, while at the same time his international experience in the countries from which Britain imported its oil meant that Redwood possessed a degree of practical experience and scientific knowledge few could match.\(^\text{164}\) On a number of occasions, Redwood provided expert testimony for criminal trials involving oil fires. According to a report of an 1890 trial published in *The Times*, Redwood educated a jury on the flammability of oil by filling a large glass vessel with invisible petroleum fumes. “He then applied a light to the vessel,” the reporter recalled, “and there was instantaneously a brilliant burst of flames which completely filled the vessel and rose out of it, to the considerable astonishment of

---


\(^\text{164}\) Several companies used quotes from Redwood’s lectures and publications to sell their products. The advertisements of Defries’ Safety Lamps featured several comments made by Redwood in the Cantor Lectures on “Petroleum and Its Products.” As one ad cited, the “risks attaching to the employment of mineral oil as illuminating agents in lamps…are non-existent in the use of Defries’ Safety Lamps,” while another carried Redwood’s guarantee that the combustion of oil in these lamps was always “complete, neither smoke nor odour being produced.” Several of these advertisements included the message, printed in large font, that oil was “The Light of the Future.” *John Bull*, 13 June 1885, 15; *Manchester Courier*, 24 June 1885, 3; *Illustrated London News*, 1 May 1886, 470; *The Times*, 26 December 1885, 1; *London Daily News*, 22 September 1886, 3. Other companies that used Redwood as an endorsement included the Petroleum Engine Company of America (*The Times*, 9 June 1888, 9; *The Times*, 11 June 1888, 16), and the Russian Water White Petroleum Oil Company. *Public Ledger and Daily Advertiser*, 16 May 1884, 2. Redwood’s father was frequently referenced in advertisements for Pears’ Soap: “I have never come across another toilet soap which so closely realizes my ideal of perfection.” *The Times*, 13 December 1897, 12; *The Times*, 3 January 1898, 10; *The Times*, 9 January 1899, 12.
all in court.”¹⁶⁵ That same year, the Corporation of London retained Redwood as its consulting adviser responsible for the “official testing of petroleum in the City.”¹⁶⁶ By 1896, Redwood had added to his duties in London the positions of Chemical Advisor to the Oil Trade Section of the London Chamber of Commerce, and Honorary Advisor to the Admiralty on matters of oil.¹⁶⁷

Redwood’s global perspective on oil affairs was particularly valuable. During the 1880s and 1890s, he visited several emerging oilfields in places around the world, including trips to India in 1882, Germany, Austria, France, Belgium, and Holland in 1883, Ireland in 1884, and Egypt in 1890.¹⁶⁸ Redwood became known to Tsar Nicholas II, who frequently sought his advice on the rapidly expanding Russian petroleum industry.¹⁶⁹ Perhaps most valuable to Redwood was his extensive field work experience in the United States which, in 1886, produced more oil than the rest of the world combined.¹⁷⁰

Redwood worked to share his knowledge of oil with many different communities in Britain. One of the ways in which he engaged with new audiences during the 1880s
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¹⁶⁵ “The Water Safety Lamp,” The Times, 3 June 1890, 4; “Recent Fire in the City,” The Times, 30 October 1890, 6.
¹⁶⁶ “The South-Eastern Circuit,” The Times, 4 December 1890, 6.
¹⁶⁷ Redwood, 1896, ii; Automobile Club Journal, 26 February 1903, 8.
¹⁶⁸ Shortly after delivering the Cantor Lectures, in 1886, Redwood travelled to North America as part of an eight-week tour on behalf of the Petroleum Association. In 1890 and 1892, Redwood was dispatched to Egypt by the Royal Society of Arts, along with fellow scientist Sir Frederick Abel, to enquire about the possibility of carrying crude oil through the Suez Canal. “The Storage of Petroleum,” Pall Mall Gazette, 11 October 1883, 7; Belfast Telegraph, 11 October 1883, 4; Public Ledger and Daily Advertiser, 11 October 1883, 3; “West of England Importers of Petroleum,” Exeter and Plymouth Gazette, 29 February 1884, 8; Globe, 17 September 1886, 4; Birmingham Daily Post, 18 September 1886, 5; “Interested in Petroleum,” New York Times, 10 October 1886, 7; Evening Star [Washington, D.C.], 29 November 1886, 1; “Suez Canal and Petroleum Traffic,” Western Mail, 5 March 1892, 5; The Engineer, 24 June 1892, 545.
¹⁶⁹ “Mark Twain and the Pilgrims,” The Times, 26 June 1907, 3; “Mark Twain and the Savage Club,” The Times, 1 July 1907, 14; “Court Circular,” The Times, 22 February 1909, 13; Journal of the Royal Society of Arts, 1920, 97.
¹⁷⁰ M. Mitzakis, 1922, 394.
and 1890s was through professional institutes and learned societies. In 1866, at the age of just twenty-two, Redwood was elected a Fellow of the Chemical Society (FCS), and he later became a Fellow of the Institute of Chemistry (FIC), a Fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh (FRSE), and Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society (FRGS). He also took up less formal positions with the British Association, the Royal Society of Chemistry, the Royal Geological Society, and the Royal Botanic Society. At many of these societies’ meetings, Redwood delivered lectures or presentations on topics such as “The Petroleum Fields of India,” the subject chosen for the Society of Chemical Industry in 1890, or “The Transport of Petroleum in Bulk,” the topic selected for the Institution of Civil Engineers in 1894.

Given the leap in the consumption of oil in Britain, it was with excellent timing that in 1896 Redwood published the most important book of his career – *Petroleum: a Treatise on the Geographical Distribution and Geological Occurrence of Petroleum and Natural Gas*. *Petroleum* functioned as an encyclopaedia of oil, offering readers a full spectrum analysis of the resource and its physical properties, from the smallest hydrocarbon molecule to the vast global networks of drilling rigs, pipelines, and the

---


refineries that transformed the resource into usable products. The book was a comprehensive reference volume, on the one hand, and a detailed historical narrative of oil, on the other, readily accessible, therefore, to both specialist and non-specialist audiences. It showcased Redwood’s command of the field of petroleum science, and stands as a testament to his authority as Britain’s scientific expert of the oil age.

One of Redwood’s central achievements in *Petroleum* was the conversion of oil from an invisible and seemingly dangerous substance into one that was recognizable, familiar, and comfortable. Redwood brought the lessons that he had learned in the lecture theatre and courtroom into his book. He used images to communicate complex ideas to readers and to assist them in building an imaginative framework within which to think about oil. Visual aids such as graphs, tables, illustrations, maps, and photographs can be found throughout *Petroleum*. The reader opens the first volume to discover a large foldout map of the world, decorated with red dots indicating known petroleum fields; several pages later, another map located the “Petroleum Deposits of the Old World,” with Britain’s petroleum scarcity in full view. Photographs were also used to introduce British readers to the places from which their oil came and the people who helped in its production and processing. Through these images, readers could actually see how new wells were being drilled, how fountains of oil gushed from the ground, and how pipelines and oil refineries were constructed. Illustrations and diagrams of oil technologies, such as
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174 The 900-page work was organized into two luxuriously appointed volumes, which featured numerous foldout maps, diagrams and illustrations, a statistical appendix, and a large bibliography. Charles Griffin, a well-respected publisher of scientific and statistical works, published a second edition of *Petroleum* in 1906, a third edition in 1913, a three-volume fourth edition, posthumously in 1922, and a fifth edition in 1926. In the final reprinting, the number of pages swelled from the original 900 to 1353, largely the result of additions to the bibliography and statistical appendix.

175 Redwood, 1896, 46.
kerosene lanterns and early oil engines and boilers, showed the reader the different ways in which the resource was being consumed.

*Petroleum* exemplifies Redwood’s skill as a gifted storyteller who helped Britons make sense of oil and its complicated impact on their lives. He acknowledged that oil was a spectral substance that was difficult to define and comprehend, and that it confounded even members of the scientific community. The nomenclature by itself was complex: “petroleum, rock oil, earth balsam, earth oil, mineral oil, bitumen, maltha, asphaltum, pissasphaltum, pisselaeum, mumia, carabe, brea, oleum Médea, St. Quirinus’s oil, Seneca oil, Rangoon oil, Persian naphtha, Trinidad pitch, Barbados tar &c., and equivalent terms in other languages,” made the standardization of oil terminology a pressing issue for scientists, industrialists, regulators, and consumers.176 Furthermore, Redwood noted, oil could take on several different forms, such as invisible vapour or gas, a solid brick (bitumen) or viscous liquid.177 By recognizing the difficulty that a reader might have in making sense of oil and its many facets, Redwood connected with his audience and found common ground through education – the invisibility of oil could be overcome by knowledge, it is argued in *Petroleum*. With respect to public fears about sudden and spontaneous oil explosions, Redwood informed his readership that they should not work inside recently-emptied petroleum storage tanks, not the least because the “breathing of air charged with a considerable quantity of petroleum vapour quickly produces insensibility.”178
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177 Redwood, 1896, 183.
As he had done in previous forums, Redwood grounded his presentation of oil in an historical context, using sketches of the past to plot the contemporary consumption of oil on a natural and predictable trajectory. Central to Redwood’s historical narrative were the “ancient records” of petroleum consumption: the Asian empires of China and Japan, where petroleum was extracted from hand-dug wells; the Middle East, where Zoroastrian “Fire Worshippers” burned petroleum in their mysterious “ancient temples;” and North America, where pre-contact Indigenous peoples raised crude petroleum from “ancient pits.”

Transitioning to Europe, Redwood traversed historical landscapes more familiar to the reader: Herodotus’s encounters with oil in the Levant, a mainstay of Redwood’s oil story; the writings of Greek essayist Plutarch on oil; the use of oil for science and war by Alexander the Great and Julius Caesar; and the oil discoveries made by Marco Polo in places across the world. Drawing the narrative even closer to the orbit of contemporary readers, Redwood invoked the “slime pits” recorded in Genesis, which, he argued, were likely made of bitumen. These narratives served to acquaint the reader with oil, while simultaneously drawing clear distinctions between the oil of the past and that of the present. Redwood’s frequent invocation of the past and his thumbnail sketches of the historical uses of petroleum conveyed several messages to the readership, most notably that the ancient and the modern were bound together by petroleum, a resource that transcended time and historical periodicity.

Redwood also used notions of history and time to differentiate the old from the new. While his histories placed the ancient and modern consumer in the same story, and
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179 Redwood, 1896, 1-4.
along the same narrative arc, they also suggested ideas about difference, distance, and otherness. Redwood informed his reader at length about “early” and “primitive methods” used by ancient societies to acquire oil “many centuries before the Christian era,” in order to produce a sharper distinction between the primitive ancients and the “modern methods” used by “civilised races” to acquire and consume oil.\(^{181}\) Considerable space in the book is dedicated to the range of products made available by petroleum, such as lamp and heating oils, leather cleaner, vaseline jelly, household paints and detergents, cosmetics, dry cleaning chemicals, and preservatives for eggs, meat, fruit, and flowers.\(^{182}\) The ancient and modern both used petroleum, Redwood argued, but the latter did so with superior science, technology, and purpose.

Redwood linked these ancient histories of oil to the time of the reader using the vehicle of modern technology. Alongside the primitive techniques used by historical societies to acquire oil, Redwood spent dozens of pages detailing the advanced science and technology that were being marshaled by the oil industry across the world. The book is rich with hopeful notions of scientific improvement and progress, and a pervasive optimism that, with time, the use of oil could transform the world. Here Redwood deployed the vast majority of the illustrations, diagrams, and photographs that are included in the book – visuals of oil fields, drill bits, oil derricks, pipelines, storage tanks, and delivery vehicles.\(^{183}\) Once again travel accounts were deployed by Redwood to convey the themes of excitement, drama, and romance associated with oil. The photographs, maps, and illustrations provided important context for his narratives about

---

\(^{181}\) Redwood, 1896, 3, 6, 241, 291, 323, 661.
\(^{183}\) Redwood, 1896, 3, 6, 241, 323.
the global energy transition to the Age of Oil, and helped to shape an imaginative portrait of the resource in the mind of the reader.

_Petroleum_ was an immediate success in Britain and across the English-speaking world, and praise for the work was close to unanimous. The _Automobile Club Journal_ described Redwood’s study as the “standard work on petroleum,” while a review published in _Petroleum World_ claimed the book to be “undoubtedly the most comprehensive and complete treatise on petroleum…[and] the only book in existence which gives the oil man a clear and reliable outline of the growth and present-day condition of the entire petroleum world.”  

A review in the magazine _Nature_ described _Petroleum_ as “so perfect an example of what a book of reference should be” that it was “modern in every sense of the word.” In 1907, a review published in the _Geographical Journal_ pronounced the work to be “a tribute to the great industry of the author, who is associated with all the most important petroleum undertakings in England,” and concluded that Redwood had completed “the most masterly work that has been published on the subject.” In the _Journal of the Chemical Society_, the English oil chemist, F. Perkin, declared that Redwood’s _Petroleum_ was “the standard English work on the subject.”

Recognition for _Petroleum_ also came from the United States, where Redwood had spent time during the drafting of the manuscript, enabling him to insert dozens of

---

examples and anecdotes from American sources."\textsuperscript{188} A review published by \textit{Oil News} boldly asserted that Redwood’s book was “the most important and complete single work on Oil ever published.”\textsuperscript{189} The United States Geological Survey expert on petroleum, Joseph D. Weeks, noted in his introduction to \textit{Production of Petroleum in 1895}, that “during the year Mr. Boverton Redwood’s \textit{Petroleum and Its Products} has been published. This is the most important work on petroleum that has yet appeared, and we desire in this place to make a general acknowledgement of the frequent use to which the volume has been put.”\textsuperscript{190} By the turn of the twentieth century, Redwood’s oil monograph was a canonical text in the international literature on oil science.\textsuperscript{191}

\textit{Petroleum} is mentioned in numerous texts on the history of oil, but nowhere is there any mention of its photographs and illustrations, its visually appealing presentation of facts, or its imaginative storytelling techniques. Gareth Jones described the work as “a standard textbook on petroleum matters until after the First World War,” while Daniel Yergin claimed Redwood’s book was “the standard work for the next two decades.”\textsuperscript{192} Historians have failed to probe the nuances of \textit{Petroleum} and its underlying messages about oil. The significance of the book rests not only in how many people knew about it, and how highly it was praised in the contemporary literature, but also how it came to be and the ways in which its narratives were crafted. The book was the culmination of years

\textsuperscript{188} Redwood included extensive information about oil fields in Pennsylvania, New York, Virginia, Kansas, and Texas. Redwood, 1896, 48, 63, 79-80.
\textsuperscript{189} \textit{Oil News} (1896), reprinted in Redwood, 1896 [1922], 364. In 1915, the \textit{El Paso Herald} announced that Redwood’s \textit{Petroleum} had been added to the city library (8 June 1915, 9).
\textsuperscript{191} In his annotated bibliography of historical oil publications, E. Swanson summed up \textit{Petroleum} as “one of the landmark reference books.” E. Swanson, \textit{A Century of Oil and Gas in Books} (New York: Appleton, 1960): 180.
\textsuperscript{192} Jones, 1981, 97; Yergin, 1922, 123.
of research, writing, speaking, and thinking about oil. In it Redwood offered his imagined world constructed from insights acquired in the hard and soft sciences – a constellation of all the peoples, places, technologies, tools, processes, and products that were required to make oil. The driving message that Petroleum offered to all readers was that Redwood had seen with his own eyes the evidence that a modern Age of Oil was on the horizon, one that held the potential to revolutionize every facet of British daily life.193

Fostering Networks and Building Partnerships in the World of Oil

In the years that followed the appearance of Petroleum: a Treatise, Redwood had a part to play in practically every event or activity related to oil in Britain. He acted as a consultant for dozens of new extraction projects undertaken by British and American oil companies, sometimes appearing in the prospectuses of two different oil company advertisements on the same page of The Times.194 In April 1909, Redwood’s endorsement appeared on the prospectus of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company’s first offering of shares, perhaps the most important consulting project of his career.195 His greatest impact, however, can be seen in the British literature on oil, where his name appeared in scores of books written on the subject during the period under study. Redwood wrote dozens of

---


194 For examples, see “British Colonial Petroleum Corporation,” and “Gold Coast Oil and Bitumen Corporation,” The Times, 12 December 1908, 16; “New Zealand Oilfields,” and “Castellon Oil Company,” The Times, 8 April 1910, 23. Redwood was frequently cited in company prospectuses as an advisor or consultant. At the shareholder meeting of the Nigeria Bitumen Corporation, Redwood delivered a speech in which he argued for “the very great superiority of petroleum over coal as a source of power in steam-raising, in internal combustion engines, and in other ways.” Nigeria Bitumen Corporation, Manchester Guardian, 13 December 1908, 2.

195 “Anglo-Persian Oil Company,” Manchester Guardian, 12 April 1909, 2. On Redwood’s involvement with the Anglo-Persian Oil Company during this period, see Chapter 3.
forewords, prefaces, and introductory notes for colleagues in the field of oil science, including J. Thomson’s *The Petroleum Lamp* (1902), the *Pall Mall Gazette*’s “Guide to the Oil Companies” (1910), and the E. Cunningham-Craig’s *Oil Finding* (1912).\textsuperscript{196} Redwood also co-published several technical manuals and professional handbooks with fellow scientist J. Thomson, including the widely used *Handbook on Petroleum* (1901-1906).\textsuperscript{197} But perhaps his most widely read and distributed publication during the period was his 12-page entry on “Petroleum” in the 1911 edition of the *Encyclopaedia Britannica*.\textsuperscript{198} Considered one of the most comprehensive collections of its kind, the *Encyclopaedia* included the work of 1500 subject specialists, 320 historians, and many diplomats, theologians, scientists, and government officials.\textsuperscript{199} A feature of the publication was its dense collection of information – 40,000 articles, and 44 million words.\textsuperscript{200} According to one online repository, the 1911 edition was “arguably, the last


\textsuperscript{200} “The ‘Encyclopaedia Britannica,’” *British Medical Journal* 1, no. 2615 (11 February 1911): 324.
general encyclopedia to offer articles in such extreme depth.”

The extended length of subject essays, some of which were ten times as long as entries in other encyclopedias, led some to view the volumes as literary works, rather than as a reference collection. The *British Medical Journal* heralded the publication as “an event of the first importance in the history of contemporary literature,” and a “fresh survey of the world in every department of knowledge.”

Several important aspects that distinguished the 1911 edition from its predecessors, the *Journal* conveyed to its readers, were its compact size and light weight. “A feature of the work which should particularly commend it to the average man…is that it is readable.” It was the collection’s accessibility and narrative style that made it unique, and as the *Guardian* commented in 2012, gave it an “almost mythic quality. Its pages contain all the knowledge of a world on the brink of deep and everlasting change.”

Recently, Denis Boyles undertook a project to read the full set, cover to cover, which he chronicled in *Everything Explained that is Explainable* (2016). Boyles found the 11th edition to represent “the book of the age, the obituary of the Victorian epoch and an essential snapshot, not a preview, of a very modern era.”

Redwood’s article was intended to give a top-line summary of petroleum and its associated products and technologies. The piece offers a distilled view of Redwood’s vision of oil and its future, including only the most pertinent and essential aspects of the resource and aiming at both the specialist and non-specialist. Familiarizing the reader

---

205 Boyle, 2016, xi.
with the subject of oil was a top priority. The opening sentence of the entry puts forward a definition of petroleum that is free of scientific jargon: “a term which, in its widest sense, embraces the whole of the hydrocarbons, gaseous, liquid and solid, occurring in nature.”206 As he had done in his lectures and in Petroleum, Redwood began the entry with a series of historical sketches, which helped to construct a starting point to the story of oil. “Petroleum was collected for use in the most remote ages of which we have any records,” he revealed, before listing a sampling of famous historical figures who had written of their encounters with oil – Herodotus, Pliny, Plutarch, Marco Polo, and Sir Walter Raleigh.

Against this historical backdrop of oil consumption, Redwood foregrounded the “Modern Development and Industrial Progress” that had characterised the use of oil in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries. The reader learned about James Young and his research on paraffin in Derbyshire in 1850, as well as the 1859 discovery of oil wells in Pennsylvania by Edwin Drake. The focus of these anecdotes was on scientific advancements and technological change, and their central message was that a rapid energy transition to oil was occurring across the world. Redwood’s use of statistics, for example, highlights change over time. In 1859, American production of crude oil amounted to 1000 barrels, he reported; in 1906, production was 126.5 million barrels.207 From his vantage point in 1911, Redwood could see that the “world’s supplies are now being derived from a steadily increasing number of centres,” and he looked to a future in which new oil fields would be “continually opened up in other parts.”208

206 Redwood, 1911, 316.
207 Redwood, 1911, 317.
208 Redwood, 1911, 317.
Although Redwood’s entry on “Petroleum” is filled with optimism and technological hubris, his discussion of the origins of the world’s hydrocarbons reveals the profound sense of uncertainty that surrounded oil, even in 1911. Redwood carefully parsed his words. “Consideration of the evidence,” he noted after weighing the merits of several organic and inorganic theories, “leads us to the conclusion that, at least in commercially viable deposits, mineral oil has generally been formed by the decomposition of marine organisms, in some cases animal, in others vegetable, in others both, under practically normal conditions of temperature and pressure.”

The world had entered the Age of Oil, but the science behind the resource was still catching up. Similar sentiments were expressed in the New York Times, which singled out Redwood’s Encyclopaedia Britannica article on “Petroleum” in a review published in April 1911. “Sir Boverton Redwood, the great authority on petroleum, whose official visits to the United States made him well known to American readers, explains the latest scientific views” on oil, the paper reported to its readers. Here, too, the unfinished nature of oil science, and the “difference of opinion” that existed in the scientific community on the matter of organic and abiogenic origins, were topics of discussion.

---

209 Redwood, 1911, 318. Redwood added that even among the “overwhelming and increasing majority” of scientists who were proponents of the organic theory of origin, there remained significant “difference of opinion.” Redwood quoted the American scientist, S. F. Peckham, who observed in 1884 that, “as yet, very little is known regarding the chemical geology of petroleum.” Redwood held that organic processes formed oil, but he was cautious and flexible in his views. The subject was “one of speculation,” he explained, which made it impossible to conclude “that any one theory has yet found universal acceptance.” S. Peckham, Petroleum and Its Products (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1884). See also S. Peckham, “The Origin of Bitumens,” American Journal of Science 28, no. 164 (July-December 1884): 107; S. Peckham, “On the Nature and Origin of Petroleum,” Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society 36, no. 154 (January 1897): 103-112; S. Peckham, “The Genesis of Bitumens, as Related to Chemical Geology,” Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society 37, no. 157 (January 1898): 108-139.

Like the *Encyclopaedia Britannica*, Redwood’s mission was to acquire knowledge on his subject, and to disseminate accessible information to the consuming public about the transformative era that modern science and technology was unleashing. At the bottom of the entry on “Petroleum” Redwood included a list of oil monographs for further reading, which included authors from Britain, France, and Germany, and offered a map of his scientific connections across Europe.\(^\text{211}\)

**Building Networks and Shaping Minds**

Central to Redwood’s educational project was a network of professional and personal friendships, which he cultivated among a variety of different communities. Beginning in the early 1900s, Redwood took on a succession of protégés and apprentices with whom he worked closely. Through fostering the careers of these students, Redwood played a key role in building the networks of power that would shape the British oil industry for decades to come. Some of his earliest protégés included adventurous scientist-explorers, individuals whom Ferrier described as “Redwood’s roving geologists.” These were men who travelled to places around the world collecting samples and intelligence about petroleum and its allied industries.\(^\text{212}\) Others were fellow scientists and technical experts. The most preeminent was the British chemist, Vivian Byam


Lewes built a successful career as a respected expert in the science of oil, rising to prominence in a manner very similar to that of Redwood, through ability and coming to public attention through lectures, and by publishing materials aimed at diverse audiences. Redwood’s influence on Lewes’s work with petroleum was profound. In 1913, Lewes delivered his own Cantor Lectures to the Royal Society of Arts, on the topic of “Liquid Fuel,” some twenty-seven years after Redwood’s lectures on “Petroleum and Its Products.” Lewes observed that the abundant “petroleum era” that he envisioned in the future would be followed by ever more challenging energy regimes. One particularly prescient forecast involved a “residues era,” in which “the dregs of the coal and oil supply would be utilized…while the then existing generations would curse their forefathers for their profligate waste of the natural riches that had marked the past.”

213 Vivian Byam Lewes was born in London in 1852. He was a classmate of Redwood’s at University College School, where he trained in chemistry. In the late 1880s, Lewes lectured at the Royal Naval College, and in 1888 he was made Professor. During the 1890s and 1900s, Lewes and Redwood worked on several projects together. In 1892, Lewes was elected Chief Superintending Gas Examiner to the City of London, a position that brought him into the close orbit of Redwood, who served as the City’s executive petroleum consultant. The two later served on the Special Committee of the Port of London Authority for investigating the storage of petroleum. In 1896, Lewes assisted Redwood in preparing the manuscript for *Petroleum: a Treatise* and the two co-published several articles together. “The Storage of Petroleum,” *Pall Mall Gazette*, 20 August 1883, 7; “Court of Common Council,” *The Times*, 1 April 1892, 11; “Incandescent Oil Lighting System,” *Engineer*, 31 May 1901, 576; “Port of London and Imports of Petrol,” *The Times*, 6 November 1912, 17; “Professor V.B. Lewes,” *The Times*, 25 October 1915, 10; “The Passing of Five Notable Men,” *Illustrated London News*, 30 October 1915, 6; H. Gay, “Technical Assistance in the World of London Science, 1850-1900,” *Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London* 62, no. 1 (2008): 72.


215 *The Times*, 5 February 1913, 23. Lewes’ forecast of a “residues era” is particularly prescient when read in the context of J. Urry, *Societies Beyond Oil: Oil Dregs and Social Futures* (London: Zedbooks, 2013), which uses an Energy Humanities approach to reflect on the age of fracking, deep water drilling, and other unconventional sources of hydrocarbons.
Another successful Redwood protégé was Major James Dodds Henry, a British oil expert, journalist, and travel writer who published extensively during the early twentieth century.\(^{217}\) He, like Redwood, visited many of the world’s up-and-coming petroleum producing regions towards the end of the nineteenth century, including multi-year tours of Russian, Australian, Armenian, and American oilfields.\(^{218}\) These experiences provided Dodds Henry with specialised knowledge and a trove of stories about petroleum and its products, making him an important voice in British oil discourses. In 1905, he published his first book, *Baku: An Eventful History*, which included a preface by Redwood.\(^{219}\) The following year, Dodds Henry founded and became editor of *Petroleum World* magazine, a monthly publication “devoted to the world-wide interests of the petroleum industry and its allied trades.”\(^{220}\)

In 1912, responding to the “rapid development of the petroleum industry in various parts of the world,” Redwood helped to establish Britain’s first undergraduate courses on petroleum science at the University of Birmingham.\(^{221}\) The courses focussed in particular on petroleum mining, and were taught by Professor John Cadman, a close

\(^{217}\) Major James Dodds Henry was born in 1864. He trained in chemistry and became a scientific reporter on oil. In 1903, he founded the *Petroleum World* magazine, which later became the largest monthly oil paper in the world. Dodds Henry was an active Member of the Imperial Russian Technical Society (Baku Division), of which Redwood was an Honorary Member. J. Dodds Henry, “The Extinction of an Industry by the Tartar-Armenian Riots in the Caucuses: Great Oil-Fields and Oil-Well Fires,” *Illustrated London News*, 16 September 1905, 2-3; J. Dodds Henry, “Oil Fuel for the British Navy,” *Illustrated London News*, 5 March, 345.


\(^{219}\) In his preface, Redwood noted that Henry represented a new generation of British oil expert: “It has now fallen to another journalist, to describe the industry as it exists to-day, and to indicate the scope for far greater advancement” (vi).


friend of Redwood’s and a future Chairman of the British Petroleum company. With Redwood’s assistance, Cadman installed different types of drilling apparatus on the campus grounds, “in order that practical demonstration of boring operations may be given, and that an opportunity may thus be afforded to students for familiarizing themselves with the appliances and methods of procedure.”

Public lecturing remained one of Redwood’s favourite means of communicating ideas about oil among diverse audiences, both in Britain and internationally. During the first two decades of the twentieth century, he used his affiliations with learned societies and social clubs as conduits for sharing his vision of the global energy transition to oil. Redwood spoke on the new age of science at the inaugural Presidential Address delivered to the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain (1905), at which he was awarded the Society’s Hanbury Gold Medal for “original research in the natural history and chemistry of drugs.” At a lecture delivered to the Society of Chemical Industry in 1908, Redwood discussed the advantages of “Liquid Fuel” over solid forms like coal, and at presentations given to the British Science Guild (1910), the London Institute (1910), the Junior Institution of Engineers (1913), and the Royal Society of Arts (1913), Redwood

222 After the Great War, the courses were expanded to create the country’s first B.Sc. in Petroleum Mining. H. Torrens, “Cadman, John, first Baron Cadman (1877–1941),” in David Cannadine (ed.), Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004). Redwood also sponsored prizes for amateur scientists, such as producing a substitute fuel for motor spirits. “Government and the Motor Industry,” Manchester Guardian, 23 March 1913, 14; “Fuel for Medical Men’s Motor Cars,” British Medical Journal 1 (3 January 1914): 40-42.


deliberated on topics such as the “Supply of Petroleum” and the “Future of Oil Fuel.” Redwood was also an avid attendee at public lectures and was known to take part in the discussions that followed. Here, too, his vision of oil as a modern, transformative resource was displayed at a 1906 lecture delivered by Claude Johnson at the Royal Society of Arts, on the subject of “The Horseless Carriage,” Redwood reminded the audience of the “marvellous rapidity” with which motor vehicles had been developed in Britain, and confided his belief that “in the present days of upheaval when people’s idols were being overthrown and some of their cherished fundamental beliefs seriously shaken if not utterly uprooted, that they were privileged to observe and take advantage of the wonderful epoch-making change in locomotion.”

Public speaking events provided Redwood with important access to a wide range of listeners, including his peers in science and technology, but also those in politics, business, industry, and high society. These forums offered him a tool with which to build an expansive network of colleagues and friends in the world of oil, and a powerful pulpit for disseminating narratives about the global energy transition to oil. It is surprising, therefore, that the historical literature does not account for this component of Redwood’s career, particularly when one considers how central these forums were in shaping the social and cultural landscape of oil in Britain during the period. As the archive of


historical British press reporting makes clear, Redwood’s prognostications about oil left a deep and lasting stamp on his audiences. The Royal Society of Arts, for example, was sufficiently impressed by his lecture delivered in 1906 on the “history of motors and motor-boats from early time up to the present day” that Redwood was awarded its Silver Medal.227 The Vice-President of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, at the Association’s annual meeting in Chicago 1907, stated that his address followed in the “custom” of Sir Boverton Redwood’s famous oil lectures.228 Redwood’s keynote lecture on “Fuel,” delivered at the Seventh International Congress of Applied Chemistry in London in 1909, was “rich in matter, suggestive, splendidly illustrated and excellently presented,” according to a story published in *Science*, while *The Times* reported to its readers that Redwood’s talk had “dominated the proceedings of the day,” in large measure because “[n]o subject of greater actual importance has come before the congress.”229

In 1908, Redwood’s public speaking was memorialised in a caricature produced by the British cartoon artist, Leslie Ward, who drew under the pen name, “Spy.” [Figure 2]. Ward was known for his honest and often humorous portrayal of contemporary

---


228 “A Plea for the Broader Education of the Chemical Engineer,” *Science*, 17 January 1908, 81.

“celebrities and notorieties,” and the gentleness of his critique gained him privileged access to Britain’s upper classes. As Ward himself stated in his book, *Forty Years of Spy* (1915), “I have met in the course of my long professional career as a cartoonist and portrait painter…practically every person of note in the London world of the last forty years.” Redwood’s caricature was entitled “Petroleum,” and was part of Ward’s “Men of the Day” series. The caricature took the form of a tall, slender man, dressed in a white-collared shirt and tie, and wearing a frock coat and polished black shoes and spats. Redwood’s signature orchid was affixed to his lapel. The scientist stood next to a large wooden table similar to the kind used in his public lectures. A Redwood Viscometer sat on the table beside to a small cup filled with a sample of oil. Ward’s Redwood was a sophisticated and quietly authoritative figure, with an air of respectability and sympathetic intelligence. He was established, confident, fully in control of himself and his subject.

---


231 L. Ward, *Forty Years of Spy* (New York: Brentano, 1915): i. Ward imagined himself as part cartoonist, part chronicler: “I venture to prophesy that, when the history of the Victorian Era comes to be written in true perspective, the most faithful mirror and record of representative men and the spirit of their times will be sought and found in *Vanity Fair.*” (331).


233 According to Redwood, the viscometer was used in the “testing of the viscosity of lubricating oils…By means of this instrument the time occupied in the flow of a measured quantity of the oil through a small orifice at a given temperature is measured.” B. Redwood, 1911, 322.
Redwood’s most enduring contribution to the development of early British oil science and petroculture was the founding in March 1914 of the Institution of Petroleum Technologists. The establishment of the Institution was an important milestone in the
history of oil in Britain, demonstrating the maturation of the field of oil science and its professionalization. The Institution was designed to advance the interests of oil professionals in Britain and to “promote the better education of persons desirous of becoming professional consulting petroleum technologists.”234 The founding of the Institution offers a clear indication of Redwood’s leadership role within the communities of British petroleum experts and enthusiasts. More specifically, the organization showcased the power of Redwood’s networks of friends and colleagues in the industry. Much of the funding for the project was generated by them: Sir John T. Cargill, the Chairman of the Burmah Oil Company; Viscount Cowdray, the politician and Mexican oil magnate; Edward Hubert Cunningham-Craig, a discoverer of oil in Persia and the Senior Petroleum Geologist to the Admiralty; Sir Charles Greenway, the Chairman of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company; Professor John Cadman, future Chairman of BP, and Vivian Lewes.235

The inaugural meeting of the Institute was held on 3 March 1914, in the Great Room of the London headquarters of the Royal Society of Arts.²³⁶ Redwood acted as Chair of the meeting, which took place in the same room where he had delivered the Cantor Lectures on “Petroleum and Its Products” twenty-eight years earlier. Lewes spoke of the tremendous growth of oil consumption in Britain, leading him to conclude that “at the present time no other profession offered the fascination and the prizes which were open to petroleum technologists.”²³⁷ He then proposed a motion to elect Redwood the Institute’s first President. The motion passed and Redwood stepped forward to deliver his inaugural address.²³⁸ He spoke of the “great development of the petroleum industry,” not only in Britain but around the world, and asserted the need for scientists to “accumulate trustworthy information regarding the production or winning of petroleum,” and, perhaps even more importantly, to fostering “the better education of persons desirous of becoming professional consulting petroleum technologists.”²³⁹ The mission of the Institution was an extension of Redwood’s campaign to promote awareness about oil through accurate and trustworthy information, and to persuade Britons to become oil-minded through education.

When the First World War began in the summer of 1914, Redwood’s knowledge of oil science was called upon by a range of parties. Oil was a crucial war material and the procurement and management of oil resources were essential to the British war

²³⁶ _Journal of the Royal Society of Arts_, 3 March 1914, 495-496. It was reported at the meeting that the Institute had already received more than 70 applications for membership. “Financial Gossip,” _Pall Mall Gazette_, 2 March 1914, 11.
²³⁷ “Training in Oil Mining,” _The Times_, 4 March 1914, 8.
²³⁹ “The Petroleum Industry,” _The Times_ 4 March 1914, 50; _The Engineer_, 4 January 1921.
Redwood maintained his role as President of the Institute of Petroleum Technologists until 1916, after which he took up consulting positions for several government departments, including the Admiralty, the Home Office, the India Office, the Colonial Office, the Ministry of Munitions, and the Controller of Trench Warfare Research. Redwood was also appointed to multiple wartime committees, including with Vivian Lewes to the Alcohol Motor Fuel Committee, which was tasked with concocting chemical substitutes for petroleum. Toward the war’s end, Redwood’s health began to deteriorate, but he continued to serve his country in many capacities. Taking the year 1917 as an example, in the spring, he was appointed Director of both the Munitions Petroleum Supplies Branch and the Munitions Petroleum Research Branch; later that year, in October, he was promoted to Director of Technical Investigations for the Petroleum Executive Branch, and in December, he took up the Chairmanship of the Gas Traction Committee.

On the evening of 7 June 1918, Redwood delivered what proved to be his last public lecture: an address entitled “The Romance of Petroleum,” presented to the Royal

---


Institut in London.²⁴⁴ Always the chemist, Redwood discussed at length the scientific and technical aspects of oil, including its origins, chemical composition, and methods of refinement, as well as the transportation, trade, and consumption of the resource. He made oil visible by employing several types of visual aids, including photographs and illustrations, and scale models of oil derricks and refineries.²⁴⁵ Redwood was also characteristically a storyteller that evening, working to narrate oil and its impact on the everyday lives of British consumers. He highlighted the rapid growth in the use of oil technologies, and reconstructed an ancient world “superseded by the introduction of modern methods.”²⁴⁶ In one particularly creative interaction with the audience, Redwood attempted to represent the size and scale of the global oil industry. He invited listeners to imagine a massive cylindrical oil storage tank, in which they would pour the contents of the total amount of oil made around the world in 1917. This tank would be thirty feet high and two miles in diameter, Redwood affirmed, covering an area equivalent to “three times that of Hyde Park and Kensington Gardens together.”²⁴⁷ Continuing with his mental map, Redwood explained that, if the contents of this “super tank” were to be discharged into standard-sized rail cars, the train made would be 28,000 miles in length, “considerably more than sufficient to encircle the earth at the equator.”²⁴⁸

²⁴⁴ “Court Circular,” The Times, 7 June 1918, 9; “The Romance of Petroleum,” Nature 101 (29 August 1918): 516-519. Founded in London in 1799, the Royal Institution of Great Britain was a society for “diffusing the knowledge, and facilitating the general introduction, of useful mechanical inventions and improvements; and for teaching, by courses of philosophical lectures and experiments, the application of science to the common purposes of life.” F. James, Guides to the Royal Institution of Great Britain: History (London: The Institution, 2000); Royal Institution, 2018. Retrieved from: www.rigb.org/our-history.
²⁴⁶ Dunstan, 1922, 23.
²⁴⁷ Dunstan, 1922, 16.
²⁴⁸ Dunstan, 1922, 16.
On 4 June 1919, at the age of 73, Redwood died of sudden heart failure. His passing marked the end of an extraordinary career in the science of oil. Expressions of grief came from many different quarters, which collectively represented the tapestry of individuals touched by Redwood’s life and work. John Cargill reflected in an address to his Burmah Oil Company shareholders that Redwood’s death represented a “great loss not only to our own company, but the whole petroleum world.” He had occupied “a unique position in the oil world and was universally recognized as the greatest authority on all matters pertaining to petroleum.” Greenway told his Anglo-Persian Oil Company shareholders that the company owed “its existence very largely” to Redwood, and that “in losing him we have lost a most valued and trusted friend and advisor.”

Dozens of obituaries were published in newspapers and magazines across Britain. The Glamorgan Gazette, in Redwood’s ancestral home in Wales, proclaimed him to be “one of the greatest men the Vale of Glamorgan can lay claim to.” The foreign press also published obituaries on the British oil scientist, including The Times of India and Toronto’s Globe, which described Redwood as “the world’s greatest authority on petroleum and petroleum products.” The Times published one of the most lengthy


252 See “Sir Boverton Redwood,” Manchester Guardian, 5 June 1919, 9; Commercial Motor, 10 June 1919, 334.

253 “Vale Notes,” Glamorgan Gazette, 13 June 1919, 3. Obituaries in Welsh newspapers were numerous. For examples, see Llangollen Advertiser, 6 June 1919, 8; “Famous Analyst Dead,” Abergavenny Chronicle, 13 June 1919, 3.

and detailed obituaries. Entitled “A Great Oil Expert,” the piece reviewed the major events of Redwood’s career, including his involvement in court trials, his testimony to Royal Commissions and legislative bodies, the invention of the Redwood Viscometer, and his extensive tours of foreign oil fields “in almost every country.”

Particular attention was paid to the importance of Redwood’s published work, specifically *Petroleum: a Treatise*. The obituary also noted Redwood’s persistent efforts to educate and mentor Britain’s community of junior oil experts and enthusiasts, citing his work in establishing facilities for the study of oil at Birmingham University and the Institute of Petroleum Technologists – achievements that “further contributed to the spread of knowledge of mineral oil.”

Several obituaries were published in specialist oil periodicals and the official journals of learned societies to which Redwood belonged, such as *Nature*; the *Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society*; the *Journal of the Franklin Institute*; the *Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society*; the *Journal of the Royal Society of Arts*; the *Journal of the Institute of Petroleum Technology*. The thread running throughout nearly every obituary was of Redwood as a public scientist and educator. *The Engineer* lamented that “the world has lost one of its greatest authorities – if not indeed its greatest authority – on petroleum oil.” Another obituary published in the *Journal of the Institute of Metals* described Redwood as “a clear expositor of any problem, however...

---

255 *The Times*, 5 June 1919, 17.
256 *The Times*, 5 June 1919, 17.
complex,” and someone who had “unquestioned authority” on all matters oil. Perhaps Redwood’s most lasting legacy, the *Journal* continued, was his influence on the next generation of oil scientists and scholars: “Personally he was most kindly, and took a great interest in many of the younger men who became associated with him, always lending his influence to further their interests and advancement.”

F. Mollwo Perkin echoed these educational themes in an obituary published in the *Journal of the Chemical Society.* Redwood was someone “of great activity and extreme conscientiousness,” Perkin reminisced, and a mentor who was “always willing to help the younger generation…[in] commencing their career.”

One very clear demonstration of the impact that Redwood had on the development of oil science occurred after his death, in the summer of 1920 at the Crystal Palace exhibition hall in London. The Institution of Petroleum Technologists, which Redwood had founded in 1914, held its first national congress. Between June and August 1920, Britain’s leading petroleum experts gathered to deliver papers and to advance the field of oil science in new directions. Many of the lectures were conducted in classic Redwoodian style, their goal being to provide a “bird’s-eye view of the immense territory that comes within the purview of the petroleum technologist,” and to afford “to the general public a popular description of the principal facts…scientific and technical matters relating to the

---

production, refining, transport and uses of petroleum oil.” The lectures were a tribute to Redwood’s career as a public oil scientist: the history of oil in ancient times; the origins of oil and its formation; the extraction, refining, and transportation of oil; and the consumption of oil in a myriad of products and technologies.

The lectures were published in 1922 by A.E. Dunstan, another rising authority in the petroleum science field and part of Redwood’s orbit, in a collection entitled The Petroleum Industry. The book was dedicated to Redwood’s legacy, and the impact he had made on practically everyone in Britain’s growing community of oil scientists and professionals. The volume opened with a dedication page containing the signatures of all the speakers who had delivered papers at the Petroleum Institute Congress of 1920. It was accompanied by the following inscription: “Many of us enjoyed the honour of his friendship; all of us respected, revered, and loved him, and we wish that this, the fruit of our collaboration, should stand as a memorial to him.” Dunstan included a version of Redwood’s final lecture, “The Romance of Petroleum,” delivered to the Royal Institution in 1918, as the first chapter of the book, because “it was felt that the book would be incomplete unless it included the lecture.” Containing the scholarship of many of his closest protégés and colleagues, the volume represented the second generation of Redwoodian oil science and was intended as a vehicle for raising public awareness about oil and for training future generations of petroleum technologists.

That same year, in 1922, the fourth edition of Redwood’s Petroleum was published. The monograph, which had grown to three volumes in size, included two...
touching obituaries, written by Arthur Eastlake and Sir Frederick Black. In his preface, Eastlake mentioned Redwood’s Herculean effort to complete the manuscript during the twilight of the First World War, and the assistance provided by his friends and colleagues in the industry to complete the text. In the final paragraph, Redwood’s dedication to the Age of Oil shines through: “Sir Boverton,” Eastlake stated, “was the pioneer of Petroleum Technology and had always the greatest faith that the use of petroleum would extend immensely, a faith with which he lived to see realised to a greater degree than even in his most optimistic moods he ever anticipated.” In the Foreword, Black reflected on the ways in which Redwood had been “in touch with every source of information on petroleum,” and how Petroleum, therefore, would “always remain a monument to his very extensive expert knowledge.” Redwood had always believed in transformative power of oil, and he had built a career around educating Britons about this fact. It was, therefore, to the satisfaction of Black and “all his many friends that after his great pioneer work [Redwood] lived into the real ‘oil age.’”

Conclusion: Scientist, Storyteller, and Explainer-in-Chief

---


269 Redwood, 1922, vi-vii.
This chapter has explored the emergence of oil in Britain during the period 1885-1914, using Boerton Redwood as a case study, and in doing so, has sought to supply historical insight into the earliest development of scientific discourses of oil in Britain, their dissemination, and their contribution to broader petrocultures. During his long and diverse career, which began in 1869 at the Petroleum Association and ended with his death in 1919, Redwood played the role of Britain’s explainer-in-chief, sharing his knowledge of oil with a multitude of different audiences. He rose to pre-eminence during the formative years of the global oil industry, a period when oil products and technologies were starting to flood into Britain. The depth of Redwood’s knowledge on the subject made him an invaluable asset to politicians, oil companies, and professionals, who turned to him as a trusted source of information about oil and its future. As oil products and technologies rapidly entered British daily life during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Redwood became one of Britain’s – and indeed the world’s – leading scientific voices on all matters concerning oil.

It is challenging to examine Redwood’s life and work in the absence of his private papers. However, because of the numerous contributions that he made to the literature on oil in Britain and in other countries, and his involvement in the wider world of oil, there is still appreciable primary source material available to the scholar. As this chapter has demonstrated, Redwood left an indelible mark on British ideas about oil during his lifetime. He was a prolific writer, publishing many important canonical works, as well as contributing to the work of his colleagues in the field of petroleum science. Redwood was a public scientist and an intellectual philanthropist who expended enormous energy in pursuing the goal of improving public knowledge and awareness about oil. He belonged
to numerous learned societies and took an active part in their direction throughout his career. Even some among the British coal industry recognized Redwood’s authority on oil. Over his forty-year career, Redwood fostered a large and powerful network of colleagues, acquaintances, and friends. Through these imbricated networks of power, Redwood shared his vision of the global energy transition to oil.

Only a handful of scholars have taken note of Redwood, and those who have done so have primarily framed him as a scientist and political advisor, a two-dimensional figure who played important, but narrow, roles in the development of oil in Britain. This chapter has sought to enrich the portrait of Redwood that appears in the existing literature by exploring his personal and professional contributions to the development of British petrocultures. By collecting the fragments of primary source materials, the chapter worked to construct a composite image of Redwood’s vision of oil, and the ways in which it changed over time. The goal has been to show not only to whom Redwood communicated his ideas, but also the manner in which he communicated them, and the information that he conveyed. In doing so, it has framed Redwood as much more than a scientist and consultant, but also a skilled communicator and storyteller, and a man who dedicated his life’s work to building knowledge about oil and popularising its consumption.

Over the course of his long career, Redwood developed an imagined world of oil, one that he shared throughout Britain and the oil-consuming world. Redwood played an essential role in helping Britons from a variety of different backgrounds understand oil

270 William Brace, Vice-President of the South Wales Miners’ Federation, wrote in 1906 that Redwood was “the greatest known expert on this subject [of oil] in the world, and this nation can, therefore, accept the doctor’s carefully-thought-out answers as reliable and conclusive.” “Expert’s Opinion on Oil Fuel,” Weekly Mail, 5 October 1907, 4.
and what it meant to their everyday lives, operating as the architect of some of the earliest British petrocultures. Redwood showed that oil, and its associated products and technologies, had become permanent fixtures across Britain and the world. While his first lectures in the 1870s and 1880s had looked ahead to a future potentially defined by oil, in his final days Redwood was unequivocal in asserting that that future had arrived. As Henry noted in his 1908 book, *Oil Fuel and the Empire*, Redwood spearheaded a shift in British discourses about oil. He enriched the public’s understanding of the resource, its products, and their uses, while raising the bar on the quality and accessibility of oil scholarship. Gone were the “pre-Redwoodian days of petroleum literature.”

Chapter Two
Illustrating the Age of Oil: King Coal, Prince Petroleo, and the Imagination of Punch Cartoonist Leonard Raven-Hill, 1912-1933

On 10 April 1912, the conservative, highbrow, satirical weekly British magazine, *Punch*, published a full-page cartoon entitled “A Second String.”²⁷² [Figure 3]. The image was created by Leonard Raven-Hill, the deputy political cartoonist for *Punch*, and is a superb illustration of his creative and imaginative mind.²⁷³ The pen and ink drawing depicted three characters in a ballroom with highly polished floors, decorated walls, and fluted columns. At the centre of the image was the figure of Britannia, attired as the Greek goddess, Athena.²⁷⁴ Dressed in an ornately decorated, floor-length robe, with strapped sandals on her feet, and wearing a Corinthian war helmet adorned by a lion, Britannia sat on a *curule*, a judgement seat used by Consuls in the ancient Roman Senate from which they administered the Empire.²⁷⁵ On her right, in the place of honour, stands the youthful clean-cut figure of Prince Petroleo, who appears in Roman dress, wearing a


²⁷⁵ Two *curule* benches were placed in the Senate House, one for each Consul, and they connoted legal authority, political power, and military supremacy. L. Taylor, and R. Scott, “Seating Space in the Roman Senate and the Senatores Pedarii,” *Transactions and Proceedings of the American Philological Association* 100 (1969): 529-582.
bright white, knee-length tunic, strapped sandals, and a diadem around his head, marked with the word ‘OIL.’ On Britannia’s left stands the middle-aged, taller, bearded figure of King Coal, dressed as an Anglo-Saxon warrior in the style of Alfred the Great. In stark contrast to his bright and clean counterpart, the King is generously layered in coal dust. Draped across the King’s strong chest and shoulders is a heavy cloak, which is fastened at his left shoulder with a brooch. Beneath this blackened outer layer, the King wears a tunic, loose trousers cross-gartered up to the knee, and heavy boots. Around his neck hangs a necklace fashioned from black lumps of coal. Attached to the King’s waist, barely visible through the many layers of clothing, are the outlines of a large, circular shield and the tip of a broadsword. A black crown, billowing clouds of smoke, sits atop the King’s head.

King Coal is a powerful figure, in the prime of life, proud and self-assured. “[J]auntily,” he informs Britannia, “Afraid I’ve cut one or two of our dances.” Seated on her chair of judgement, Britannia appears almost unfazed by the grievous social slight. Her unsmiling face and the coolness of her reply (“Oh, don’t apologise! It has given me the opportunity of making the better acquaintance of Prince Petroleo – Very nice and gushing”), exposes a moment that passes un-noticed by the overconfident King Coal.

276 On diadems and their function in Roman costume, see E. Fantham, “Covering the Head at Rome: Ritual and Gender,” in J. Edmondson and A. Keith (eds.), Roman Dress and the Fabrics of Roman Culture (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2008).

277 King Coal’s attire closely resembles contemporary depictions of King Alfred, particularly the beard, cross-gartered trousers, large cloak tied at the shoulder, circular shield, and broadsword. In 1899, a large bronze statue of Alfred was erected in Winchester to commemorate the millennial anniversary of his death. Alfred’s clothing is nearly identical to that of Raven-Hill’s King Coal character. “Statue of King Alfred,” Art Journal 3 (1877): 356; F. Powell, “The Alfred Millenary of 1901,” North American Review 173, no. 539 (1901): 518-532.

278 The text accompanying a cartoon is known as the letterpress, which establishes the context and dialogue of the image, and provides information about the allegories and metaphors present in the cartoon. Letterpresses are often descriptive and explanatory, but they can also contain their own subtle and implicit messages. F. Palmeri, “The Cartoon: the Image as Critique,” in S. Barber and C. Peniston-Bird (eds.), History Beyond the Text (London: Routledge, 2009): 47.
And, in a gesture that also appears to escape the King’s notice, Britannia casually holds a small posy of flowers, which she uses nonchalantly to point towards Prince Petroleo, as if to underscore the younger man’s more agreeable company. As conceited as he is self-assured, King Coal twirls his moustache, apparently deaf to the warning words uttered by Britannia: “You mustn’t think you’ll always be indispensable.” In Prince Petroleo, Britannia had discovered a possible second string to her bow, a dancing partner who was younger, cleaner, more biddable, and refined.

“A Second String” is a historical document produced at the dawning of Britain’s early-twentieth century transition from a predominantly coal-fuelled way of life to one increasingly powered by oil. The cartoon represents, in a single image, the emergence of oil as an exciting new source of fuel, heat, and power and, at the same time, the frustration and anxiety that many Britons felt about the British coal industry. The figures of Britannia, King Coal, and Prince Petroleo are inscribed with multiple layers of meaning, serving as motifs that channel the complexity of Britain’s changing energy landscape into characters and narratives that were familiar to contemporary readers. “A Second String” offers an allegory of the ebb and flow of fossil fuels in Britain during this period, and the ways in which foreign oil was rapidly emerging as a rival to British coal. In this concentrated frame, Raven-Hill conveys his perception of an energy transition waiting in the wings. Britannia, representing the British energy consumer and appearing as the fulcrum of power in the cartoon, is situated between the end of an old regime and the beginning of a new – metaphorically sitting at the intersection of the Age of Coal and the Age of Oil.
What stories and ideas about oil does “A Second String” convey? How does this cartoon fit into larger British discourses of oil and energy in transition during the early twentieth century? What do creative documents such as this tell energy historians about the past, and how they might be used to reconstruct previous experiences and interpretations related to oil? This chapter engages with such questions by critically investigating a sample of Raven-Hill’s cartoons on oil during the first three decades of the twentieth century. Using his 1912 Punch cartoon as a point of departure, it explores the anthropomorphosis of energy into imaginary characters such as King Coal and Prince Petroleo, focusing on the ways in which these figures were used as rhetorical tools for interpreting the transition from coal to oil. Cartoons, in particular, are rich and densely packed sources. They offer an artist’s point of view of an event or moment while, at the same time, they act as a cultural mirror, both reflecting and influencing the society in which they are produced. As communicative devices that both create and disseminate information for public consumption, cartoons can provide important clues about how certain people thought about oil, and how a wider range of people were taught or conditioned to think about the resource.279 “A Second String” therefore affords a valuable window on to the discourse on oil and energy transition in early twentieth century Britain.280 By the time “A Second String” was published in 1912, oil was already being

280 The origins of the cartoon date to the earliest volumes of Punch. Prior to the 1840s, the word caricature was used to describe all humorous or satirical drawings. In the 1840s, the term cartoon became associated with full-page illustrations that satirized relevant political topics or figures of the day. In the United States and Canada during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, these types of drawings were referred to as “satirics” or “political caricatures.” M. Bryant and S. Heneage (eds.), Dictionary of British Cartoonists and Caricaturists 1730-1980 (Aldershot: Scolar, 1994): viii.
used in Britain in ever growing quantities and applications.\textsuperscript{281} Britons such as Sir Thomas Boverton Redwood, Vivian Byam Lewes, and James Dodds Henry believed that they were “on the verge of an oil age” – sitting, like Britannia, on the precipice of a revolutionary shift in energy regimes.\textsuperscript{282}

Oil scholars working in the field of Energy Humanities have noted, however, that oil is paradoxical, everywhere in the life of its consumers and yet far away from them.\textsuperscript{283} In the early twentieth century, oil was also an elusive substance, rarely seen and even less sensorily encountered. In Ross Barrett and Daniel Worden’s edited collection, \textit{Oil Cultures}, Ruth Salvaggio argued that oil has always been “curiously concealed” in our daily lives, trapped beneath the ground or hidden inside pipelines, storage containers, rolling stock, and car engines.\textsuperscript{284} Oil, she notes, has always been a “spectral substance,” difficult to see and impossible to fully grasp.\textsuperscript{285} In order to overcome the spectrality of oil, these scholars argue that consumers must compensate through their imaginations. Thus, Barrett and Worden have demonstrated how oil is made comprehensible through “imaginative representations” and “creative accounts,” which convert the inert black substance into something familiar, relatable, and often magical.\textsuperscript{286} This collective project of interpreting and representing oil through a constellation of invented stories, images, and symbols produces what Barrett and Worden conceive of as an “oil spectacle” – an imaginative petro-drama that plays out in the minds of everyday consumers when they

\textsuperscript{285} R. Salvaggio, 2014, 386.  
\textsuperscript{286} R. Barrett and D. Worden, 2014, xxiii.
think and talk about oil.\footnote{R. Barrett and D. Worden, 2014, xxv.} What is currently missing from this literature is research that explores the imaginative constructions of oil in Britain during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

“A Second String” is a vivid historical example of Barrett and Worden’s “oil spectacle.” Raven-Hill’s anthropomorphised energy characters helped to envisage the opening scene of an epic and impossibly complex petro-drama which was to pitch Prince Petroleo against Britain’s traditional energy monarch, King Coal. In demonstrating the messages conveyed by Raven-Hill’s imaginary energy characters, this chapter works to elucidate one of the ways in which Britons made sense of their changing energy worlds. The goal of the chapter is to situate a selection of Raven-Hill’s cartoons into the larger context of the development of British oil discourse and petroculture during the early rise of the Age of Oil.
Figure 3: “A Second String”

Leonard Raven-Hill, Punch, 10 April 1912.
King Coal’s Kingdom: Imagining Britain’s Changing Energy Landscape

Leonard Raven-Hill was born in 1867 in Bath, and educated at the Bristol Grammar School, the Lambeth School of Art, and the Académie Julian in Paris. Upon returning to Britain in 1890, he took up a career as an illustrator, contributing to publications such as Black & White, Daily Chronicle, Idler, Sketch, Strand, and Pall Mall Gazette. In 1895, he published his first cartoon in Punch and, in 1901, the magazine hired him as a full-time cartoonist and caricaturist. According to one of his biographers, Leonard Raven-Hill was “a short, rotund, fierce-tempered Welshman,” a hard working and “irascible” man, who was notoriously difficult to work with.

Cartoon historian Frank Palmeri has commented that “[p]olitical cartoons, like satire and caricature generally, work by means of exaggeration.” Raven-Hill’s cartoons, however, were notable exceptions. His illustrations were superbly drawn, and showcased his attention to detail and appreciation of subtlety and nuance. As Price has observed, “[e]very part of a Raven Hill cartoon was there for the purpose of some effect. As feeling rose, he rose with it.” He was an expert at portraying complex emotions and

---

291 Graves writes that Raven-Hill was perhaps the “hardest Punchite to get along with.” He was married to another tempestuous co-worker at Punch, who was known as the “dragon of the advertising department.” Graves, 1922, 202.
292 F. Palmeri, 2009, 32.
attitudes convincingly, often in simple, uncluttered scenes featuring one or two central characters, which were realistic, relatable, and inscribed with layers of meaning. An intelligent critic of British daily life, Raven-Hill’s “dour, biting political cartoons,” as Charles Graves has described them, earned him the post of Deputy Political Cartoonist for *Punch* in 1910 (a position he held for 25 years), and a seat at the magazine’s brainstorming space, the Mahogany Table. Raven-Hill was “one of the most celebrated black-and-white artists of the period.”

Raven-Hill was fascinated by energy. Many of his illustrations in *Punch* during the 1910s featured scenes of motor-vehicle crashes, dangerously crowded city streets, and the acute differences between those who could afford oil and those who could not.

---

294 S. Houfe writes that Raven-Hill was “one of the most versatile of the Edwardian Punch artists,” known for his precision and “delicate pencil line” (Houfe, 1978, 427). Bryant and Heneage write that Raven Hill “was a fine draughtsman, good at portraying character and making the most of a wide range of jokes.” Bryant and Heneage, 1994, 111. According to Knox, Raven-Hill “excelled in vitality and energy of line, and was never so pleased as when called upon to represent a scene of violent action at the shortest possible notice.” Knox, 2004.

295 C. Graves, *Mr. Punch’s History of Modern England, Vol. 4, 1892-1914* (London: Cassell, 1922): 202. *Punch* magazine was produced by a small editorial board known as the “Punch Club.” Editorial meetings were held in strict privacy and took place around a large mahogany table. Prior to the Second World War, only one non-member was ever allowed access to the editorial meetings – Mark Twain. The table was famously inscribed with the initials and insignia of leading members of the club, including Raven Hill. See [www.ronaldsearle.blogspot.ca/2013/08/the-punch-table.html](http://www.ronaldsearle.blogspot.ca/2013/08/the-punch-table.html). Many members of the Punch Club, Raven-Hill included, were also members of the exclusive Savage Club, London’s “leading bohemian gentleman’s club.” Sir Thomas Boverton Redwood was an active member of the Savage Club during the period. Price, 1957, 31; Savage Club website, 2018. Retrieved from: [www.savageclub.com](http://www.savageclub.com). Raven-Hill moved into the position of Deputy Political Cartoonist after the illustrator, Bernard Partridge, was promoted to Principal Cartoonist. Partridge was also known for his depictions of oil and energy transitions in *Punch* cartoons. B. Partridge, “Beaten but Unabashed,” *Punch*, 11 December 1918, 389; B. Partridge, “Old King Coal,” *Punch*, 22 July 1925, 71; B. Partridge, “The New Austerity,” *Punch*, 20 May 1942, 419.

296 M. Bryant and S. Heneage, 1994, 111.

297 Raven-Hill was also interested in botany. The cartoonist was a Member of the Royal Botanical Society, along with Redwood, during the 1910s. “Botanical Notes,” *Bulletin of the Torrey Botanical Club* 12, no. 5 (May 1885): 54; “Royal Botanic Society of London,” *The Times*, 29 February 1912, 4.

Several particularly striking themes used by Raven-Hill during this period addressed ideas of change, transition, and revolution in Britons’ use of energy.

One of the most chaotic and uncertain moments in British industrial history, characterised by a surge in labour unrest and strike actions, occurred the year that Raven-Hill became deputy political cartoonist at *Punch.*299 In 1910, tensions boiled over in the coalfields of South Wales, where strikes and violent riots spread quickly, posing a threat to the stability of the national economy. Though ultimately unsuccessful, the Welsh miners’ actions marked the start of two years of labour turbulence that, at its peak, involved nearly one million British workers.300

The decade 1910-1920 has been described as “The Great Unrest,” a period in Britain’s history defined by immense social, cultural, economic, political, and industrial transformation, particularly in the country’s large and historic coalmining industry.301 After years of unprecedented and limitless success and high profits, the coal industry had become not only outmoded, but moribund: British miners were roughly half as

---

299 During the period 1900-1912, there were a total of 40,890 major labour disputes in the United Kingdom, and from 1900-1914 there was a fivefold increase in strike actions. The coalmining industry was at the forefront of the Great Unrest. A. McIvor, “Industrial Relations in Britain, 1900-1939,” in C. Wrigley (ed.), *Companion to Early Twentieth Century Britain* (London: Wiley-Blackwell, 2009): 326, 328; N. McCord and B. Purdue, *British History 1815-1914* (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007): 487-536.


301 McCord and Purdue, 2007, 487. Norman McCord and Bill Purdue write that the period 1880-1914 was characterized by mass urban migration, increasing secularization, the growth of commercialism and consumerism, the rapid expansion of mass popular culture, and a widening income gap. N. McCord and B. Purdue, 2007, 487; www.visual.ons.gov.uk/the-history-of-strikes-in britain.
productive as their American and German counterparts, yet they worked more hours and for less pay.\textsuperscript{302}

Many in Britain, particularly those who were geographically and socially removed from the plight of coalmining communities, imagined themselves caught in the middle of a revolution. In January 1912, \textit{The Times} newspaper anxiously warned its readers that “if no improvement takes place in the mining situation, the public must be prepared for a conflict between Labour and Capital, or between employers and employed, upon a scale as has never occurred before.”\textsuperscript{303} Later, in February, a \textit{Times} editorial imagined that the coal strike represented “the greatest catastrophe that has threatened the country since the Spanish Armada.”\textsuperscript{304} After 37 days, and the loss of over 40 million working days, the Government (also fearing civil unrest) finally intervened and passed emergency legislation to resolve the crisis.\textsuperscript{305} Dissatisfied with the terms of the bill, the miners rejected its adoption, but their leaders, in no small part fearing for the unity of the Miners Federation, prevailed upon the membership to return to work. The strike officially ended on 6 April 1912. Four days later, Raven-Hill’s “A Second String” appeared in the pages of \textit{Punch} magazine.\textsuperscript{306}

---

\textsuperscript{303} “The Industrial Situation,” \textit{The Times}, 6 January 1912, 7.
\textsuperscript{306} “A Second String” was published on 10 April 1912, five days before the \textit{Titanic} sank in the North Atlantic. The coal strike had fascinating implications for the vessel, and forced the White Star Line to reduce the speed of its vessels from 23 to 20 knots to save fuel. The strike ended just days before the
Placed in this historical context, the cartoon can be viewed as an artist’s interpretation of the events occurring in Britain’s coalmining industry during the early 1910s, and a window into the changing perceptions and attitudes regarding energy issues that precipitated the strike. The cartoon is a signature Raven-Hill creation. He captures, in the facial expressions and demeanour of the three characters, the multi-faceted ills besetting the coal industry and the problems facing the Government, while at the same time expressing Britons’ growing fascination with oil. Beyond the drawing itself, Raven-Hill uses several other clever techniques to convey the story of the emerging rivalry of King Coal and Prince Petroleo. The phrase, “a second string to one’s bow,” has connotations of success and failure, transition and change: “to have two (many, etc.) strings to one’s bow: to have two (etc.) alternative resources.” Most vitally, it carries the meaning that “a second resource [is] available if the first should fail.” In more subliminal ways, the title also has a romantic connotation, suggesting a replacement “beau” for Britannia. Raven-Hill’s audience would have appreciated the cleverness in the homonymic play on words.

The cartoon is set in a grand Edwardian ballroom, and is premised on King Coal’s grave social faux pas of cutting dances, and his failure to honour all of his entries on Britannia’s dance card – an allegory for the coal strike that practically shut down the country in the spring of 1912. The King acknowledges the slight, but his half-hearted

Titanic’s maiden voyage. Free from the restraints of fuel rations, Titanic’s speed was enthusiastically, and fatally, raised back to 23 knots. L. Marshall, The Sinking of the Titanic (Philadelphia: John Winston, 1912).


Raven-Hill alluded to the practice of using dance cards to organize the coupling of partners at large formal balls. A dance card was typically used by women and contained the names of a pre-organized sequence of dance partners. The cards were popular among early twentieth-century British socialites. For an example, see “Dance card for the annual tea party and soiree,” 16 March 1906,” National Archives
apology is unequal to the insult, while his body language gives off an air of arrogant self-entitlement and indispensability. Britannia appears coolly polite toward King Coal, and her languid posture conveys her assessment of his unpredictable behaviour. She acknowledges his apology, but her words to him reveal an important truth. The King’s absence had afforded her the opportunity of looking elsewhere for a partner, and Raven-Hill captures Britannia’s growing awareness of oil as a potential alternative to coal. The young, clean, and handsome Prince Petroleo strikes a proud and confident pose: chin up, chest pushed outwards, one hand on his hip, and the other at his heart. Here was Britannia’s second string – newly minted and prepared to replace his rival on the dance floor.309

At first glance, it is obvious that Raven-Hill wanted his viewers to imagine Prince Petroleo in fundamentally opposite ways to King Coal. The use of shading clearly divides the image into two uneven parts: on the left are the characters of Petroleo and Britannia, bathed in light, while King Coal – unaware that he is set apart from the group – is distinguished by the artist’s use of dark, heavy shading. The composition and placement of the figures underscores the notion of difference between coal and oil, while at the same time reinforcing the narrative that Britannia and Petroleo are allied. The characters are also distinguished by their different heights, physical sizes and, perhaps most noticeably, by their age. Petroleo’s youth suggests that he is not a boy, but not quite a man; untested but possessed of great potential and promise. Petroleo is shorter and slighter than the King, but he also stands much closer to Britannia than his rival, nearly touching her and

309 According to Graves, the “strike introduced a new figure into Punch’s portrait gallery; ‘Prince Petroleo’…a ‘second string’ and rival of the hitherto indispensable King Coal.” Graves, 1922, 134.
very comfortable in her presence. These elements of the cartoon convey to the viewer the message that oil was discrete from coal: something different and new, a “younger,” “cleaner,” “leaner,” and more reliable source of energy. Thus, while Petroleo projects the qualities of attentiveness, brightness, freshness, and longevity, and seems to belong in the ballroom with Britannia, King Coal is shown to be sooty, smoky, swarthy, self-absorbed, and fickle.

A closer inspection of the characters reveals even more subtle clues about how Raven-Hill imagined coal and oil as diametrically different energy sources. Around the King’s waist, concealed beneath his thick cloak, are a shield and a broadsword: weapons of war that have no place in a ballroom. Around Prince Petroleo’s waist, tied like a belt, is a ribbed motor spirit hose with a pointed spout at the end. At the bottom of the Prince’s tunic, barely noticeable to the viewer, is a motif of a 2-gallon portable motor spirit can, which produces a creative variation on the classical Roman meander pattern. Where King Coal is clothed in the garb and accessories of war, Prince Petroleo is identified with symbols of modern technology, domestic comfort, and vitality.\(^{310}\) As Raven-Hill uses King Coal to represent the deeply troubled British coal industry during the early twentieth century, he employs Prince Petroleo to represent the contemporaneous emergence of oil as an alternative energy source in Britain during the same period. Just as Petroleo offered Britannia an alternative dancing partner in “A Second String,” in real life oil provided both the Government and the British consumer with a new source of energy that could be used instead of coal, such as in cooking and heating applications. Beyond

\(^{310}\) In the 1910s and 1920s, motor spirit pumps and portable metal petroleum cans were symbolic of the rapid emergence of oil and its growing ubiquity in daily life. By 1925, BP alone operated 6,000 pumps, and circulated over two million petrol cans in Britain. British Petroleum, “Distribution of Motor Spirits,” 161\(^{st}\) Meeting of the Board, 22 July 1925; “Advertising,” 166\(^{th}\) Meeting of the Board, 21 January 1926.
replacing the use of coal, oil also promoted entirely novel technologies and uses, such as aircraft and automobiles, some 20,000 of the latter were purchased in 1912 alone.311

**Prince Petroleo on the Horizon**

In the early 1910s, even in places where the use of coal was formally considered sacrosanct, oil was beginning to acquire a foothold. In 1911, one of the largest and most reliable consumers of British coal, the Royal Navy, began to investigate transitioning from coal fuel towards oil as its primary means of motive power.312 Less than a year later, on 9 April 1912, construction commenced on the Navy’s first exclusively oil-powered battleship – just three days after the conclusion of the “Great Unrest,” and the day before “A Second String” was published.313 In September, the fiery and ambitious First Sea Lord, Sir John Fisher, wrote to First Lord of the Admiralty, Winston Churchill: “I’ve got enthusiastic colleagues in the oil business! They’re all bitten! Internal-combustion engine rabies!”314 Thus 1912 was a crucial year for oil in Britain, and marked the starting point of what many believed would be a new and exciting “Age of Oil.”

---


one historian of the period has written, it was during 1912 and 1913 that “the Age of Coal first encountered head-on the Age of Oil.” It is precisely this notion of collision and potential revolution that Raven-Hill sought to express in “A Second String.”

Although Raven-Hill was one of the first to represent and make accessible the emerging rivalry between coal and oil, he was only one of many Britons during the early twentieth century whose imagination was ignited by the prospects of a new Age of Oil. During the period of study, there were a variety of efforts being undertaken to interpret oil, and to construct ways of thinking about the resource and its rapid adoption into British daily life. Like Raven-Hill, many British commentators leveraged the technique of anthropomorphosis to tell the story of oil. One of the most salient themes in the discourses and petrocultures of oil in Britain during the period was the human body. Often, oil was conceived of as “feed” or “juice” for motor vehicles and, in more abstract ways, as a powerful source of “food” for both individual consumers and British society writ large. At the International Congress of Applied Chemistry, held in London in June 1909, Sir Boverton Redwood warned his lecture audience that they must do whatever they could to “postpone as long as possible the fuel famine which in the absence of some other source of energy must occur in every country in course of time.”

Antrobus, 1913, 7, 36, 39; L. Lockhart, “B.P. by O.K.,” Naft 2, no. 6 (1926): 36. Winston Churchill once wrote that British warships “were fed by oil and could only be fed by oil.” Yergin, 1992, 140.

Cadman, Chairman of the British Petroleum Company, took the metaphor of food even further in a 1927 lecture delivered to the Royal Colonial Institute in London, in which he asked his audience to “call oil the ‘milk’ of industry.” The nutritional comparison was apt, Cadman asserted, because “milk is quite a perfect human food and, like oil, is a highly organised, well balanced storage of heat and power.”

The metaphor of oil as blood was also frequently used in British debates about petroleum during the early twentieth century and, in ways similar to food, this form of creative representation often framed the liquid fuel as a life-sustaining source of caloric power, nourishment, and vitality. On 21 November 1918, for example, French Oil Commissioner Henri Bérenger stated at a banquet held in London for the Inter-Allied Petroleum Conference that oil represented “the blood of the earth,” and that “[a]s oil had been the blood of war, so it would be the blood of the peace.” In 1925, a series of

---

319 Cadman, 1927, 14. The metaphor of food was also common in American oil literature during the period. Writing on global oil supplies in 1926, Louis Fischer claimed that it was “quite as hazardous to estimate the underground oil reserves of a given patch of oleous territory as it is to guess the quantity of gin a child in swaddling clothes will swallow by the time it is grey and rheumatic.” L. Fisher, Oil Imperialism: The International Struggle for Petroleum (London: Allen & Unwin, 1926): 10.
320 The linkage between coal and blood had a well-established tradition in British energy discourses dating to the mid-nineteenth century: in 1865, Stanley Jevons conceived of coal as “the very lifeblood of the country.” S. Jevons, The Coal Question (London: Macmillan, 1865): xi; in 1913, William Antrobus wrote that coal was “the life blood of a nation.” Antrobus, 1913, 83; in 1931, Bernard Acworth wrote that coal was “the life-blood of English Sea Power.” B. Acworth, “Oil,” Naval Review (1931): 142. The linkage between oil and blood was common in American energy discourses during this period. A 1920 article published in Cosmopolitan described oil that “gets in your blood,” and that turned people “stark mad – oil mad.” J. Hunt, “Millionaires Made While You Wait,” Cosmopolitan 68, no. 2 (1920): 139-140. An advertisement for the Columbia Motor Company, published in the same issue of the magazine, asserted that “any vigorous, red-blooded man will delight in the Columbia Six. It is built for him because it is built like him.” Columbia Motors Company, “Columbia Six,” Cosmopolitan 68, no.3 (1920): 115. Upton Sinclair’s 1927 novel, Oil!, characterised oil as a “black and cruel demon…an evil Power which roams the earth, crippling the bodies of men and women, and luring the nations to destruction by visions of unearthed wealth and the opportunity to enslave and exploit labor.” U. Sinclair, Oil! (London: T. Werner Laurie, 1927): 527.
321 D. Peyton-Smith, Oil: A Study of War-Time Policy and Administration (London: HMSO, 1971). The banquet was hosted by Lord Curzon at Lancaster House, London. Other Allied leaders also expressed ideas about oil using the metaphor of blood during this period. In 1917, Georges Clemenceau confided to Woodrow Wilson that “Oil is as necessary as blood in the battles of tomorrow.” “The Day,” The Times, 22 November 1918, 6.
illustrated newspaper advertisements for British Petroleum described the company’s network of Persian oil pipelines as a “vein of steel” that carried “rich crude” over vast distances to British consumers, while a British travel author, writing in 1927, imagined the Persian pipeline to be “the main artery through which flows the liquid stream on which the very life of the Company depends.” In the early 1930s, British commentators on the transition to oil continued to draw upon the bodily narratives and metaphors that were much in vogue in the 1920s. Oil was frequently conceived as an essential, life-sustaining substance that had permeated the British body politic and become an integral part of the everyday. Often, the imaginary rivalry between coal and oil was employed as a narrative framework for explaining the continued “rise” of oil and the perceived “downfall” of coal. As Cadman remarked in 1931, on the competition between the two sources of energy in Britain, “coal kept on at a jog-trot pace, whilst petroleum was running.”

Perhaps the most compelling stories used to explain the rise of oil were those which were based upon duelling monarchs and their quest for global domination – archetypes with which Britons were closely familiar. The transformation of different energy sources into anthropomorphic characters took on many forms, but the underlying story was nearly always the same: the downfall of a traditional source of power, King Coal, and the rise of an aggressive and capable new challenger, oil. While King Coal’s character was generally represented as a human figure, the rendering of oil in character

form varied from place to place. The British oil journalist, Frederick Talbot, described the early twentieth century as a new “oildom,” in which “wealth was imperative.” The French oil critic, Francis Delaisi, wrote in 1920 that the world had been taken over by an “aristocracy of producers,” who had worked towards “dethroning coal” and instituting a new “Oil Empire.” The American oil journalist, Louis Fischer, feared in 1926 that the world had been taken over by an international cabal of “petrol barons,” “gas monarchs,” and “Oil Kings,” who each possessed the ability to “exercise tremendous political power” and to put “irresistible pressure on governments.” As Fischer boldly asserted in his book, Oil Imperialism, “King Coal has been dethroned…Now oil is having its day. We are living in the Oil Age, and Oil Imperialism is in the saddle.” The American oil baron and founder of Standard Oil, John D. Rockefeller, was often referred to as “King John D.”; Sir Henri Deterding, founder of Shell Transport and Trading Company, acquired the nicknames the “British Napoleon,” the “Oil World’s Napoleon,” and the “Most Powerful Man in the World,” all titles which are suggestive of conquests, empires, and emperors.

---

327 Fisher, 1926, 245.
In British coal mining regions, the overthrowing of King Coal’s regime was interpreted with markedly less enthusiasm. As historian Michael Thomas has written with respect to the Welsh coal mining industry, “[o]nce there was a whole region epitomized by a single word — coal. Virtually the entire population worked, either directly or in a support function, to produce and feed this raw material into the gaping maw of urban development and the burgeoning industries upon which modern society was built.” The consumption of oil in Britain rose steadily during the first several years of the decade, often at the expense of coal. Millions of tons of oil products and billions of gallons of motor spirit were consumed annually, over ninety per cent of which was imported from abroad.

This flood of oil into Britain was in stark contrast to the fortunes of the acutely troubled coal industry, which experienced during the same period some of the most difficult years in its history. One of the most challenging was 1926, the year of the General Strike. Raven-Hill captured some of the sense of desperation of the coal industry in a *Punch* cartoon published in April 1926, entitled “Waiting for a Reprieve.”

---

330 Between 1929 and 1933, consumption of coal in Britain decreased by 15 per cent. From 1930 to 1935, the number of coal mines fell from 2,091 to 1,779, while the number of men employed decreased from 910,000 to 753,000. Department of Energy and Climate Change (UK), *Historical Coal Data: Coal Production, Availability and Consumption 1853-2014* (London: Her Majesty’s Stationary Office, 2015).
scene took place in a jail cell, in which a dejected King Coal sat cross-legged on a stool, staring apathetically at the wall in front of him, dressed in a royal cloak, a crown emblazoned with his name upon his head, and wearing a necklace made from lumps of coal. An hour glass labelled “subsidy” neared its end, and a gallows and noose could be seen through the cell window. According to the largest local daily in Wales, Cardiff’s *Western Mail* newspaper, the widespread use of oil had been “a grave national blunder,” which had turned Britain’s coal industry into a “pathetic disaster” engaged in a “desperate fight for life.”

The economic situation was so severe in Britain’s coalmining communities during the early 1930s that the editors of the industry’s national trade magazine, the *Colliery Guardian*, questioned whether the country could ever “emerge from the imbroglio intact.” Confronted by an existential crisis of unprecedented magnitude, the British coal mining industry began to explore ways to promote the use of coal and to bring the resource back to life.

One of the most promising means of resuscitating the coal industry during the early 1930s involved, paradoxically, the use of chemical treatments to convert coal into

---


335 *Colliery Guardian*, 2 January 1931, 47. An editorial published in the *Naval Review* in November 1932 remarked that “Old King Coal may once have been a merry old soul; one hopes that he will be again; but at present he is a crashing old bore.” “Here and There,” *The Naval Review* 20, no. 4 (November 1932): 669. In 1934, the British coal expert, Harold Watkins, asked rhetorically: “The old monarch [King Coal] may again ‘call for his pipe and call for his bowl,’ but will he ever again feel cheerful enough to ‘call for his fiddlers three’?” H. Watkins, *Coal and Men: an Economic Social Study of the British and American Coalfields* (London: Allen & Unwin, 1934): 65.

336 This included publicity and advertising campaigns, public demonstrations, festivals, and trade show exhibitions, which highlighted new coal burning technologies, as well as new fuel variants such as pulverized coal, colloidal fuel, and coal gas. Coal Utilisation Council, *Aims and Policies* (London: The Council, 1933).
oil. Since the mid-1920s, British scientists had been experimenting with ways to produce oil from coal, but it was not until the early 1930s that the British Government and the coalmining industry began to take seriously the large-scale production of hydrogenated – or liquefied – coal. The process was highly inefficient and even more expensive than oil refining, but Britain had a surplus of both untapped coal resources and unemployed miners. And, in the eyes of many proponents of coal, money expended on imported oil would be better spent at home. The Scottish shipping magnate, Sir John Latta, argued that the production of oil from coal would alleviate “British Bondage to Alien Oil,” while another author pointed to the fact that hydrogenated coal could offer “a means of recovering our freedom from foreign control and of killing unemployment.”

The Manchester Guardian was cautiously optimistic that hydrogenated oil from British coal would resolve many of the industry’s problems, while alleviating the frictions that had existed with the consumer for decades: “We cannot look to see Old King Coal again seated in lonely grandeur on a tyrant’s throne. But if he is prepared to govern through his ministers he is likely to enjoy a long and prosperous reign as a constitutional monarch.”

---

337 Experiments in finding new ways to produce home oil had been around for some time but had produced few practical results. In the mid-1920s, the Government-funded Fuel Research Board spent millions of pounds of taxpayer money investigating the possibility “of using potatoes, mangolds, or Jerusalem artichokes for the production of motor spirit.” Other chemical processes involved high- and low-temperature carbonization of coal, as well as pulverization. Fuel Research Board, Fuel for Motor Transport: Third Memorandum (London: Department of Industrial and Scientific Research, 1925): iii.


340 “Old King Coal,” Manchester Guardian, 13 June 1932, 8. In other communities in Britain, especially in the coalmining regions, support for King Coal remained strong for some time in Manchester in 1933, a King Coal Day was held “for the propagation of the various methods of coal utilisation, with a view to increasing the sales of coal.” Miners’ Federation of Great Britain, “Proposed ‘King Coal’ Day, in 1933,” Annual Volume of Proceedings for the Year 1933 (London: Co-operative Printing Society, 1934): 4.
In ways similar to the discourse surrounding the emergence of oil in the early 1910s, the dream of supplying Britons’ appetite for oil from locally produced coal sparked a wellspring of creative activity in the early 1930s. Like traditional crude oil extracted from deep below the ground, this new type of hybridized, synthetic fuel was difficult to comprehend: it was not quite coal, not quite oil, and it was rarely seen or sensorily encountered by consumers. British commentators debated vigorously about the nature and characteristics of synthetic oil and questioned what its use meant to Britain and the British coal industry. Many proponents of coal viewed its conversion into oil as a waste of public money and natural resources, and as a betrayal of the traditional ways that Britons lived and worked for generations. Thus, the Western Mail frequently framed its coverage of oil during this period with headlines such as “Coal v. Oil Fight” and “Oil’s March on Coal.” In one particularly evocative editorial entitled “Coal’s Battle Against Oil Fuel,” the author delivered a “call to arms” for the South Wales coal mining community, claiming it “was time to fight” for coal – “Protect your homes and your families from this insidious oil aggression, which...portends the eventual downfall of Great Britain.”

Many of the same techniques used to interpret and disseminate ideas about oil in the 1910s and 1920s were employed in British discourses of oil from coal during the early 1930s. Anthropomorphosis and metaphors related to the body remained favourite tools for thinking and talking about fossil fuels, as did stories of rivalry and jealousy, usurpation and dethronement between imaginary energy characters. A notable difference

was that, by the 1930s, in Britain’s struggling coalmining regions, foreign oil was as a marauding invader that threatened to usurp King Coal and destroy his kingdom. Captain Bernard Acworth, R.N., a vocal critic of British oil policy during the interwar years, imagined in 1930 that his country was under attack from an “oily octopus,” whose “tentacles” were methodically dismantling Britain’s traditional industries and ways of living.344 “The substitution of foreign oil for British coal as the life-blood of English sea-power, and progressively of industrial enterprise,” Acworth wrote, “had disfigured British society at home and sapped its power abroad.”345 At a Trafalgar Day Dinner in October 1933, the Bishop of Llandaff described oil as the “hated rival” to coal, “smooth-tongued, suave, gushing, alien and oily.”346

Yet, in places and interests closer to London, where petroleum products could be found everywhere and in everything, and which were far removed from coalmining communities, there were entirely different attitudes toward oil.347 Oil was here imagined as a powerful, magical, almost supernatural resource that had replaced coal as Britain’s new energy lifeblood.348 To many such observers, synthetic oil derived from coal seemed

345 Acworth, 1930, 123.
346 Western Mail, 28 October 1933, 2.
347 In 1929, a theatrical production called “Old King Coal” was put on at the Academy Theatre in London. According to one reviewer, the play offered Londoners a “faithful representation of life remote from their own.” Another reviewer in the Manchester Guardian felt that the play had given actors “a chance to drive at reality with the pick and shovel,” and to illuminate “a dark corner of industry with the glimmer of the safety lamp and not with a dazzle of limelight.” “The Theatres,” The Times, 15 May 1930, 14; “Old King Coal,” Manchester Guardian, 21 May 1930, 6; “This Week’s Theatres,” Observer, 25 May 1930, 15; “Old King Coal,” 1930. Cadbury Research Library, MS38/4391. Another theatrical production with a similar plot, entitled “The Face of Coal,” was put on in London in 1933. “Old King Coal,” 1933. Cadbury Research Library, MS38/3540.
to offer some consolation to the country’s ailing coal industry. At the same time, however, the development of the technology signalled a critical – and revealing – moment in the transition to oil. Oil and coal were no longer competing. Instead, coal itself had become a means to fuel the rise of oil, with each converted tonne signalling another step closer to the end of the Age of Coal. In the summer of 1933, twenty-one years after publishing “A Second String,” Leonard Raven-Hill once again turned to his pen and the pages of *Punch* magazine to give his interpretation of a crucial moment in the British transition from coal to oil.

**Synthetic Fuels and the Corruption of King Coal’s Body**

“Black Magic; or the New King Coal” appeared in *Punch* magazine on 26 July 1933.349 [Figure 4]. The cartoon offers a “second act” to the imaginative petro-drama that Raven-Hill had envisioned two decades earlier in “A Second String.” The cartoon centres on the by now familiar King Coal, who is drawn with heavy, black shading. The King sits on a throne that seemed made of laboratory parts, perhaps those from a coal hydrogenation plant. On top of the King’s head is a crown labelled “COAL,” which has a peak like a traditional working man’s cloth cap and spews black smoke. The character’s face is dark and mysterious, and without the thick beard and moustache seen in “A Second String.” The King’s overall expression is resolute and confident, but his eyes appear almost strangely unfocussed and a faintly maniacal grin lingers at the upturned corners of his mouth.

349 L. Raven-Hill, “Black Magic; or the New King Coal,” *Punch*, 26 July 1933, 87.
King Coal’s body is configured in interesting ways. Unlike “A Second String,” the character’s dress is simple, revealing few clues or messages. A jet-black tunic or robe conceals his shoulders, torso, and lower body, leaving only his left leg exposed and resting on a petrol drum. Around his waist, tied like a belt and reminiscent of Prince Petroleo’s hose belt, are three strips of lightly shaded fabric labelled “CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES PLAN.” His arms are fashioned as oil pipes, which include a flanged pipe connection as shoulders, ball and tap joints as elbows, and pointed pouring nozzles as hands, which echo the nozzle appearing on Prince Petroleo’s belt. Coming out of the nozzles are streams of liquid that emerge like blood from King Coal’s body, filling a collection of lightly shaded containers labelled “PETROL” and “OIL,” which take up the foreground of the cartoon. Of note are two examples of the familiar rectangular, 2-gallon motor spirit cans that appeared on Prince Petroleo’s tunic. In the bottom right hand corner, resting upside down, as if to be discarded, is a coal scuttle.

“Black Magic” takes up the energy narratives that Raven-Hill had introduced in his Second String cartoon, notably the struggle between King Coal and his rival, Oil. The cartoon includes several visual cues that link the document to others in Raven-Hill’s corpus, including the use of anthropomorphic characters, simple compositions, and highly dramatic line work. More specifically, King Coal’s smoke-billowing crown, and the motor spirit hoses, pouring nozzles, and 2-gallon oilcans in the foreground create a direct link to “A Second String.” These familiar indicators immediately establish the cartoon as a sequel to the “King Coal versus Prince Petroleo” drama that Raven-Hill had

---

begun over two decades earlier, updated to reflect the changing scientific and political
devancements that were occurring in the production of oil from coal in Britain. Yet, by
subtitling his cartoon “the New King Coal,” Raven-Hill asserts that this version of the
character is radically different from the King in “A Second String.” He has remade
himself through hydrogenation and lives to fight another day. But he has also been
conquered by Oil; his body and blood are corrupted.

In “Black Magic,” Raven-Hill invoked several stories and images from his
previous work, including the familiar themes of rivalry, confrontation, and controversy
that saturated “A Second String.” But he also conveyed new messages about oil in ways
that reflected the discursive context of the early 1930s. The cartoon is a reflection of the
culture in which it was produced. In particular, the document alluded to the bodily
metaphors and rhetorical techniques that were common features in British energy
discourses of the 1920s and 1930s. Like other commentators of the period, Raven-Hill
portrayed oil as an essential, life-sustaining corporeal fluid that closely resembled blood,
and which seems to “course” through King Coal’s body and “gush” out of his arms. The
cartoon suggested that oil had become as necessary to King Coal’s survival and existence
as many believed it was for the individual consumer and British society at large.
Synthetic oil from coal was presented here as a magical elixir that held the power to grant
King Coal fresh life and vitality, albeit with an entirely different demeanour and spirit.351

---

351 The elixir refers to the trial tests conducted by Cunard of a new fuel mixture composed of oil and
pulverized coal dust. This narrative of synthetic oil from coal leading to a regeneration or revitalization can
be seen in other cartoons published during the period. In the summer of 1932, a cartoon entitled “A
Remedy?” was published in the South Wales Echo. The cartoon depicted a very old man sitting in a bath
chair labelled King Coal. The character wore a simple, loose-fitting suit-jacket, and his legs and feet were
covered in thick blankets; he wore a basic crown. Looking over the aged and feeble King’s shoulder was a
female character named Dame Wales, dressed in traditional Welsh costume, who delivered into the King’s
hand a small bottle labeled “Cunard Oil + Coal Fuel.” South Wales Echo, 12 June 1932, 8.
Figure 4: “Black Magic; Or, the New King Coal”

Conclusion: King Coal’s Kingdom Relinquished

The excitement about the possibilities afforded by oil, on the one hand, and the frustration and anxiety that many Britons felt about the British coal industry, on the other, have been the focus of this chapter. The work of British cartoon artist Leonard Raven-Hill has been used as a vehicle for reconstructing the imaginative debates about Britain’s energy future that characterised the period 1912-1933. Two political cartoons published in *Punch* magazine were analysed as case studies: “A Second String” (1912) and “Black Magic; or the New King Coal” (1933). Using these cartoons as a points of departure, the chapter explored the anthropomorphosis of energy into the imaginary characters of King Coal and Prince Petroleo, and sought to reveal the ways in which these figures were used as rhetorical tools for interpreting the transition from coal to oil. Employing Barrett and Worden’s concept of an “oil spectacle” as a frame of analysis, this chapter highlighted the ways in which Raven-Hill inscribed King Coal and Prince Petroleo with multiple layers of meaning, and how he employed them as motifs that channelled the cultural dimensions of oil. As imaginative oil spectacles, the cartoons functioned as signposts in the making of British petroculture during the early twentieth century.

From 1912 to 1933, the consumption of coal in Britain fell by nearly twenty per cent, while over the same period, the consumption of oil products rose by more than four hundred per cent. 352 Raven-Hill represented this shift as a spectacular petro-drama between the forces of Coal and of Oil. The central message that “Black Magic” delivered to its audience was that the shift from coal to oil in Britain was complete, and that the

---

overthrow of King Coal that Raven-Hill portended in “A Second String” had come to pass. While in 1912 he characterised Prince Petroleo as a youthful and inexperienced challenger on the horizon, by 1933 the character of oil had evolved into something far more powerful, something that had changed the body and mind of King Coal forever. The advent of synthetic fuels only delayed the inevitable transition to oil that Raven-Hill imagined himself living through. For better or for worse, Britain was fully committed to the Age of Oil. Britannia and Petroleo had become intimate dancing partners.
Chapter Three
Building the Age of Oil: The Anglo-Persian Oil Company and the Promotion of the Llandarcy Refinery During the Early 1920s

This chapter examines the early history of one of Britain’s largest oil companies, the Anglo-Persian Oil Company (APOP), during the period 1909-1925.353 Using the company’s first British oil refinery as a case study – the Llandarcy Refinery, completed in Wales in 1921 – the chapter traces the ways in which APOP communicated information about oil and oil architecture to targeted British audiences. Specifically, it reconstructs APOP’s publicity activities related to the Llandarcy Refinery in order to map the different communities with whom this imaginary was shared, and to shed light on the company’s vision of oil and Britain’s future. As film historian Mona Damluji has noted, oil infrastructure such as derricks, refineries, and pipelines have complicated and varied meanings, representing simultaneously “a set of discourses, choices, images, and practices.”354 Taking Damluji’s conceptualization of oil architecture as a point of departure, the chapter demonstrates how APOP’s promotional activities related to the Llandarcy Refinery portrayed the facility as an edificial symbol of the modern age of oil.

Completed in the spring of 1921, the Llandarcy Refinery was defined by superlatives. It was the first facility of its kind in Britain, and it remained the largest in

---

353 The Anglo-Persian Oil Company (APOP) was formed in 1909 to exploit the oilfields that were discovered in south-western Persia by the British financier, William Knox D’Arcy. During the period of this study, APOP distributed oil in several countries, including Great Britain (British Petroleum/BP); Scotland (Scottish Oils); France (Société Générale des Huiles de Pétrole); Belgium (Société Anonyme L’Alliance); Denmark (Det Forenede Olie Kompagnie), and Norway (Norsk Braendselolje). For analyses of APOP’s commercial activities in European markets outside of Britain see, for example: E. Leigh-Bennett, An Adventure in Oil (London: Shell-Mex & BP, 1931); Anglo-Iranian Oil Company, The Anglo-Iranian Oil Company and Iran (London: The Company, 1951).
the country for the following three decades. From this outpost in rural Wales, APOC transformed Persian crude oil into a myriad of products for British consumers, including the fuels, benzene, butane, diesel, kerosene, and propane; agricultural products such as distilled feedstocks and petrochemicals; the industrial chemicals, ammonia, bauxite, and sulphur; and household products, such as paints, dyes, greases, and waxes. But the refinery specialised in one product in particular, motor spirits, and during the period under study in this chapter the facility supplied up to one third of the total British market with motor spirits. The completion of the Llandarcy Refinery represented a watershed moment in the history of oil in Britain, providing for one of the first times a supply of refined oil products that were produced domestically. Fully aware that the facility represented more than the sum of its parts, APOC went to great lengths to draw attention to the project. Using a variety of different promotional activities, including special events, private tours, and the publication of newspaper advertisements and souvenir booklets, the company disseminated information about Llandarcy, oil architecture, and the modern science and technology that was required in the making of refined oil products. These promotional activities produced an archive of images, stories, and ideas about oil, which contributed to the development of British petroculture.

The literature on the history of oil in Britain pays little attention to the Llandarcy Refinery. Several business histories have been written about APOC and its development over the twentieth century, including studies by J. R. L. Anderson, D. J. Payton-Smith, R. W. Ferrier, and J. A. Bamberg, yet these scholars spend little time assessing the Llandarcy Refinery and draw no attention to APOC’s promotional activities during the period. In Anderson’s *East of Suez* (1969), just two paragraphs are dedicated to Llandarcy, in which the author outlines the process by which South Wales was chosen as a building site, and how the company settled on naming the facility in the late 1910s.\(^{358}\) Anderson noted the facility coming online in 1922 (despite the fact that refined products were being produced in 1921), before picking up his narrative in 1939, entirely passing over Llandarcy’s early history.\(^{359}\) In Payton-Smith’s official history of oil and the Second World War, the Llandarcy Refinery is situated at the centre of British efforts to develop new oil products during the conflict, and applauded for its role in providing safe harbour to dozens of British oil scientists from across the country.\(^{360}\) There is not, however, any discussion of the refinery during the period of this study.

In the official *History of the British Petroleum Company*, Ferrier states that Llandarcy was an “essential part of [APOC’s] strategy in the United Kingdom.”\(^{361}\) Despite the weight of this claim, there are just eight references to the Llandarcy Refinery in the book.\(^{362}\) The author notes that the facility was “called, imaginatively, Llandarcy,”

\(^{359}\) Anderson, 1969, 262.
\(^{361}\) Ferrier, 1982, 330. Ferrier provided details of the building costs associated with Llandarcy and their impact on APOC’s annual budget.
yet he provides no further analysis of the name or its meaning.\textsuperscript{363} Several sentences are
dedicated to the refinery’s contribution to new oil research during the early 1920s, and
there is a smattering of data related to the import and export of oil products from the port
of Swansea. Nowhere in the text is there a reference to the refinery’s model village.
Ferrier uses very little primary source material in his discussion of the Llandarcy
Refinery, citing just one BP document concerning early contractual negotiations for the
facility.\textsuperscript{364} Bamburg’s \textit{History of the British Petroleum Company} provides some detail
concerning the refinery and model village, but only with respect to its use as a bunker for
petroleum scientists during the Second World War.\textsuperscript{365} There are no other significant
discussions of Llandarcy in Bamburg’s text.

A handful of authors have provided short synopses of Llandarcy’s early history,
including John Bailey and Emyr Gough’s sketch in \textit{Skewen & District: A History}, and Ian
Barney’s book on the closure of the refinery in 1998. There are also a few short articles
about the refinery in Welsh-language journals, with titles such as “Famous Industrial
Institutions.”\textsuperscript{366} But the most substantial body of work on the refinery comes from
amateur historians and former residents of Llandarcy’s model village, whose rich
accounts of daily life at the facility afford historians valuable, if anecdotal, evidence. V.

\textsuperscript{363} Ferrier, 1982, 453.
\textsuperscript{364} Ferrier, 1982, 750. Ferrier cites ARC 79/91/9, and a series of articles on the contemporary development
of bauxite and hypochlorite treatments, including A. O’Brien, “National Oil Refineries Ltd., Skewen, South
Wales, during 1923,” \textit{Journal of the Institute of Petroleum Technologists}, 1924, vol. 10, and F. Remfry,
“Bauxite as a Refining Agent for Petroleum Distillates,” \textit{Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry} 43,
no. 24 (13 June 1924).
Economic and Social Consequences of the Closure of BP Llandarcy,” \textit{Contemporary Wales} 13 (2000); I.
Barney, \textit{An Economic and Social Assessment of the Closure of BP Llandarcy} (Swansea: University of
Swansea Press, 2000). For Welsh articles on the history of the Llandarcy Refinery, see “Sefydliadau
Dwydiannol Enwog [Famous Industrial Institutions],” \textit{Y Gwyddonydd} 1, no. 2 (1963): 95, and
L. Barnes’s detailed memoir, *A History of Llandarcy, 1921-1971*; Sheila Jones’s self-published autobiography, *Spanning the Years*, and Vivian J. Griffiths’s impressive history of the facility, *Llandarcy Remembered*, are valuable examples of the living memory of the facility.\(^{367}\) T. E. Stradling, a former employee, has written two self-published books, *The National Oil Refineries, Ltd., Llandarcy*, and *BP Memories*, both of which contain personal reflections, as well as numerous photographs of Llandarcy refinery and workers’ model villages from the period 1940-1990.\(^{368}\) While these works make an important contribution to the overall history of the Llandarcy Refinery, they contain few stories pre-dating the Second World War.\(^{369}\)

In stark contrast to the paucity of research on the Llandarcy Refinery, there is a critical mass of scholarship on the history of APOC’s first and largest oil refinery, the Abadan Refinery, located in southwest Persia and completed in 1912.\(^{370}\) Several oil historians have featured APOC’s Abadan Refinery in their research, but curiously neglect to comment on the Llandarcy Refinery. Marian Kent’s *Oil and Empire*, Geoffrey Jones’s

---


\(^{369}\) To the best knowledge of the author, the titles by Stradling, Griffiths, and Barnes exist only at the British Petroleum Archives, the Neath Antiquarian Society Archives, and the West Glamorgan Archives.

The State and the Emergence of the British Oil Industry, Daniel Yergin’s The Prize, and Timothy Winegard’s The First Oil War are noteworthy examples of studies that mention Abadan, but which have no references to Britain’s first and, for some time largest, oil refinery. In a similar vein, APOC’s successor company, British Petroleum (BP), has supported the publication of illustrated books, such as Barry Ritchie’s Portrait in Oil, which gives life to the history of the Abadan Refinery through photographs, paintings, illustrations, and historical sketches. In contrast, there are no images of the Llandarcy Refinery in the book, and there is only one reference to the facility (the fact that it was completed in 1921) that pre-dates the Second World War.

Several urban historians have investigated the nexus of geography, architecture, and race at the Abadan Refinery, and the ways in which APOC used the built environment to create and sustain unequal power dynamics between British and Persian workforces. Kaveh Ehsani’s work shows APOC’s “obsession to use urban space as an

373 Ritchie, 1995, 40. More recently, BP has published accounts of its early history on CD-ROMs, DVDs, and in online repositories. See H. James, B.P. Oil – Llandarcy, 1921-2000. DVD, 2008. ARC 221864; British Petroleum, Oil For the 20th Century. DVD and VHS. No date. West Glamorgan Archives, D/D SIH 1/3; British Petroleum, History of Llandarcy Refinery. DVD. No date. ARC 221865.
instrument of controlling the population,” while Rasmus Elling’s probe into company housing policies at Abadan reveals that they were designed to transform the region from “an overlooked outpost” into a “symbol of modernity and a hub of development.” Rania Ghosn has produced critical research on the politics of urban development by APOC in Persia during the formative years of the company, paying particular attention to the intrusion of pipelines into the mountainous tribal regions in which oil had been found. Nimrod Zagagi has argued that the Abadan Refinery was much more than a place for people to live and work, but rather a powerful tool of segregation and control. “In an area dominated by Arab tribes, a foreign power founded a settlement,” he writes, Abadan’s townships were “essential venues for the re-education or ‘adjustment’” of indigenous workers. None of these scholars touch upon the Llandarcy Refinery.

In his article, “Abadan: Planning and Architecture Under the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company,” Mark Crinson explores the daily life in the different workers’ villages that surrounded APOC’s Persian refinery, concluding that life in Abadan was not unlike the experience in other colonial towns and cities across the British Empire: “a combination of welfare state and British Raj.”

---


different villages through promotional activities, particularly efforts to make European
neighbourhoods feel “British,” he provides no sense of how APOC used the same facility
to frame its refined oil products as “Persian.” While these scholars do assess the deeper
symbolic meanings attached to APOC’s Abadan Refinery, and put forward telling
critiques of how APOC facilities were used as tools for social control, they offer no sense
of how the same facilities were marshalled to influence British oil imaginaries.

One scholar who has investigated APOC’s use of architecture as a vehicle for
constructing oil narratives and discourses is the film historian Mona Damluji.379
Damluji’s research analyses the representations of daily life in Abadan through APOC
promotional films. In “The Oil City in Focus,” she reveals how the company used footage
of oil architecture to tell a story of colonial domination of both the Persian landscape and
its peoples, while at the same time exalting “oil as the fuel of modern life.”380 She offers
a critical examination of the role that cinema played in shaping APOC corporate
narratives about oil, especially with respect to Abadan, but her analysis is centred
primarily on one film, the Persian Story (1951), and includes limited references to other
contemporary APOC films of the late 1920s and 1930s. Damluji’s study, however,
provides a useful framework for analysing APOC’s promotional activities related to the
Llandarcy Refinery, including its construction of images, narratives, and ideas about oil.

379 M. Damluji, “Documenting the Modern Oil City: Cinematic Urbanism in Anglo-Iranian’s Persian
Story,” Ars Orientalis 42 (October 2012). See also M. Damluji, “The Oil City in Focus: the Cinematic
Spaces of Abadan in the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company’s Persian Story,” Comparative Studies of South Asia,
Llandarcy was once the most important oil facility in Britain, and yet it has become invisible in the secondary literature. There appears to be no scholarly book or article-length study on the refinery, and those scholars who have assessed the facility have done so in passing, ignoring the role that it played in shaping British oil imaginaries. Energy historians, in particular, have not assessed APOC’s promotion of the Llandarcy Refinery as a crucial component of larger British debates about energy and the global transition to oil.

This chapter seeks to offer a richer account of the history of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company during the period 1909-1925. Using oil architecture as an analytical framework and APOC promotional activities as a central body of primary source evidence, the aim of this research is to demonstrate the significant contributions that APOC made to the tapestry of early British petroculture during the Company’s formative years. It is framed around these central questions: how did APOC imagine the Llandarcy Refinery, and by what means did the company communicate these ideas to British audiences? What images, stories, and ideas about oil were conveyed in APOC’s promotional activities, and how were they informed by larger British conversations about oil? In answering these questions, the chapter argues that APOC must be understood not simply as an oil company that sold goods, but as a conduit for the transmission of knowledge about oil, and an important player and stakeholder in the making of British petroculture during the early 1920s. The refinery and its attendant infrastructure came to represent a leitmotif of the modern age of oil in Britain.

*William Knox D’Arcy and the Discovery of Oil at Maidan-i-Naftun, Persia*
On 28 May 1902, the wealthy British financier and gold mining entrepreneur, William Knox D’Arcy, purchased from Mozaffar al-Din, Shah of Persia, the exclusive right to “search for, obtain, exploit, develop, render suitable for trade, carry away and sell” the oil resources of that country.\textsuperscript{381} As the map below makes clear, the D’Arcy Concession was astoundingly large, extending over three quarters of Persia and totalling 1.2 million square kilometres.\textsuperscript{382} [Figure 5]. The deal was to be effective for a period of sixty years, and involved much speculation and financial risk, because it was not known if there were sufficient Persian oil resources to justify an exploratory venture on the scale that D’Arcy envisioned. The financier’s tolerance for risk was, however, encouraged by his chief petroleum advisor and friend, Boverton Redwood who, having visited Persia on his tour of emerging oilfields during the 1890s, was certain there were vast stores of petroleum buried beneath the Zagros Mountains.\textsuperscript{383} Drawing upon Redwood’s expert geological, commercial, and political advice at every stage of the contractual


\textsuperscript{382} D’Arcy initially invested £40,000 of his own money in the Persian Concession. Notable exclusions from the contractual agreement were five northern provinces, near the Caspian Sea, which were left out owing to their proximity to Russia, another expansionist empire seeking to exploit oil at Baku. “Map of Abadan and South West Persia. 1924-1935,” Richard Burton Archives, MPKK 1/17/1; R. Ferrier, 1982, 30, 640; M. Brown, “The Royal Navy’s Fuel Supplies, 1898-1939; the Transition from Coal to Oil.” Ph.D. Dissertation. King’s College, University of London, 2006.

\textsuperscript{383} In the History of the British Petroleum Company, Ferrier included a full-page photograph of Redwood as the frontpiece for the chapter entitled, “The Funding and Finding of Oil 1901-1908.” Ferrier stressed D’Arcy’s dependence upon “Dr Redwood for technical advice, as the most distinguished oil technologist of his time.” (1982, 48-49).
negotiations, D’Arcy acquired the rights to the first foreign oil concession in Persia.\textsuperscript{384}

With a stroke of a pen in his London office, the venture capitalist effectively acquired the oil resources of Persia, opening a new chapter in the history of oil in Britain and the Middle East at large. The financier had not set foot in Persia; he never did.

\textit{Figure 5: Map of Persia showing extent of D’Arcy Concession}

\textsuperscript{384} The concession contract included several explicit conditions. Upon the first strike of oil, the Shah would receive £20,000 sterling. If and when a larger company was formed to work any Persian oilfields, the Shah would receive £20,000 of its shares, and sixteen per cent of all future revenues. For a detailed discussion of the cut and thrust of contract negotiations over the Persian concession, see G. Brew, “In Search of ‘Equitability’: Sir John Cadman, Reza Shah and the Cancellation of the D’Arcy Concession, 1928-1933,” \textit{Iranian Studies} 50, no. 1 (2017): 125-148; Ferrier, 1994 30-39.
D’Arcy’s considerable experience in finance and gold mining was not matched by his knowledge of oil. From the outset, he seemed to have been caught off guard by the challenges presented by the natural environment and by the sheer size of the territory he had acquired. As APOC’s official historian has written, the project involved “wild-catting on a colossal scale in a distant and unsettled land. There was nothing comparable to the extent or uncertainty of D’Arcy’s Concession.” The financier’s team of geologists on the ground in the Zagros Mountains struggled for years without finding any oil, in “one of the most underdeveloped and isolated” regions in Persia – a sparsely populated tribal area known as Khuzistan or Arabistan. As the months passed, the prospects for a quick return on D’Arcy’s investment grew dimmer. By 1905, D’Arcy had spent £250,000 in the search for oil in Persia and had nothing to show for it. Confronted with bankruptcy, he began to solicit funding from outside sources, both in Britain and in Europe.

Once again, D’Arcy turned to Redwood for guidance. Redwood was convinced that the Persian concession contained oil, and he was equally certain that these resources,
when discovered, must remain under the control of a British company. Leveraging his professional friendships on the executive board of one of the largest oil companies in Britain, the Burmah Oil Company (BOC), Redwood orchestrated a friendly takeover of D’Arcy’s apparently ailing venture in Persia. 390 Although the BOC buyout provided a much-needed infusion of capital that allowed exploratory work to continue in Persia, no oil was discovered for another three years. For a time, it seemed as though Redwood had missed the mark in Persia. Then, on 26 May 1908, as the company was poised to cut its losses, a team of geologists and drillers led by George Bernard Reynolds discovered a gigantic underground reservoir of oil, 1180 feet beneath the Zagros Mountains, at a place called Maidan-i-Naftun – the Valley of Oil. 391 The play was one of the largest discoveries in the world to that time, and its size demanded that the BOC create a separate corporate entity that could orchestrate the immense time, energy, and material required to develop a new oilfield from scratch. 392 In London on 14 April 1909, a group of wealthy and powerful businessmen, as well as numerous public investors, formed the Anglo-Persian

390 Other advisors to D’Arcy included H. T. Burls, W. Dalton, and E. H. Cunningham-Craig. The latter was one of Redwood’s “roving geologists” and the discoverer of some of the first oil fields in the Middle East. The financial assistance from Burmah Oil Company came at a heavy cost for D’Arcy, who relinquished his ownership of the Concession in exchange for 170,000 ordinary shares in BOC and recompense for his initial investments in Persia. E. Cunningham-Craig, *Oil-Finding: An Introduction to the Geological Study of Petroleum* (London: Arnold, 1912): 13; *Gloucester Citizen*, 7 January 1914, 23; “The Persian Oil Industry,” *Naft* 4, no. 3 (May 1928): 3-6.

391 Maidan-i-Naftun was also referred to as Masjid-i-Suleiman (Temple of Solomon). The oilfield was located in the valley of the Karun River, the only navigable river in southern Persia, two hundred kilometres northeast of the Euphrates Delta. The strike was made by George Bernard Reynolds, who served as D’Arcy and BOC’s Fields Manager from 1901 to 1911. According to one of his biographers, Reynolds was a “man whose initiative, technical skills, and doggedness had opened up the oil riches of the Middle East.” T. Corley, “Reynolds, George Bernard (1852/3-1925),” *Oxford Dictionary of National Biography*, 2004; R. Sorkhabi, “George Bernard Reynolds: a Forgotten Pioneer of Oil Discoveries in Persia and Venezuela,” *Oil Industry History* 11, no. 1 (2010).

392 According to historian Stephanie Cronin, the Persian discovery proved to be “of central and defining importance” in the history of oil in the Middle East. S. Cronin, “Popular Politics, the New State and the Birth of the Iranian Working Class: the 1929 Abadan Oil Refinery Strike,” *Middle Eastern Studies* 46, no. 5 (September 2010): 702-706.
Oil Company with the aim of extracting, refining, transporting, and selling Persian oil products across the world.\(^{393}\)

In October 1909, less than a year after the initial discovery of oil at Maidan-i-Naftun, APOC began construction of a large oil refinery at Abadan, a small island community located on a sandbank in the Shatt al-Arab River delta.\(^{394}\) The main complex included several distillation stacks, fracturing benches, machine shops, and testing laboratories and, at locations further downriver, APOC built loading and unloading jetties, pumping stations, and a safe storage site for volatile oil products such as aviation spirits and benzene.\(^{395}\) In May 1912 work was completed on the first oil refinery in the Middle East and, shortly thereafter, the ship with the first bulk shipment of Persian crude oil set sail from the Abadan Refinery for Britain.\(^{396}\) Importantly for British industrialists and commercial operators, the refinery produced a full spectrum of heavy oil products, including boiler fuels, diesel, kerosene, paraffin, grease, and explosives.\(^{397}\) Further expansion of the Abadan Refinery was put on hold during the First World War, when the

---


\(^{394}\) W. Floor, “The Early Beginnings of Modern Abadan,” *Abadan: Retold*, 2017. Retrieved from: www.abadan.wiki/en. The island of Abadan was known locally as Khezr Island, or Jazirat al-Khizr. The sandbar was only a few feet above sea level, and during heavy flooding it became nearly entirely submerged. According to Mark Crinson, Abadan was a “salty infertile island.” Crinson, 1997, 342.

\(^{395}\) “Company Meetings,” *The Times*, 22 December 1921, 18. Much of what was known about oil fires and safe storage practices was developed by Boverton Redwood during his tenure as Chief Inspector of the Thames Conservancy. “Sir Boverton Redwood,” *Glamorgan Gazette*, 21 December 1906, 8.


\(^{397}\) The process of refining crude oil involves multiple stages of distillation. The first round of chemical treatment separates the hydrocarbons into heavy and light fractions: the former are used to create fuel oils, heavy gasses, lubricating oils, paraffin wax, and tar pitch; the latter are used to create benzene and kerosene. To produce motor and aviation spirits, hypochlorite and caustic soda is applied to benzene to wash away the sulphur. Due to the high sulphur content of Persian oil, the Abadan refinery produced mostly heavy oils used for industrial applications and large marine engines. S. Young, *Distillation and Principles and Processes* (London: Macmillan, 1922).
 refinery became the target of several successful attacks by Ottoman gunboats and local Persian militias.\textsuperscript{398} Construction work resumed in 1918, and by the early 1920s Abadan was one of the largest facilities of its kind in the world: it covered an area of five square kilometres, and produced more than 1.3 million tons of oil per year, representative of three per cent of the world’s total.\textsuperscript{399}

\textit{Constructing the Llandarcy Refinery}

There was a singular problem with which both D’Arcy and APOC had grappled since 1901: the producing wells in Persia were located some 10,500 kilometres away from Britain, the primary market for the company’s refined oil products. In 1915, APOC formed the British Tanker Company (BTC), which took over the responsibility of shipping Persian oil to Britain.\textsuperscript{400} The long voyage made Persian oil products more expensive, especially when compared to American and Russian products imported from

\textsuperscript{398} In the spring of 1914, British and Indian troops were dispatched to protect Abadan from Ottoman attacks. In February 1915, Ottoman troops incited a local Bakhtiari uprising, in which “jihadists” sabotaged Anglo-Persia’s pipelines. The company repaired the line and stationed troops, but the attackers struck again, two weeks later, at another location. House of Commons Debate, “Persia,” 21 July 1914, vol. 65, cc. 232-236; P. Sykes, “South Persia and the Great War,” \textit{Geographical Journal} 58, no. 2 (August 1921): 101-116; Anglo-Iranian Oil Co., \textit{The Record of the Anglo-Iranian Oil Co., Ltd.}, Vol. 1, 1901-1918 (London: The Company, 1938): 269, 274.


\textsuperscript{400} Prior to the formation of the BTC, APOC transported its oil products using several British and European shipping companies. In 1919, the BTC had twenty-five oil-carrying vessels, which represented five per cent of the world’s tankers by number and twenty-eight per cent by displacement/weight. From 1916-1929, a total of eighty-five oil tankers were built by the company. “Tanker Building Programme Complete,” \textit{Naft} 5, no. 2 (March 1929): 11-13. On the history of the BTC, see C. Bonn, \textit{The Oil Tanker} (London: Association of Engineering and Shipbuilding Draughtsmen, 1922); W. Harvey and R. Solly, \textit{BP Tankers: a Group Fleet History} (London: Chatham, 2006); BP Shipping, \textit{Riding the Waves: BP Shipping, 1915-1925} (London: the Company, 2015).
much closer oil fields. Yet the most serious challenge posed by the geographical separation between the sites of production and consumption was climatic. While Persian crude oil could be transported in tankers to ports around the world, the “light fractions” of highly refined petroleum products made at Abadan, such as kerosene, benzene, aviation fuel, and motor spirits, broke down as a result of the significant changes in temperature that occurred during the journey from the 30th parallel to the 51st. As the appetite for refined oil in Britain grew steadily over the 1910s, particularly with respect to motor spirits, the need to supply British consumers with products of a consistent quality became apparent. During the First World War, what was formerly a commercial inconvenience became a national security concern as the German campaign of unrestricted submarine warfare effectively neutralized APOC’s ability to ship Persian crude oil to Britain.

In 1915, APOC began work on its second major oil refinery, and the first to be built in Britain. A subsidiary company, National Oil Refineries, Ltd., was created to manage the project, and in the spring of 1917 ground was broken on a swampy, fallow plot of land on the outskirts of the small Welsh town of Skewen. The following year, a

403 According to some historians, the German submarine campaign was intended primarily to diminish the supply of oil to Britain and France. J. Devanney, The Tank Ship Tragedy: The Impending Disasters in Tankers (Tavernier, FL: CTX Press, 2006): 18-19. During the war, hundreds of Allied oil tankers were sunk as they travelled from Persia to Britain. APOC’s tanker losses during the First World War were light compared to other oil companies, with just eighteen seafarers and two ships lost. In contrast, the company lost more than half of its fleet during the Second World War. C. Jones, “Oil on the Caribbean and Elsewhere,” North American Review 202, no. 719 (October 1915): 536-543; F. McKee, ‘Sink All the Shipping There’: The Loss of Canada’s Wartime Merchant Ships and Fishing Schooners (St. Catherine’s: Vanwell, 2004).
spur line of the Great Western Railway was completed, which permitted an accelerated building schedule and access to a larger workforce. In July 1920, after three years of construction, the primary components of the refinery were brought online for testing. In March 1921, a BTC tanker named British Princess delivered the first shipment of Persian crude oil to the APOC facilities at the Queen’s Docks, in Swansea. The shipment was a momentous episode in APOC’s corporate history, completing the link that connected Abadan and Llandarcy, Persia and Britain. More broadly, the delivery marked the beginning of a new period in the history of the British oil industry, since it was among the first cargos of foreign crude oil to be refined in Britain. The total cost of the refinery was £3 million, which in 2017 would be the equivalent of approximately £142 million.

Unlike the company’s Persian refinery, which had been named after the island on which it was located, APOC created an entirely new name for its second refinery – Llandarcy. The name was a hybrid of the English and Welsh languages. The prefix “Llan” was drawn from the Welsh language, which signifies a village or lawn, and

---

405 In total, APOC employed 3,000 people at the Llandarcy Refinery.
406 It took approximately 12 hours to discharge an oil tanker of 10,000 tons displacement. During the early 1920s, APOC’s Swansea docks could accommodate three of such tankers simultaneously. “Oil from Persia,” Dundee Evening Telegraph, 30 March 1921, 4; “Oil Refining in Great Britain,” Modern Transport, 1 July 1922, 3; “A New Industry Opened,” The Times, 30 June 1922, 19; C. Bonn, The Oil Tanker (London: Association of Engineering and Shipbuilding Draughtsmen, 1922).
408 The cost of the refinery, some of which was paid for by the taxpayer, aroused considerable debate at the time, with businessmen levelling accusations that the project was secretly over-budget by millions of pounds. “Llandarcy Oil Plant,” The Engineer, 1 April 1921, 345; “Hopeful Prospects,” Sunday Times, 27 August 1922, 2; “The Llandarcy Refinery of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company,” Chemistry and Industry, 18 May 1923, 483; House of Commons Debate, “Anglo-Persian Oil Company,” 14 March 1922, vol. 151, cc. 2129-2142. A report published in The Engineer noted that “[g]reat reticence is still being observed” about the financial details of the refinery. “A Seven-Day Journal,” The Engineer, 1 April 1921, 345. The rumours forced APOC Chairman Sir Charles Greenway to write a rebuttal in “Oil Power,” The Times, 9 November 1921, 8.
“darcy” paid homage to APOC’s patriarch, William Knox D’Arcy. The name had been crafted by APOC’s Chairman, Sir Charles Greenway, with the help of Ernestine Nutting, the second wife and widow of D’Arcy, who had died in May 1917.

The Llandarcy Refinery was approximately half the size and output of Abadan. In many ways it was an experimental facility that produced a range of highly refined, boutique oil products. The site included a special laboratory in which petrochemical experiments were carried out using miniature, scale-model prototypes, and was protected from fire by a system of innovative steam-powered “fireless locomotives,” colloquially referred to as Thermos Flasks. [Figure 8]. The facility was comprised of several distillation stacks and fracturing benches, as well as workshops, water towers, holding tanks, and laboratories. On the north-west corner of the property was a large storage tank farm containing thirty-three cylinders, which could hold up to ninety million gallons of oil. Adjacent to the tank farm was an 11-acre drainage bed, named Crumlyn Bog, which was kept undeveloped in case of an oil spillage. The refinery was connected to

---

409 “A Seven-Day Journal,” The Engineer, 1 April 1921, 345. Innumerable communities in Wales feature the prefix “Llan” in their names, including Llanelli; Llanddeiniol; Llanybydder, and the village of Llan. On naming and nicknaming in the British context, see What’s in a Name? BBC 2 Wales, 18 September 2007; R. Wilson, “Tommifying’ the Western Front, 1914-1918,” Journal of Historical Geography 37, no. 3 (July 2011): 338-347.

410 In his correspondence with Nutting, Greenway noted that there was “no hurry in naming” the other components of the Llandarcy Refinery. Naming the central avenue of the workers’ village The Greenway, however, was “quite all right.” “D. Garrow to Col. A. Leslie, 24 February 1921,” General Company Letter Book, No. 9. BP Archives, ARC 54506.


413 The tank farm was comprised of tanks of varying sizes: twenty-five containers of 10,000 tons, for storing crude oil; four containers of 5,000 tons, for storing kerosene, and four containers of 5,000 tons, for storing motor spirit. H. Morton, In Search of Wales (London: Methuen, 1932).

the Port of Swansea via a series of pipelines, which delivered Persian crude oil from the unloading facilities located at the Queen’s Docks, several kilometres to the southwest.\footnote{At the Port of Swansea, three new jetties were added to the existing docks, as well as a lighthouse and a tank farm with a capacity of twenty-one million gallons. “New Industry Opened,” \textit{The Times}, 30 June 1922, 19; National Oil Refineries, “Journal No. 9,” 1921-1922. Richard Burton Archives, LAC/66/A/12; Anglo-Iranian Oil Company, \textit{Llandarcy Refinery, South Wales} (London: the Company, 1935): 2.} The infrastructure projects undertaken by APOC at Llandarcy transformed the region into the largest oil hub in Britain and one of the busiest in the world.

Other critical components of the Llandarcy Refinery were the two model villages built for essential process staff and upper management.\footnote{Anglo-Persian Oil Company, \textit{Llandarcy: England’s New Industry} (London: the Company, 1922); British Petroleum, \textit{Llandarcy Refinery, South Wales} (London: the Company, 1935). For a discussion of model villages in Britain during the period, see “Town Planning,” \textit{British Medical Journal} 1 (February 1914): 391; G. Cherry, “The Town Planning Movement and the Late Victorian City,” \textit{Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers} 4, no. 2 (1979): 306-319; C. Buckley, “Modernity, Tradition and the Design of the ‘Industrial Village’ of Dormanstown, 1917-1923,” \textit{Journal of Design History} 23, no. 1 (2010): 21-41.} As the \textit{Aberdeen Press and Journal} reported in 1921, the construction of the refinery had also given rise to the “new oil town” of the future, in which residents could live in the comfort and convenience provided by oil.\footnote{“Persian Oil for Britain,” \textit{Aberdeen Press and Journal}, 30 March 1921, 5.} The worker’s villages were divided into separate neighbourhoods located at opposite ends of the refinery grounds. Twenty homes were constructed at Cefn Park, two kilometres to the northeast, where senior management staff lived in spacious, two-storey dwellings that combined the architectural styles of English Art Deco, the Arts and Crafts Movement, Georgian Revivalism, and ‘Tudorbehandism.’\footnote{For a discussion of English architecture during this period, see N. Whiteley, “Modern Architecture, Heritage and Englishness,” \textit{Architectural History} 38 (1995): 220-237; “Design of the Period House, 1920-1929,” \textit{Bricks & Brass}, 2014. Retrieved from: www.bricksandbrass.co.uk.} [Figure 9]. Each house was decorated in red brick or white stucco and had a large garden that fronted on to a broad central avenue. The entire community was surrounded by a woodlot maintained
by the company.\textsuperscript{419} One of the finest examples of APOC’s residential architectural style could be found in Cefn Lodge, the residence of the Llandarcy Refinery General Manager, which exhibited a symmetrical design vaguely suggestive of the prestige and power of British country estates.

Middle-management, essential process workers, and members of the fire and police service were housed in a model village situated one kilometre to the southwest of the refinery. Named Llandarcy Village, this community was significantly larger than Cefn Park, and was composed of 100 private residences of detached and semi-detached designs.\textsuperscript{420} [Figure 10]. The houses were arranged in the style of a garden city, spaced evenly along broad, winding streets named after influential figures in APOC’s corporate history – “The Greenway” and “Pretyman Drive” being two notable examples.\textsuperscript{421} The residences at Llandarcy Village used a half-timbered style that combined red stone and brick, bright white stucco, and exposed wooden beams. The design of these homes was executed as a hybrid of traditional and modern architectural styles, seeking both to fit in

\textsuperscript{421} Sir Charles Greenway (1857-1934) was a senior employee in the Burmah Oil Company during the 1890s. In 1910 he was appointed Director of APOC, and in 1914 he became the company’s Chairman. He was made a Baron in 1919 for his service in providing oil during the war and bestowed with the Order of the Lion and Sun by the Shah of Persia. “Oil-Refining in Great Britain,” \textit{Modern Transport}, 1 July 1922; T. Corley, “Greenway, Charles, first Baron Greenway (1857-1934),” in D. Cannadine (ed.), \textit{Oxford Dictionary of National Biography} (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004). Ernest G. Pretyman was Civil Lord of the Admiralty (1900-1903, 1916-1919) and largely responsible for arranging Burmah Oil’s financing of the D’Arcy Concession in 1905. Pretyman was a close personal friend of Boverton Redwood, with whom he served on the Inter-Departmental Committee on Petroleum Products from 1917-1918. “Llandarcy Refinery and Village,” Photographic Collection, [c.1922]. West Glamorgan Archives, D/DZ 201/23-25; Ferrier, 1982, 60, 68, 106, 122.
with the green backdrop of the surrounding fields and copses, while at the same time standing out as symbols of cleanliness, orderliness, and modernity.\footnote{The Llandarcy Refinery was the target of frequent bombing raids during the Second World War. To improve workers’ safety, the houses at Llandarcy Village and Cefn Park were painted green, and the streets were coated in green and black stone chips; the roofs of the storage tanks, some 25 acres in total, were covered with steel wool, asbestos, and coloured stone chips, and shrubs were planted across 100 acres of ground. There were no casualties at the refinery during the war. “Queen’s Visit to Villagers,” \textit{Western Mail}, 16 November 1945, 1; “Royal Visit to Wales,” \textit{The Times}, 16 November 1945, 2; T. Stradling, \textit{The National Oil Refineries, Llandarcy} (Swansea: the Author, 2005): 6.}

The lifestyle enjoyed by residents of Llandarcy Village was revealed in similar terms. Leisure activities and the time needed to indulge in them abounded, a fact that is evident in many of the memoirs and autobiographies of former employees.\footnote{Shiela Jones’s memoir recounted a schedule of daily activities provided for village residents, as well as special events held on weekends and holidays. Similar accounts were made in Vivian Griffiths’ memoir. S. Jones, \textit{Spanning the Years} (Self-published, c.2004); V. Griffiths, \textit{Llandarcy Remembered} (Neath: Bryngold, 2007).} APOC operated a social club, called the Llandarcy Institute, which staged children’s parties, theatrical performances, dances, and other community events.\footnote{“Presentation of a Persian Play at Llandarcy,” \textit{Naft} 2, no. 3 (May 1926): 28; BBC News, “Llandarcy: Down to the Last Drop,” 2 December 2009. Retrieved from: www.news.bbc.co.uk/local/southwales/hi/people_and_places/history/newsid_8389000/8389503.stm.} A well-funded sports club was also popular among residents, who could enjoy games of tennis, badminton, and cricket. Lawn bowling could be played on a green “acclaimed as one of the best in the country.”\footnote{Anglo-Iranian Oil Company, \textit{Llandarcy: A Survey} (London: the Company, 1937): 5.} In concert with these modern activities, Llandarcy Village also offered residents the chance to engage in more traditional pursuits, such as yeoman farming on the company’s plot of seventy acres, or the growing of fresh produce for the Gardening Society’s market stand.\footnote{“The Llandarcy Refinery of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company,” \textit{Chemistry and Industry}, 1922, 486.} The adventurous resident could go for a hike through the old grounds of the Cwrt-y-Bettws Colliery, which had been bought by APOC and left vacant but intact.\footnote{“Skewen Pit Manager’s New Appointment,” \textit{Western Mail}, 1 January 1915, 5; “Wales by Day,” \textit{Western Mail}, 18 May 1917, 4; Stradling, 2005, 13.}
Life in Cefn Park and Llandarcy Village was comfortable, convenient, and leisurely. These villages were critical to the functioning of the refinery, and they symbolized the oil-fuelled way of life that was beginning to take hold in certain parts of Britain. Yet, despite their historical importance, the model villages at Llandarcy have been practically written out of the secondary literature. The villages are not even acknowledged in Ferrier’s *History of the British Petroleum Company*, in which dozens of pages and numerous photographs are dedicated to the early history of the Abadan Refinery. The invisibility of the model villages in the existing literature is indicative of the larger historiographical neglect suffered by Britain’s first petrochemical refinery. In the history of oil in Britain, there is no other facility that carries as much importance.

*Oil Architecture and the Promotion of the Llandarcy Refinery*

In the weeks and months that followed the completion of the Llandarcy Refinery, APOC initiated a multi-phase promotional campaign to draw attention to the ground-breaking facility and the new consumer products it was making. Through a variety of means, the refinery was leveraged as tool for communicating ideas about oil and its future in Britain. These promotional activities were intended not only to build awareness of the APOC brand and the products that the company sold, but also to highlight the modern science and technology that brought them to life. In more abstract ways, the Company’s promotional activities provided information that helped audiences to make sense of oil. In creating this archive of oil images, stories, and ideas, APOC made important contributions to the development of British petroculture during the early 1920s.

---

428 Ferrier, 1982, 776.
One of the first promotional activities undertaken by APOC for the Llandarcy Refinery was the hosting of a grand opening ceremony. Held on 29 June 1922, the event brought together some of the most influential personalities in the British world of oil, including Sir John T. Cargill, Chairman of the Burmah Oil Company; Viscount Cowdray, the Mexican oil magnate; Sir Frederick Black, former President of the Institution of Petroleum Technologists; Viscount Churchill of Wychwood, the Chairman of the Great Western Railway; Sir John Cadman, wartime Director of His Majesty’s Petroleum Executive and future APOC Chairman, and Stanley Baldwin, the President of the Board of Trade (and soon-to-be Prime Minister). King George V was extended an invitation, which he declined, but His Excellency Prince Farid-es-Saltaneh attended on behalf of the Persian royal family. Also on the guest list was Captain Lionel K. D’Arcy, R.N., the only surviving son of William Knox D’Arcy.

The ceremony was in every way an oil spectacle. With its full day schedule of activities, the event was a carefully orchestrated performance designed to showcase APOC’s mastery over the science and technology of oil refining, while at the same time providing a means of transmitting the Company’s narratives about the future of oil to a targeted, hand-picked audience. In the morning, a special direct train service from

---

London arrived at Llandarcy carrying a group of British journalists. They disembarked and started a guided walking tour of the refinery grounds, directed by the facility’s Works Manager, A. M. O’Brien. As the group of reporters made their way through the various components of the refinery – twelve stops, in all, including the distillation stacks, testing laboratories, storage warehouses, tank farm, and model village – a second party of guests travelling from London arrived at the Llandarcy terminal. This party, which included distinguished guests and government representatives, was greeted by APOC’s Chairman, Sir Charles Greenway. At noon, the two groups of visitors congregated in the wax storage room for a luncheon presided over by Greenway and Stanley Baldwin. Just over three hundred guests were seated, and according to the Western Mail, the room contained “probably the most influential group of financiers and industrial magnates who have ever come together in South Wales.”

After their meal, the guests listened to speeches from the APOC Chairman and the President of the Board of Trade, each of whom delivered messages redolent of Sir Boverton Redwood’s oil lectures. Greenway stressed the dangers faced by D’Arcy’s geologists in Persia, and he praised the perseverance that had fuelled one of the most

---

434 South Wales Evening Post, 29 June 1922. The tour was partially led by the Director of the British Petroleum Company’s Publicity Department, Peter Donovan, who also led tours at the company’s Persian Khan exhibit, held at the British Empire Exhibition in 1924 and 1925. See Chapter 4.
435 Guests on the second train included Viscount Cowdray; Sir Alfred Moritz Mond; Admiral Sir Edmund Slade; Sir George Barstow; Sir Louis Kershaw; Sir Edward H. Packe; Brig.-Gen. H. Bagnall-Wild; Sir George Barnes; Field Marshal Sir Arthur Barrett; Sir T.J. Bennett; Sir Frederick Black; Lord Blythswood; Professor J.S. Brame; Sir Arthur Whitten Brown; Cecil Campbell; Sir Travers Clarke; Sir Alexander Cobb; Sir Arthur Corey-Wright; Sir Joseph Davies; Lord Deynevor; Sir Sam Fay; Sir Thomas Holderness; Sir Thomas Holland, and Sir Percy Sykes.
436 The wax storage room was used to store tubs of paraffin during the conversion process from a liquid to a solid. The room was “tastefully decorated” by Messrs. David Evans, of Swansea. South Wales Evening Post, 29 June 1922; Anglo-Persian Oil Company, A British Oil Industry: Stereoscopic Views of the Oil Refinery in South Wales (Llandarcy) and Distribution Centre in London (London: the Company, 1924).
important discoveries of oil ever made, fulfilling a “great national purpose.””

A thread running throughout Greenway’s address was APOC’s development of modern science and technology, and its global empire of oil architecture, which connected peoples and cultures across vast distances. Baldwin rose next to speak, expressing his appreciation of APOC’s refinery and its creation of jobs “not only for the hands of the country, but for the brains of the country.” Baldwin noted that the oil industry in general “was an industry which depended very largely upon trained brains,” and the Llandarcy Refinery was proof there were “no brains in the world to beat the brains in these islands for technical purposes.” APOC had created at Llandarcy a modern refinery that held the potential to revolutionize the British oil industry, Baldwin concluded, and that would surely mark “an epoch in the history of the oil trade of the world.”

The entertainment continued in earnest after the speeches. According to local news reports, two Welsh employees unexpectedly took to the stage, one “with his tin food-box under his arm,” to sing the Welsh national anthem, “Hen Wlad Fy Nhadau [The Land of my Fathers].” In its report of the event, the *Cambria Daily Header* wrote that the “distinguished company thus witnessed a characteristic of Welsh life.” Next, the guests moved outside to witness Baldwin lay a ceremonial foundation stone at the base of the refinery’s central offices, and a panoramic group photograph was taken. The delegation of distinguished guests that had arrived on the second train was given a guided tour of the new facility.

---


442 For a rendition of “Hen Wlad Fy Nhadau,” see www.youtube.com/watch?v=3kUnCwV3AYE.


444 After the foundation stone was laid, Greenway revealed a special inauguration stamp commissioned for the occasion. Anglo-Persian Oil Company, “Llandarcy Refinery Inauguration Stamp,” 1922. ARC 32103.
walking tour of the refinery, conducted by Greenway, Baldwin, and the Works Manager. To assist attendees in making sense of what they were seeing and hearing, APOC distributed samples of oil products held in glass vials, as well as a small pamphlet with a hand-drawn map of the refinery, storage tank farm, and model villages.445 Pictures were taken throughout the tour, with the photographer capturing images of Viscount Churchill, Viscount Cowdray, and Cecil Campbell sniffing oil, and of Greenway riding a Thermos Flask fireless locomotive engine.446 At the conclusion of their walking tour, the guests embarked on a train for London, having just explored the first oil refinery in Britain.

For the journey home, tea and a dinner were laid on by the company, and an illustrated souvenir booklet, entitled “Llandarcy: England’s New Industry,” was distributed to each traveller.447 Inside, readers could find a record of the information they had been given that day, as well as a number of maps, diagrams, and drawings of the major sites they had visited.448 The presentation of the booklet was particularly attractive. The front cover featured an artist’s interpretation of the Llandarcy Refinery executed in a three-tone colour scheme, which displayed a Thermos Flask engine, cylindrical storage tank, and series of pipelines in the foreground, and warehouses, rail cars, and the refinery behind. The booklet contained a strategic combination of information and artwork, education and entertainment. It told the story of APOC’s triumphant rise to commercial prominence, and boasted of the company’s leadership role in manufacturing a reliable

445 “Programme of the Opening Ceremony at the New Refinery of the National Oil Refineries Ltd. at Llandarcy by the Right Hon Stanley Baldwin President of the Board of Trade,” 29 June 1922. ARC 094102.
446 “Photograph: the Llandarcy refinery,” 30 June 1922. ARC 209171-ARC 209170.
supply of oil products for the British consumer. At Llandarcy, the booklet asserted, APOC had built a “plant which embodies all the latest improvements, and which in layout, efficiency, and economy of operation takes second place to no plant of its kind in the world.”\textsuperscript{449} The refinery filled “a great gap in [Britain’s] national industrial equipment,” and initiated “an entirely new industry in this country.”\textsuperscript{450}

The motif of modern oil architecture was at the heart of the souvenir booklet. Several black and white photographs and hand drawn illustrations depicted the various components of the facility, and the centrefold pages were filled with a large painting that showed a bird-eye view of the Llandarcy Refinery, Cefn Park, Llandarcy Village, and Queen’s Docks. [Figure 11]. In the text, readers learned of the “huge steam turbo-generators” used to power the facilities, and of the “object lesson in the efficiency and convenience of this modern method of steam raising.”\textsuperscript{451} The booklet described the refinery’s two model villages as having the “characteristics of a pleasant garden suburb…picturesquely placed on rising ground,” and it claimed that residents lived in “commodious and comfortable houses,” enjoyed active social lives, and participated in traditional pursuits at the “home farm of seventy acres.”\textsuperscript{452} Llandarcy was “a complete modern refinery,” which produced the “finest and most uniformly dependable spirit to be obtained. Every resource of refining science has been called in to ensure the perfect uniformity of this spirit.”\textsuperscript{453}

\textsuperscript{450} Llandarcy: England’s New Industry, 1922, 17. 
\textsuperscript{451} Llandarcy: England’s New Industry, 1922, 15-16. 
\textsuperscript{452} Llandarcy: England’s New Industry, 1922, 17. 
\textsuperscript{453} Llandarcy: England’s New Industry, 1922, 5, 19.
The most creative means by which APOC communicated with readers of the booklet was delivered in a black and white drawing that appeared on the inside covers. [Figure 6]. Taking up the left-hand side of the drawing is the figure of the Greek god Hermes, dressed in a loin cloth, winged sandals, and a winged helmet. He carries a caduceus in his left hand, a staff topped with wings and serpents entwined around its shaft. In classical mythology, Hermes functions as a messenger of Zeus, his father, and is known for his swiftness and efficiency. In other iterations of Hermetic mythology, the winged god is associated with transportation, technical expertise, borderlands, and moments of transition and change. Opposite to Hermes, on the inside back cover of the booklet, was a characterisation of Prometheus, who took the form of a bare chested, muscled man. In classical mythology, Prometheus was a Titan who stole fire from the gods and gave it to humans. As punishment, Zeus chained Prometheus to a boulder, and later he sent Hermes to deliver an eagle that would continually gnaw at Prometheus’ liver. The Titan exemplifies steadfastness and determination in the face of adversity, and has come to symbolize the themes of progress and development in science and technology. These narratives resounded in APOC’s promotional booklet. In the cover illustration, Prometheus is bound at the wrists and fastened to the mountains beneath him, yet he appears to be in a state of resistance, poised to break free of the ropes that hold him...

---

down. At the base of the mountain are three oil derricks, and an oil tanker making its way towards the refinery on the left-hand side of the illustration. The dramatic image narrated the unchaining of Prometheus, and the release of the immense power trapped beneath the mountain he rested upon.\footnote{The trope of an “unchained Prometheus” was commonly used during the twentieth century. In 1923, Robert Bruere wrote in “Our Chained Prometheus” that Britons were in the preliminary stages of a “technical revolution” that would “transform the technical structure of our contemporary civilization, and radically alter our habits and modes of life.” (R. Bruere, “Our Chained Prometheus: The Coal Problem and its Solution,” \textit{Harper’s Monthly Magazine} 147, no. 881 (October 1923): 609). Similar references to oil and Prometheus were exhibited in Paul Manship’s sculpture, \textit{Prometheus}, placed in front of the Rockefeller Centre in New York City in 1934. See also P. Shelley, \textit{Prometheus Unbound} (London: C. Ollier, 1820); E. Greenwood, \textit{Prometheus, U.S.A.} (New York: Harper, 1929), and D. Landes, \textit{The Unbound Prometheus: Technological Change and Industrial Development in Western Europe from 1750 to Present} (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1969).} The unlocking of Persian oil was presented as a monumental, god-like achievement, one that promised completely to transform everyday human life on the ground.

\textit{Figure 6: Illustration of Hermes and Prometheus from Llandarcy souvenir booklet}
In the weeks and months that followed the grand opening ceremony, APOC engaged in a second major campaign to promote the Llandarcy Refinery: the publishing of press advertisements in British newspapers and magazines. Beginning in the summer of 1922, APOC began to run advertisements in periodicals such as Graphic, the Illustrated London News, the Manchester Guardian, Sketch, Sphere, and The Times featured images and illustrations of the architectural components of the Llandarcy Refinery. An early example of such advertisements was published in Modern Transport magazine in July 1922, a few weeks after the grand opening ceremony. [Figure 7].

Entitled “Where ‘BP’ Motor Spirit is Made,” the full-page advertisement showcased the Llandarcy Refinery as a marvel of modern science and technology. The background was filled by a detailed drawing of the facility and its associated oil infrastructures, which presented a complex scene of fracturing benches, smoke stacks, workshops, storage tanks, pipelines, and rail lines. Notable inclusions in the illustration were several rail distribution cars and a Thermos Flask fireless engine. The foreground of the advertisement was taken up by a photograph of a man, positioned in front of the refinery illustration. He wore coveralls and a broad smile, and held a 2-gallon can of BP motor spirit out to the viewer in a gesture of offering.

APOC’s advertisements for the Llandarcy Refinery were carried out through its subsidiary company, British Petroleum, which had been marketing and distributing APOC’s refined oil products in Britain since 1915. For a discussion of BP advertising during this period, see Chapter Four.


The same attendant appears in several BP print advertisements published during 1922-1924, in which the figure is represented in a variety of garage scenes. For analysis of these and other advertisements, see Chapter 4.
performed the role of the “BP Man” (akin to the Michelin Man or the Maytag Repair Man). The text of the advertisement informed readers that APOC’s “great new refinery” marked the “highest development of modern refining practice,” and produced for the British motorist the “finest and most uniform spirit.”
Figure 7: “Where ‘BP’ Motor Spirit is Made”

Modern Transport, 19 July 1922.
APOC published several other advertisements for the Llandarcy Refinery during the summer driving season of 1923. The largest press campaign featured a series of eight advertisements, each of which focussed on a different component of the refinery complex. Here again, images and stories about oil architecture were pervasive. “Three Years of Work–Three Millions of Money,” for example, included an illustration of the Llandarcy Refinery from a distant vantage point, but with the water tower, tank farm, and Crumlyn Bog clearly visible. “No expense has been spared,” the text boasted, and “no resource of chemical and industrial science has been neglected to make this refinery the most efficient in existence. It represents the newest and highest development of refining practice.” A drawing of the smiling BP Man holding a 2-gallon BP motor spirit can occupied the bottom-left corner of the advertisement. “A Refinery at Your Door” offered readers a close-up view of the facility’s fracturing benches and distillation stacks, as well as a Thermos Flask engine pulling a line of rail cars. A tall, circular storage tank occupied far right of the image, next to which a man was shown turning a valve connected to a series of oil pipelines. The text of this advertisement boldly proclaimed that the Llandarcy Refinery provided the “sort of motor spirit you want, as you want it, and when you want it, manufactured in Britain in one of the world’s newest and best refineries.”

---

463 The series included four advertisements: “Three Years of Work – Three Millions of Money;” “A Refinery at Your Door;” “75,000,000 Gallons;” “The Floating Pipe-Line;” “1,000 Tests A Day;” “En Route to You;” “The ‘BP’ Tank Wagon,” and “On To You.” The advertisements were published in the Belfast News-Letter; Bystander; Graphic; Hartlepool Northern Daily Mail; Hull Daily Mail; Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic News; Lincolnshire Echo; Leeds Mercury; Northern Whig; Portsmouth Evening News; Sheffield Independent; Sketch; Sphere; Sunday Times; Sunderland Daily Echo; Tatler; Western Daily Press; Western Morning News; Yorkshire Evening Post; Yorkshire Post and Leeds Intelligencer.

464 “Three Years of Work – Three Millions of Money,” Pall Mall Gazette, 18 January 1923, 7; Sheffield Daily Telegraph, 8 June 1923, 3; Leeds Mercury, 11 July 1923, 10.

465 “A Refinery at Your Door,” Tatler, 15 November 1922, 53; Bystander, 22 November 1922, 91; Birmingham Daily Gazette, 29 November 1922, 10; Illustrated London News, 16 December 1922, 1018.
Other advertisements in this series used oil architecture to tell stories about the complicated process by which oil was delivered from Persia to the consumer. “The Floating Pipe-Line is an apt description of the great fleet of tankers…[that] carry the crude oil from the famous Persian wells to Llandarcy,” claimed one advertisement, accompanied by an illustration depicting a vessel unloading its cargo at the Queen’s Docks.466 The ships used by APOC and the BTC were of the “highest development in the maritime transportation of oil,” readers learned, ensuring them a supply of spirit that was “as pure as it flows from the stills.” Once at Llandarcy, Persian crude oil underwent “1,000 Tests a Day,” it was reported in an advertisement published in October 1922, ensuring quality at “every stage in the progress of the oil through the refinery.”467 APOC’s petroleum scientists and technologists working at Llandarcy were imagined as “sentinels protecting the interests of the British motorist.” The illustration accompanying “En Route to You” pictures a first-person view of the rail yards in which refined oil products were loaded into tank cars for distribution to “every part of the Kingdom.” The rolling stock (branded with the letters BP) represented the “first stage of the journey of the finished ‘BP’ Motor Spirit to your car,” the ad explained, and the starting point of the “immense organization” that was required to deliver a product that was “clean, uniform and of the finest quality.”468

The most compelling stories communicated in APOC’s print advertising campaign of the early 1920s were those that framed the Llandarcy Refinery as a symbol

---

468 “En Route to You,” *Tatler*, 28 February 1923, 48; *Sphere*, 3 March 1923, 40; *The Times*, 2 March 1923, 6; *Pall Mall Gazette*, 8 March 1923, 10; *Graphic*, 10 March 1923, 11.
of the modern age of oil. According to an advertisement entitled, “Where ‘BP’ Motor Spirit is Made,” APOC’s new facility marked “the highest development of modern refining practice,” while the text of “Britain’s New Industry” asserted that Llandarcy was, simply, “the best possible refinery.” 469 The Llandarcy Refinery ranked among “the largest and most modern in the world,” bragged an advertisement published in The Times in July 1926, which featured a single word printed in large, bold letters – “Modern.” 470

APOC Oil Architecture and the Construction of British Petroculture

An effective metric by which to assess the impact that the Llandarcy Refinery had on British oil discourses can be found in contemporary newspapers and magazines. The construction of the refinery generated significant attention in the local Welsh press during the late 1910s, and in the early 1920s, but Llandarcy and the oil products it manufactured were also the focus of sustained interest across the United Kingdom. In news briefs, short articles, and feature length stories, journalists shared information about the Llandarcy Refinery and the British oil industry with different audiences, often with the aid of illustrations and photographs. It was in this reportage that the fruits of APOC’s early promotional activities related to the plant come into full view. Much of the contemporary reporting on the Llandarcy Refinery was couched in the “company language,” and the facility was represented using images and stories that were strikingly similar to those present in APOC’s press advertisements and souvenir booklet. British newspapers and magazines acted as loudspeakers for the transmission of ideas about the refinery, and thus

they were essential components of APOC’s larger promotional campaign of the early
1920s. The Llandarcy Refinery was reported to be scientifically and technologically
advanced, transformative in its impact on local and national life, and, first and foremost,
an architectural symbol of the modern age of oil.

The earliest reporting on the Llandarcy Refinery occurred in 1913, when the
facility was in the early phases of conception, and there was scattered coverage of the
construction work undertaken at the end of the First World War in papers such as the
Gloucester Citizen and the Sunday Times.471 During the post-war years, the accelerated
pace of construction on the refinery encouraged more frequent reporting. The Illustrated
Sporting and Dramatic News, the Saturday Review of Politics, Literature, Science and
Art, and The Times covered all the major phases of the build, and the Sunday Times
featured updates in its “City Chatter” column.472 In the spring of 1921, The Engineer
published several articles on the refinery, eagerly speculating about its cost and schedule
for completion.473

The grand opening ceremony of the Llandarcy Refinery in 1922 garnered
significant attention in dozens of local, regional, and national newspapers in Britain. The
event was particularly well covered in the local South Wales press.474 Stories were
published in practically every newspaper and news journal in the region, including the

471 Gloucester Citizen, 15 January 1913, 5; “Anglo-Persian Oil Co.,” Sunday Times, 14 January 1917, 2.
472 “The City,” Saturday Review of Politics, Literature, Science and Art 131 (2 April 1921): 290-291; R.
Barrett, “City Chatter,” Sunday Times, 13 November 1921, 2; “Refining Motor Spirit in Scotland,”
Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic News, 13 December 1921, 732; “Oil Power,” The Times, 9 November
1921, 8.
473 “Llandarcy Oil Plant,” The Engineer, 1 April 1921, 345; “A Seven-Day Journal,” The Engineer, 1 April
1921, 345.
474 Although celebrated in Swansea, the Llandarcy Refinery was resented by many in South Wales’s ailing
coaling industry. According to a Communist Party pamphlet published in 1921, the “52 oil tanks at
Skewen” represented “a blow between the eyes to the South Wales miner.” J. Newbold, The Doom of a
South Wales Daily Post; the South Wales Echo; the South Wales Evening Express; the South Wales Journal; the South Wales Journal of Commerce; and the South Wales News.\textsuperscript{475} The Western Mail, the region’s largest daily newspaper, covered the ceremony in lengthy articles published in late June. The paper prophesized that the “unprecedented scale” of the event would “stand in the history of industrial development in this country as marking a distinct departure” from the ways of the past.\textsuperscript{476} In an article published on 30 June, a journalist who had participated in the guided tour of the Llandarcy Refinery noted that the event had been particularly helpful in making sense of the complicated journey taken by crude oil as it moved through the “most elaborate and extensive oil distillation plant in Great Britain.”\textsuperscript{477} It was reported that the party of journalists had left feeling “of one mind,” fully appreciative of the “revolution…taking place in oil manufacture.”\textsuperscript{478} The paper delighted in the “souvenir brochure” that was provided for the ride home and suggested that it be used as a guide for future reference, noting that it explained “in graphic detail the magnitude of the undertaking” at Llandarcy.\textsuperscript{479}

The themes of transition, transformation, and modernity dominated the narratives used to describe the refinery. The South Wales Evening Express wrote optimistically about the facility’s impact on the “Future of Swansea,” and the Cardiff Weekly Mail ran a large, bold headline declaring “Great Works Opened at Llandarcy.”\textsuperscript{480} On 29 June, the


\textsuperscript{476} “Oil Works in Wales,” Western Mail, 29 June 1922.

\textsuperscript{477} “New National Industry. Swansea’s Future,” Western Mail, 30 June 1922, 3.

\textsuperscript{478} Western Mail, 30 June 1922, 3.

\textsuperscript{479} Western Mail, 30 June 1922, 3.

\textsuperscript{480} “Future of Swansea,” South Wales Evening Express, 29 June 1922; “Great Works Opened at Llandarcy,” Cardiff Weekly Mail, 1 July 1922.
South Wales Daily Post declared that “the advent of the oil trade to this district is fraught with immense possibilities to the port of Swansea,” and in an article published the following day, the paper argued that the new refinery was “one of the finest coups yet accomplished for the furtherance of the idea of ‘A Greater Swansea.”’ According to the South Wales Journal, APOC had created a “gigantic organization” at Llandarcy, which promised to transform the quaint seaside town of Swansea into one of the “chief oil bunkering centres of the world.” The Western Mail painted a particularly dramatic image of transition, suggesting that Llandarcy was symbolic of the “forward march of progress” in the realm of British energy consumption: “Oil, the great rival of coal, is now indefinitely installed as one of the principal industries of South Wales.”

In the days and weeks that followed the grand opening of the Llandarcy Refinery, reports of the new facility and the oil products that it manufactured began to spread to communities across the United Kingdom. A variety of specialist magazines and journals covered the event, including the Colliery Guardian; the Commercial Motor; the Grocer; Oil News; Petroleum Times; Modern Transport; the Oil & Colour Trades Journal, and Oil Engineering and Finance. In London, papers such as the Daily Chronicle, the Daily Mail, the Morning Post, and The Times covered the opening of the refinery, with

483 Western Mail, 29 June 1922, 4.
headlines declaring “A Great Enterprise” and a “New British Industry.” Significant attention was drawn to Llandarcy in the newspapers of the heavily industrialised (and coal-producing) Midlands. The Birmingham Post envisioned a “New Oil Industry for the Country,” while the Manchester Guardian heralded “A New Departure” in Britain’s energy future. Equally enthusiastic reports about Llandarcy were published in the Sheffield Daily Telegraph, the Yorkshire Observer, and the Yorkshire Post. In Edinburgh, a city at the heart of the shale oil industry, readers of the Scotsman learned of the “Great Oil Refinery at Swansea,” and its potential to revolutionize the oil industry in other parts of the United Kingdom.

Local newspapers covered the completion of the Llandarcy Refinery, usually in short news briefs consisting of a few sentences. The Bath Chronicle and the Daily Sketch, for example, cited the large gathering of distinguished guests who had visited the refinery during the grand opening ceremony, and the Daily News reported that APOC’s “Up-to-Date Plant” was ready to scale up its manufacturing operations. News briefs related to Llandarcy were also published in the Aberdeen Press and Journal, the Buckingham Advertiser, the Hartlepool Northern Daily Mail, the Wells Journal, and the Western Daily Press.

---

488 “Great Oil Refinery at Swansea,” Scotsman, 30 June 1922, 5.
489 “Model Village and Works on Bristol Channel,” Bath Chronicle, 30 June 1922; “Up-To-Date Plant,” Daily News, 30 June 1922; “25,000,000 Gallon Oil Store,” Daily Sketch, 30 June 1922.
As they had in APOC’s promotional activities during the period, visual aids such as drawings, maps, and photographs were central to the press reportage connected to the Llandarcy Refinery. In expensive newspapers such as Lloyd’s List, the Illustrated London News, Tatler, Graphic, and Sphere, but also in smaller newspapers such as the Hull Daily Mail and the South Wales Daily Post, readers learned about APOC’s new refining facility through rich, image-laden articles.\textsuperscript{491} The principal subject of these images was Llandarcy’s modern oil architecture. On 1 July 1922, the Petroleum Times published a special “Full Report” on the refinery, accompanied by eight “exclusive photographs” and an illustrated map.\textsuperscript{492} According the author of the article, Llandarcy had been constructed using “all the latest improvements” in science and technology, which meant that the facility operated “without the slightest hitch.” As a result of the company’s “mammoth energy,” it was reported, APOC had erected a refinery that “in layout, efficiency, and economy of operation takes second place to no plant of its kind in the world.”\textsuperscript{493}

Several other illustrated feature articles were published in British newspapers and magazines on 1 July 1922. Modern Transport published a full-page story entitled “Oil Refining in Great Britain,” which included a panoramic illustrated map of the refinery grounds, as well as a collection of black and white photographs of different oil buildings and infrastructures – a tanker unloading its cargo at the Queen’s Dock; oil pipelines delivering crude to the refinery; rail tank cars being filled with product; and Llandarcy’s


fire brigade assembled in front of the central water tower. Oil Engineering and Finance printed a different series of photographs in its special feature on the “Anglo-Persian Oil Co.,” including Llandarcy’s power generating stations, electrical pump houses, laboratories, and storage facilities, as well as a series of oil pipelines. These illustrated articles helped readers to imagine the Llandarcy Refinery and the products it made, while at the same time provided a compendium of images with which to think about oil and its broader implications for Britain. A scan of the collection of historical photographic materials held at the BP Archives reveals that the vast majority of images presented in the contemporary British newspaper and magazine coverage of the Llandarcy Refinery were produced by APOC.

While the company may have provided some of the images that appeared in the British press coverage of the Llandarcy Refinery, it likely had little control over the narratives that were crafted to describe the facility. Thus, it is in the stories told about Llandarcy in British newspapers and magazines that the energy historian can glean valuable insight into the impact of APOC’s promotional activities on the construction of British petroculture during the early 1920s. With this in mind, it is instructive that one of the most commonly used words to describe the Llandarcy Refinery during the period was “great” – a “Great New Enterprise” (Lloyd’s List); and “The Great Oil Works” (South
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494 “Oil-Refining in Great Britain,” Modern Transport, 1 July 1922, 3, 5. The article also included a photographic portrait of APOC Chairman, Sir Charles Greenway.

495 “The Anglo-Persian Oil Co. Limited,” Oil Engineering and Finance, 1 July 1922, 817-820. The article also includes a list of APOC oil tankers and their respective tonnages.

496 See Anglo-Persian Oil Company, A Selection of Photographs Depicting the Operations of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company in Persia and South Wales, 1920-1926. BP Archives, ARC36529; Collection of Back and White Negatives, [c. 1922]. ARC 209175; A British Oil Industry: Processes in the Oil Industry from the Crude Oil to be Finished Motor Spirit, Stereoscopic Views of the Oil Refinery in South Wales (Llandarcy) and Distribution Centre in London, 1924. ARC 29341; Llandarcy Refinery, 1948. ARC 127642.
Wales Daily Post); “The Great West Wales Undertaking” (South Wales Journal of Commerce). 497 According to the Exeter and Plymouth Gazette, Llandarcy represented “Britain’s Triumph” in the international oil industry, a phrase that invoked the nationalism reminiscent of sporting events or wars. 498

Llandarcy was framed as a symbol of the modern science and technology of oil. In its report on APOC’s new Welsh refinery, the Statist magazine commended the widespread use of “modern sanitary science,” while Chemistry and Industry informed its readers that the refinery was “equipped with the most modern plant.” 499 The Financier reported on 3 July 1922 that APOC had built “a complete modern refinery” at Llandarcy, finally bringing together “all stages of [oil’s] progress from the production of crude at the wells to delivery of the refined products to the consumer.” 500 The Western Mail concluded in its assessment of Llandarcy that “[i]n perfection of lay-out, in efficiency and economy of operation, the refinery is the last word in scientific construction.” 501

Connected to these teleological and millenarian stories of industrial progress at Llandarcy were narratives of transition and transformation. According to the author of an article published in Modern Transport, APOC had converted “a waste of rabbit warren and low-lying bogland” into one of the most advanced oil refineries in the world, while an article published in the Petroleum Times marvelled at the thought of Britain’s first oil

498 “Britain’s Triumph,” Exeter and Plymouth Gazette, 1 September 1922, 11; “Britain’s Oil Triumph,” Northern Whig, 1 September 1922, 9.
500 “Oil Topics,” Financier, 3 July 1922.
501 Western Mail, 29 June 1922, 4.
refinery being built in a swamp. Lloyd's List declared the grand opening of the Llandarcy Refinery “Swansea’s Red-Letter Day,” and suggested to its readers that the event portended “a new and vastly important stage in its career…Swansea’s prospects for the future should be very bright.” Other newspapers conjured up imaginative and thought-provoking scenes of energy in transition to describe Llandarcy. The Yorkshire Post highlighted the clash of architectural styles present at the refinery and encouraged its readers to consider the juxtaposition of the “wild Welsh hills” and the “closely organised series of structures linked together by pipes, visible and invisible.” The creativity of the Manchester Guardian was also stirred by the contradictions between the traditional and the modern at Llandarcy. In an article published by a journalist who had participated in the grand opening tour of the refinery, the author recalled standing at the centre of the complex, surrounded by a cacophony of pipes, tanks, towers, and laboratories. “One small cottage stands at a little distance,” the journalist explained, “abashed it seems, and almost overpowered by this wealth of energy poured by strange Persia into the engines of the civilised machine.”

For several British newspapers, the transformations brought about by APOC’s Llandarcy Refinery portended a new energy regime, that would be increasingly defined

505 “A New Departure,” Manchester Guardian, 30 June 1922. APOC invoked a similar feeling in a 1937 pamphlet about Llandarcy, which argued that “anyone visiting the locality today who was familiar with the landscape before the Refinery was projected would have the greatest difficulty in associating [it] with the green fields and copses of the past.” Anglo-Iranian Oil Company, Llandarcy: A Survey (London: The Company, 1937): 1.
by the consumption of refined oil products. References to oil bringing about an historical new energy age, era, or epoch could be found in publications as different as the *South Wales Daily Post*, the *Yorkshire Observer*, and the *Financial Times*.506 According to Dublin’s largest daily newspaper, the *Northern Whig*, the completion of the refinery marked “an innovation of the highest moment” in the British oil industry, while the *Dundee Courier* imagined APOC’s facility as “a milestone in the progress of the oil industry” writ large.507 The *Sheffield Daily Telegraph* went one step further, and proclaimed that the Llandarcy Refinery represented not only a sea change in the British oil industry, but also the opening of a new “epoch in the industrial history of the country.”508 The *Liverpool Journal of Commerce* captured this transitional moment in a prescient observation on the shifting tides of energy in South Wales, Britain, and beyond. “There is a touch of irony in the fact that the seat of the enterprise lies on the fringe of the world’s greatest coalfield,” the paper mused in an article published on the day of the grand opening ceremony of the Llandarcy Refinery, “and it serves as a reminder that oil and not coal is probably destined to be the common fuel in future years.”509

The Llandarcy Refinery was continually expanded upon during the remainder of the interwar period. It reached peak capacity in 1967, producing eight million tonnes per year, and it remained the largest facility of its kind in Britain until the mid-1970s.510 In 1985, components of the refinery were converted to produce lubricating oils and waxes

508 *Sheffield Daily Telegraph*, 30 June 1922, 8.
for heavy machinery, bitumen for road construction, and charcoal briquettes destined for British barbeques.511 After several rounds of layoffs during the late 1980s and early 1990s, the facility shut its doors in the spring of 1998.512 Recently, Llandarcy has undergone a new phase of modern transformation. In a multi-phase project spearheaded by the Prince’s Foundation, the heavily-polluted grounds of the former refinery are being converted into a massive planned village of 4,000 residences.513 The community is named Coed Darcy in honour of the British oil patriarch, William Knox D’Arcy, and has been described as being built on “boggy woodland and waste ground.”514 According to former APOC employee, and long-time resident of Llandarcy, Vivian Griffiths, “the Coed Darcy regeneration scheme is once again breathing life into the area” ninety years after APOC’s refinery was completed. “It’s exciting to see Llandarcy become a significant development once again in South Wales.”515

Conclusion: Imagining Llandarcy and the Age of Oil

---

This chapter has examined the early history of oil in Britain using the Llandarcy Refinery and its representation in APOC promotional activities as a case study. Completed in 1921, the refinery was Britain’s first and, for some time, largest oil refinery. It utilised the most advanced science and technology, provided employment for thousands of workers, and supplied one third of the domestic motor spirit market. The creation of the facility was a defining moment in the story of oil in Britain, which marked the beginning of a new direction in the country’s energy trajectory. Most importantly for this study, the refinery was an integral component of British oil imaginaries during the early 1920s and a symbol of the modern age of oil.

Despite this historical significance, Llandarcy has been overlooked in the historiographical literature. There are very few serious investigations into the refinery’s past, and no study has yet taken into account the role that APOC promotional activities played in the distribution of images, stories, and ideas about the facility among British audiences. Energy historians, in particular, have neglected to assess APOC’s publicity connected to the Llandarcy Refinery as a crucial component of the promotion of Britain’s transition to oil.

This chapter has worked to fill the silence in scholarly understandings of the early history of the Llandarcy Refinery. Using oil architecture as an analytical framework and APOC promotional activities as a central body of primary source evidence, the chapter has shown the significant contributions that APOC made to the tapestry of early British petroculture during the company’s formative years. In tracing the ways in which APOC communicated information about the facility to targeted British audiences, including the hosting of private guided tours and the publication of press advertisements and souvenir
booklets, this research has sought to shed light on the company’s vision of oil as a modern resource produced in scientifically and technologically advanced refineries like Llandarcy. What images, stories, and ideas about oil were conveyed in APOC’s promotional activities, and how were they informed by larger British conversations about oil? In answering this question, it has been revealed that APOC must be understood not only as an oil company that sold goods, but as a conduit for the transmission of knowledge about oil, and an important player and stakeholder in the making of British petroculture during the early 1920s. As APOC’s promotional activities made clear, and as the press reportage connected to the facility later confirmed, the Llandarcy Refinery was much more than a plant where oil was manufactured – it was an edificial symbol of the science and technology that was fuelling the modern age of oil.
Figure 8: Thermos Flask fireless locomotives at the Llandarcy Refinery

Anglo-Persian Oil Company Photographic Collection, 1926.

Figure 9: Residences for senior management staff, Cefn Park

Anglo-Persian Oil Company, *A British Oil Industry*, 1924.\(^\text{516}\)

Figure 10: A view of The Greenway, Llandarcy Village


Figure 11: Illustration of Llandarcy Refinery

Chapter Four
Selling the Age of Oil: The British Petroleum Company and Motor Spirit Marketing, 1919-1925

This chapter examines the motor spirit marketing activities of the British Petroleum Company (BP) during the period 1919-1925. In those years, BP became the marketing and distribution subsidiary of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company (APOC), and expanded to become the third-largest corporate entity of its kind in Britain. In order to increase its share of the ever-increasing British motor spirit market, BP invested in a variety of advertising campaigns designed to attract the attention of potential customers. Through these promotional efforts the company produced a series of creative images and stories about oil, which encouraged and directed its public audiences to think about the resource, and to imagine it in new ways. This chapter analyzes BP’s motor spirit marketing in order to reconstruct the company’s vision of oil, and to explore its contribution to the development of British petroculture. Specifically, the chapter traces the evolution of BP’s marketing activities from their modest beginnings in the immediate post-war years, when the company had nothing but a few ledger books to show its customers, to the expensive, multi-dimensional publicity campaigns of the mid-1920s, which culminated in the Persian Khan exhibit mounted at the British Empire Exhibition of 1924-1925. By these means, it is argued BP used motor spirit marketing as a powerful
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517 BP was formed in June 1906 by a German oil company, and in 1917 it was acquired by the Anglo-Persian Oil Company (APOC) to serve as a marketing and distribution company responsible for publicizing, advertising, and selling the parent company’s Persian oil products in Britain. For a discussion of BP’s formation, see R. Ferrier, The History of The British Petroleum Company, Vol. 1, The Developing Years, 1901-1932 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982).
518 BP’s chief competitors were the Anglo-American Oil Company (1) and the Shell-Mex Oil Company (2).
instrument for communicating ideas about technology, modernity, and the future of oil in Britain, and a foundational tool in the building of British petroculture.

For the energy historian, BP’s early marketing activities contain a densely packed store of data and materials regarding the company’s interpretation of oil and, importantly for this chapter, the manners in which the company wanted British consumers to imagine the resource. Activities like erecting outdoor signage, publishing newspaper and magazine advertisements, and participating in public exhibitions offer a clear reflection of the evolution of BP’s corporate petroculture, while at the same time affording insights into how the company situated itself within larger British conversations about oil.

Despite their rich value as primary sources, the marketing campaigns of British oil companies have been relatively overlooked by historians. There is a significant body of work on the company’s early history and its expanding presence in Britain and around the world, but scant attention paid to BP’s marketing activities during its formative years. Histories such as Marian Kent’s *Oil and Empire* (1976) and Geoffrey Jones’s *The State and the Emergence of the British Oil Industry* (1981) feature extensive analysis of the development of BP’s management structure and contractual relationships during the 1910s and 1920s, but they contain no references to marketing or advertising. There is a brief discussion of Shell-Mex marketing activities in Jones’s 1978 article, “The Oil Fuel Market in Britain 1900-1914,” including the publication of illustrated souvenir booklets, but Jones offers no analysis of the content of these materials. Daniel Yergin’s *The Prize* (1992) dedicates only a few paragraphs to oil company marketing in the first half of

---

the twentieth century, concentrating on American advertising guru, Bruce Barton, and his promotion of the “Magic of Gasoline” in the late-1920s.\textsuperscript{521} In short, historians have focused their attention on BP’s acquisition of market share, money, and political power in its early period, paying scarce attention to ways in which the company advertised and sold its oil products.

A handful of scholars have investigated individual aspects of British oil company marketing during the 1910s and 1920s. Donald Dixon has researched the distribution of motor spirits in the United Kingdom during the twentieth century, including the marketing of Shell, Mexican Eagle, and Anglo-American oil companies.\textsuperscript{522} Dixon acknowledges the peculiarities of the British market, in which the private garage “developed as a unique type of marketing agency,” but his analysis is confined to the evolution of motor spirit pump design, and entirely overlooks the contributions made by BP.\textsuperscript{523} In his article on the history of British attitudes toward filling up, David Jeremiah explores the evolution of the design of motor spirit pumps and selling stations during the 1920s.\textsuperscript{524} Jeremiah concludes that these activities offer “visible evidence of the speculative beginnings of a new culture” in Britain, one that was intimately connected to larger conversations about modernity and the future.\textsuperscript{525} However, like Dixon, Jeremiah focusses exclusively on Shell and Anglo-American marketing of the late 1920s and 1930s, with BP’s activities noticeably absent.

\textsuperscript{523} Dixon, 1963, 7.
\textsuperscript{525} Jeremiah, 1995, 114.
Robert Brown has conducted research on the outdoor advertising campaigns of British oil companies during the interwar period, paying particular attention to the proliferation of roadside signs, billboards, and motor spirit pumps. While Brown does include a brief discussion of BP outdoor marketing in his study, the bulk of his analysis is focussed squarely on Shell-Mex and Anglo-American examples from the early 1930s, as well as examples of outdoor advertising from other European markets. Tim Nicholson’s detailed analysis of the form and function of historical British road maps is another notable example of research that targets an individual aspect of British oil company marketing. While many of these scholars take BP’s motor spirit marketing activities into account in their studies, there is a distinct lack of research that incorporates multiple advertising campaigns into a single frame of analysis, like those of BP examined in this chapter.

The marketing activities of foreign oil companies operating in Britain have been the subject of considerable research. Julian Bowden’s article on the marketing of Russian Oil Products (ROP) examines the design of the company’s motor spirit pumps and its efforts to compete with larger sellers but, unfortunately, he provides no discussion of other promotional activities undertaken by the company. Advertisements produced by the Shell Transport and Trading Company (and its distribution subsidiary, Shell-Mex), have generated significant scholarly attention. T. Sheppard and J. Hoole have critically examined the artwork featured in Shell’s interwar posters and billboards, while John

Hewitt’s deconstruction of Shell print advertisements of the 1930s has revealed the close connections between the British modern art movement and the company’s marketing strategy. The period of the 1930s is also covered in Karen Lynch’s study of Shell advertising posters, as well in M. Evans’ book on *Big Oil and the Arts*. Both analyze Shell’s corporate patronage of the arts during the interwar years.

R. W. Ferrier is one of the few scholars to examine BP’s motor spirit marketing activities during the interwar years. In the first volume of the official *History of the British Petroleum Company* (1982), Ferrier outlines the company’s development of “an imaginative advertising campaign” during the 1920s, making several references to BP’s early print advertisements and the Persian Khan exhibit, presented at the British Empire Exhibition of 1924-1925, as noteworthy examples of successful motor spirit marketing. Despite acknowledging the significance of these and other marketing activities to BP’s overall sales strategy, Ferrier provides no analysis of their contents, the messages they delivered, or the audiences they reached. Thus, while Ferrier argues that BP had to “rely on quality and publicity to secure and keep [its] market,” he provides no sense of what publicity measures were employed.

---

In his 1986 article, “Petrol Advertising in the Twenties and Thirties: the Case of the British Petroleum Company,” Ferrier examines several motor spirit marketing activities undertaken by BP during the interwar period, including the outdoor sign campaign of the early 1920s, and the print advertising campaigns of the later 1920s. Ferrier links the development of BP’s advertising strategy during this period to a dynamic and ever-increasing British motor spirit market, in which oil companies acquired an edge over their competitors by keeping their “name before the public.” But the title of Ferrier’s article is misleading. The bulk of his attention is dedicated to BP advertising of the 1930s, and there is only a brief summary of the company’s marketing activities during earlier periods. Furthermore, while the article includes nearly a dozen reproductions of BP advertisements, none are dated earlier than 1923. Moreover, Ferrier’s only comments on the ads are provided in a list of themes and motifs that he saw represented in their designs. His analysis of BP advertisements of 1923 to 1925, for example, is confined to the following list: “(a) Desirable qualities; (b) Advice and hints for motorists; (c) Best Possible; (d) British Pioneers; (e) Scientific appreciation.”

Added to this, Ferrier does not provide any citations in the article, and the only footnoted source material is his own *History of the British Petroleum Company* (1982). Neither publication contains critical analyses of BP motor spirit marketing activities during the early 1920s, while Ferrier’s treatment of BP marketing during the 1930s leaves the impression that such activities performed the strictly utilitarian function of encouraging

---

more sales. The preponderance of charts and graphs containing sales data is evidence of Ferrier’s business history approach.

The ideas about oil that were communicated in BP motor spirit marketing, and their contribution to the development of contemporary British petroculture, have not yet been taken into account. How did BP market its motor spirit products to British consumers during the period 1919-1925, and in what ways did those methods change over time? What images and stories were crafted by BP to attract the attention of potential consumers, and what were the key messages that the company sought to convey? In reconstructing these complicated histories of oil, this research argues that BP’s early motor spirit marketing demonstrates how oil was interpreted and imagined in Britain during the early twentieth century.

**The Free Dealer Garage System and Competition in the British Motor Spirit Market**

From the outset, Britons were eager enthusiasts for oil-powered transportation technologies. During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, vehicles such as motorcycles, motorcars, commercial vans and trucks, public taxis and buses, charabancs, and for the wealthiest of Britons, aeroplanes, became commonplace in many parts of Britain.\(^536\) In 1912, Britons purchased more than 20,000 new motor vehicles, and by 1929 the total number of such vehicles in the country had risen to 2.1 million.\(^537\) In London, the visible changes brought about by automotive technologies were dramatic. In a 1913 study, more than 5,000 motor vehicles were recorded to have passed through the city’s

---


Hyde Park intersection over a period of just six hours. The upward trend in oil-fuelled mobility continued during the 1920s. The number of motor vehicles in the country rose by nearly 650 per cent from 1919 to 1929, and by the end of the decade seven per cent of the nearly thirty-two million motor vehicles in the world were driven on British roads.

The use of oil for transportation purposes rose steadily and so too did the sale of motor spirits by British oil companies. Prior to the advent of the motor vehicle and aeroplane, petroleum spirits, or petrol, was practically a non-existent commodity in British markets, and constituted only a small fraction of overall oil imports. Overnight, it seemed, British motorists then transformed petrol into one of the most common and sought-after oil products in the country. In 1910, the Petroleum Review’s annual list of oil products and their corresponding market values did not include motor spirits; in 1913, petrol represented one quarter of all the oil products sold in the United Kingdom. As one British oil expert observed in 1930, motor spirits became the “backbone of the oil trade of Great Britain.”

The rivalry for the allegiance of the new motorist was fierce among Britain’s three largest oil companies, Anglo-American, Shell-Mex, and BP. As each company tried to outdo its competitors, the public found itself awash in motor spirit marketing. In response to this burgeoning of promotional activity, a body of literature emerged on the art and
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541 Petroleum Review, 4 January 1913, 17.
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practice of oil marketing in Britain. One of the most revealing studies was Christopher T. Brunner’s, *The Problem of Oil* (1930), which offered a critical analysis of the intricacies and nuances of the British motor spirit market. Brunner was a senior BP employee in the 1920s, and his professional experience provided him with privileged knowledge of the company’s downstream activities. In his book, Brunner argued that Britain was inundated by a “rising tide of oil,” which had brought about a revolutionary transition to a new “oil age.” Brunner’s conclusions were far-reaching and unequivocal: “the world literally runs on oil,” he proclaimed, a result largely of the “age of the internal combustion engine.”

A central topic of discussion in Brunner’s study concerned the “rather peculiar” way in which motor spirits were distributed and sold in Britain, and the effects that this system had on the country’s marketing environment. The greatest amount of petrol, he

---


546 Brunner, 1930, 7-9, 213.

noted, was sold through privately owned garages and service stations. Garages of the early 1920s provided a variety of different products and services to customers of all stripes. The largest of these businesses frequently engaged in motor vehicle rentals, the retailing of housewares and electrical appliances, and the provision of tea room services and lodgings. The sale of motor spirits was practically mandatory at most garages but, as Brunner’s research made clear, the income derived from motor spirit sales was unreliable and insufficient by itself to sustain a business. The high cost of rent in the country’s major urban centres during the immediate post-war years made it impossible for oil companies profitably to operate a selling station offering only one brand of motor spirit. At the same time, Brunner pointed out that there was a “mushroom-like growth of garages,” as tens of thousands of mechanically inclined servicemen returned home after the war. By the end of the 1920s, there were nearly 30,000 privately operated garages across the country, many of which sold motor spirits.

The low margins on petrol sales forced garage owners to offer their customers as many brands of spirit as possible (usually three or four), so that, when motorists pulled into a garage to refuel, their preferred brand would be at the ready. As Brunner wrote, motor spirits were thus viewed as “a useful side-line” or as “bait for bigger fish.” If a particular brand was selling well, garages would order more, or perhaps install that

548 During the 1920s, the typical garage had two or three pumps, which each cost £90-100 to install. According to Brunner’s calculations, a dealer sold an average of 550 gallons per month from each pump, making roughly £170 profit for the year. With rents in central London estimated to be as high as £10,000 in 1929, a petrol station would have to sell 5,000 gallons a month just to break even. Brunner, 1930, 93-97.
549 Brunner, 1930, 97.
551 Brunner, 1930, 92.
company’s exclusive filling pump. If a spirit was selling poorly, or if customers complained of low quality, new orders would be reduced or eliminated entirely. The garage owner held little allegiance to any one oil company, and it was the consumer who ultimately determined what brands were sold. This method of sales was called the “Free Dealer” garage system, and it had a significant impact on the marketing and selling of motor spirits in Britain during the late 1910s and early 1920s.552

Perhaps the most distinguishing feature of the free dealer system was the consumer’s power to choose every time they filled up – would it be Shell, Pratts, or BP? The answer to this question depended on the preference of the individual driver, and it was determined by their knowledge of the different brands on offer and their views of the corresponding companies. During the early 1920s, therefore, the primary goal of British oil companies was to influence the minds of potential customers before they arrived at the garage. With such high stakes placed on “gaining the public’s ear, and incidentally its purse,” as Brunner quipped, motor spirit marketing became essential to the commercial success of British oil companies.553 As APOC’s Naft magazine informed its readers in May 1931, the unique characteristics of the free dealer garage system meant that “demand, therefore, must come from the public.”554 In accordance with Brunner’s observations, the magazine asserted that innovative marketing was the most effective means to increase sales. “[A]dvertising charges must necessarily be somewhat heavy,”

552 The British Free Dealer garage system was radically different from the Tied Garage or Solus System used in Canada and the United States, in which oil companies struck bilateral deals with private garages to sell their brand of motor spirit exclusively, or which sold spirits from company-built filling stations. It was not until after the Second World War that the Solus System was adopted in Britain. D. Dixon, “The Development of the Solus System of Distribution in the United Kingdom, 1950-1960,” Economica 29, no. 113 (1962): 41-52.
553 Brunner, 1930, iii, 76.
for among the British motoring public “publicity is a consideration second only to the
quality of the goods…Publicity and advertising in their turn strengthen the public demand
for branded spirit.”^555 Put another way, advertising was the price of doing business.

The British Petroleum Company and the Development of a Marketing Strategy

The British Petroleum Company, Ltd. (BP) was formed in London in June 1908
by the German oil company, Europäische Petroleum Union, and was initially
responsible for the marketing and distribution of Shell motor spirits in the United
Kingdom.556 Over the following decade, BP grew into the third-largest oil distribution
company in Britain, employing some 3,000 British workers, operating 850 supply depots,
and servicing one third of the overall British motor spirit market.557 During the First
World War, the British Government heavily restricted the personal consumption of
petroleum, and it forced Britain’s oil companies into a “Pool” arrangement under
which they were not permitted to advertise or even display brand logos.558 The war
further interrupted BP’s corporate trajectory when, in 1916, the German-owned
company was classed as an enemy concern and placed in a public trust. In May 1917,
BP was broken up and sold off, with the largest component going to the Anglo-Persian

ARC 29854/3-29852/3; Ferrier, 1986, 29. The Europäische Petroleum Union was formed in London in
June 1907. In addition to motor spirits, BP also distributed a variety of other refined oil products,
including T.V.O. (Tractor Vaporising Oil); P.V.O. (Pure Vaporising Oil); Royal Standard lighting oil;
White May lamp oil; Resoleum furnace fuel, and Gasoleum diesel fuel. BP, “Motor Spirit,” 1926. ARC
33/02196.
Company was the largest distributor of motor spirits in Britain during the period; Shell-Mex and ROP were
the second and fourth largest, respectively.
558 “The Dawn of Decontrol,” Petroleum Times, 1 November 1919, 121; S. Nearing, Oil and the Germs of
War (New York: Nellis, 1923); A. Mohr, The Oil War (New York: Harcourt Brace, 1926); T. Winegard,
The First World Oil War (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2016).
Oil Company. According to the historian Ferrier, APOC’s acquisition of BP represented “the missing link” – marketing and advertising – in the company’s global oil empire, and the “keystone in the arch of an integrated oil company.” BP was an oil marketing company that provided APOC, an exploration and extraction company, with a mechanism for selling refined Persian oil products directly to the British consumer.

In the years that followed the First World War, the members of BP’s new board of directors devised a comprehensive strategy for marketing APOC’s motor spirits in Britain. In charge of this mission was BP’s General Manager, W.T. Watts, whose personal correspondence with other BP executives during this period reveals much about the evolution of the company’s earliest marketing activities. In a letter written in January 1920 to a fellow board member, H.E. Nichols, Watts complained that the company had “nothing of interest to show” its customers, except “a few balance sheets. We have not even a decent set of photographs,” he lamented. At the 104th Meeting of the BP Board, held in London in September 1920, Watts urged his colleagues to invest in a campaign designed to “arouse demand” for BP motor spirits, and to increase “our infant organization’s place on the market.” After learning of the dearth of marketing 

559 “War Supplies from the Enemy,” Manchester Courier, 27 November 1914, 4; “Probate, Divorce, and Admiralty Division,” The Times, 4 May 1915, 3; “Anglo-Persian Oil Company,” Western Mail, 7 June 1917, 3. APOC invested £2,650,000 for its share of BP, the 2018 equivalent of £215 million. The second largest share of BP’s assets went to the Shell Marketing Company. For discussion of the wartime experiences of BP and the Anglo-Persian Oil Company, see R. Ferrier, 1982, 202-261; D. Yergin, 1991, 151-167.


561 Correspondence of W.T. Watts, Esq., British Petroleum Co., 1919-1922. BP Archives, ARC 70007; “H. E. Nichols to W. T. Watts,” 12 January 1920; “W. T. Watts to H. E. Nichols,” 13 January 1920; “Peter Donovan to W. T. Watts,” 11 March 1921. W. T. Watts was General Manager of BP until 1921, when he was transferred to the Anglo-Persian Oil Company to manage the “Foreign Countries” file. H. E. Nichols was a personal assistant to William Knox D’Arcy from 1901-1909, and a Director of the Board of BP from 1915-1927. Peter Donovan was APOC’s Publicity Manager during the 1920s. Ferrier, 1982, 694.

materials at the company’s disposal, BP executives left the board room in agreement that “our advertising must be on a very extensive scale indeed.”

The first steps taken by BP occurred in February 1921, with the creation of a new Publicity Department charged with the task of increasing public demand for its oil products. Shortly after its formation, Watts was transferred to APOC, and another board member, W. D. Braithwaite, was put in charge of the new Department. In the months leading up to the summer driving season of 1921, Braithwaite initiated the first major marketing campaign in BP’s history – an outdoor advertising blitz, which resulted in the erection of 12,000 enameled-iron signs, 6,000 outdoor sign boards, and many thousands more posters and lorry bills at train stations, along rural and urban roadways, and at private garages across the country. These signs and posters were simple but effective in their design and messaging. [Figure 12]. All forms of outdoor advertising displayed the company’s distinctive brand logo (the letters ‘B.P.’), as well as the house colours (initially green and red, but later green and yellow), while many signs placed along public roadways provided directions to the nearest filling station. The inaugural campaign
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564 W. D. Braithwaite was a founding Director of the British Petroleum Company, and responsible for the advertising and marketing of BP motor spirits during the early 1920s. In 1927, he joined APOC as the Joint Deputy-Director of Distribution. Ferrier, 1982, 305.
was a tremendous success, and Braithwaite informed his colleagues on the board that the activities of the new Publicity Department had “materially helped sales.” The members agreed and approved an additional budget of £20,000 (the 2018 equivalent of £1 million) for the 1922 marketing campaign.

Figure 12: BP Motor Spirit ghost sign (c. 1924), King’s Cross, London

History of Advertising Trust.
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567 “Advertising,” 114th Meeting of the Board, 19 July 1921. Sales of BP motor spirit had been increasing for several years. In December 1919, the company sold 65,000 gallons of motor spirits, while in January of 1920, the company sold more than 662,000 gallons. 98th Meeting of the Board, 24 March 1920.

568 “Advertising,” 116th Meeting of the Board, 25 October 1921. BP’s advertising budget was relatively small, particularly in light of the fact that Braithwaite’s salary in 1923 was £10,000. “Motions,” 139th Meeting of the Board, 14 November 1923.

Braithwaite used his enlarged marketing budget to develop new methods of catching the attention of British consumers. He began distributing promotional materials to private garages and filling stations, including illustrated booklets and pamphlets; road maps and driving guides; branded stationary and sundry novelty items. On a larger scale, the Publicity Department began experimenting with illuminated roadside signs, as well as reflective “light catching” signs in places where artificial light was not permitted, most particularly in rural villages. These outdoor advertisements continued to present the company logo and to offer directions to local filling stations, only with greater panache and visual appeal. In addition to these stationary outdoor advertisements, BP deployed several forms of mobile oil marketing during the early 1920s. The company placed advertisements on London city buses, and branded its fleets of oil tankers, rail tank-cars, and motorized delivery vehicles with the company’s “BP” logo. The most common form of outdoor advertising undertaken by BP was circulation of the company’s 2-gallon motor spirit cans, which were used to distribute BP products across the country. Braithwaite’s Publicity Department had conducted its first advertising campaign on a very extensive scale.

571 In 1923, the erection of BP roadside signs was forbidden in the counties of Gloucestershire, Hampshire, Somerset, and Westmoreland, where a surge in complaints of spoiling the landscape had forced local officials to institute bans. By 1925, ninety-three different authorities had introduced regulations against outdoor oil advertising. “Roadway Signs in Hampshire,” 131st Meeting of the Board, 23 January 1923; “Road Advertising Signs,” 134th Meeting of the Board, 22 May 1923; Brown, 1993, 348-349.
573 “Advertising Globes on Roadside Pumps,” 161st Meeting of the Board, 22 July 1925; “Kerbside Pumps,” 166th Meeting of the Board, 21 January 1926. By 1925 there were estimated to be over two million of the Company’s 2-gallon cans circulating in Britain, all stamped with the letters “B.P.”
In August 1922, just two years after Watts had first expressed his concerns about the BP’s near-complete lack of marketing materials, Braithwaite informed board members that “most of the country…[was] fairly well covered” in the company’s outdoor advertising.\(^574\) For his efforts, Braithwaite was rewarded with a budget increase for 1923, which board members raised by a factor of six, to £120,000 (£6.2 million in 2018).\(^575\) As the *Illustrated London News* commented in 1924, in “modern times,” advertising for consumer products “evolved by a slow process of guess and trial rather than through any ordered philosophical policy.”\(^576\) This observation certainly holds true for Braithwaite’s Publicity Department during these early years. In the spring of 1923, flush with funding, he ordered a major restructuring of the unit, with changes ranging from a new name (the Advertising Department) to the hiring of a “highly qualified advertising expert.”\(^577\) The following year, the Department held a competition among BP employees to develop a new company logo, which was won by a distribution clerk. The design added accentuated serifs to the existing ‘BP’ logo, and was applied to company buildings, delivery vehicles, rolling stock, and oil carrying vessels, as well as the globes on top of motor spirit pumps, letterheads, dividend reports, and print advertisements.\(^578\) The restructuring and rebranding were successful in further driving up sales of BP products, and the board

\(^{574}\) “Advertising ‘B.P.’ Spirit,” 126\(^{th}\) Meeting of the Board, 3 August 1922.

\(^{575}\) The total expenditure on advertising in the United Kingdom for 1923 was £175 million, which in 2017 figures is the equivalent of £9.7 billion.


\(^{577}\) “Road Advertising Signs,” 134\(^{th}\) Meeting of the Board, 22 May 1923. In March 1924, BP forced the long-time Head of the Advertising Department, A.W. Werill, to retire by cutting his salary in half. “Mr. A.W. Werill,” 145\(^{th}\) Meeting of the Board, 19 March 1924.

\(^{578}\) “Advertising,” 159\(^{th}\) Meeting of the Board, 20 May 1925; Ferrier, 1986, 36.
subsequently raised the advertising budget for 1924 to £150,000, and for 1925 to £175,500 (the 2018 equivalent of £8.3 and £9.2 million, respectively).\(^{579}\)

The most expensive component of BP’s motor spirit marketing strategy during the 1920s was print advertising. The company had been publishing advertisements in British newspapers since November 1919.\(^{580}\) These advertisements were strictly functional documents that conveyed to the reader information about the company’s products and where they could be found. As one advertisement published in a local newspaper in May 1920 announced in simple block print: “‘B.P.’ Motor Spirit is now available at all leading garages in Kent & Sussex.”\(^{581}\)

Starting in 1921, however, BP’s print advertisements became more sophisticated. The simple, utilitarian messages of previous years were replaced by images and text that told more elaborate stories about the company’s oil products. A frequent subject of BP press advertising in the early 1920s was the free dealer garage, and the motorist’s experience of filling up. An ad published in The Times in May 1921, and which later appeared in the Illustrated London News, the Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic News, Sketch, and Tatler, featured an illustration of the smiling BP man, dressed in coveralls,
picking up several 2-gallon cans labelled “BP Motor Spirit.” He stood in front of a brick building labelled “Garage,” which housed in one of its service bays a contemporary luxury vehicle. Hanging above the door of the garage, and figuring prominently above the head of the BP man, was an example of one of BP’s early enamelled-iron signs, which carried the BP logo on top of the Union Jack. The text of the advertisement presented a simple, direct message to the reader: “Put the best possible in your tank and get the best possible out of your car.”

The garage scenes depicted in BP advertisements published during the summer driving season of 1921 constructed a registry of images and stories that explained the process of filling up. By showing the look and feeling of pulling into a garage, and filling up with BP, the ads primed the reader-cum-motorist to ask for the company’s product on their next visit. In another advertisement published in the Manchester Guardian in late May 1921, the BP man was once again depicted standing beneath an enamelled sign in front of the garage, but on this occasion inspecting a BP can held out in front of him. At the bottom of the ad, a section of text informed readers that they could depend upon BP motor spirit for “easier starting, increased power, cleaner combustion and greater mileage.” As it so often is in print marketing, the messages delivered in BP’s advertisements of the early 1920s were straightforward and unequivocal: “Best Possible – and there’s nothing to beat that!”
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A second narrative thread running through BP’s print advertisements of the early 1920s was the motorist’s relationship with their vehicle. The images and stories presented in the advertisements focused on themes such as pleasure, satisfaction, dependability, confidence, performance, and exhilaration in order to encourage the reader to think about how they felt when purchasing and using BP motor spirit. An advertisement published in *Autocar* in December 1921 explained in precise terms that BP motor spirit offered “More Miles and Mores Smiles – Eh?”  

Other ads leveraged a sense of compassionate patronage between motorists and their vehicle, akin to farmers and their livestock, or pet owners and their dogs. “Be kind to your engine,” pleaded an advertisement published in the *Observer* in June 1921, and “use the Best Possible fuel.” The technique of anthropomorphosis was also used to engage readers, and to persuade them to think of themselves and their vehicles in imaginative ways. “Your engine is almost human,” proclaimed an ad published in the *Sphere* in July 1921, and should be filled with “the essentially ‘clean’ spirit.” In the garage scene depicted in these ads, the attendant stood next to a contemporary sedan, filling it with spirit from a 2-gallon container labelled ‘BP.’ Unlike the other documents in this series, the BP man locks eyes with the reader as he fills the motorcar, and smiles with approval at the choice that has been made.

The depiction of sporting events was another feature of BP print advertisements of the early 1920s. These ads, in particular, offer important insight into BP’s intended audience, namely affluent Britons with the money to own and operate a motor vehicle and the time to engage in sport. As one advertisement published in the *Sphere* in April
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1921 stated confidently, BP was for those who possessed the “Sporting Spirit.” The ad contained a large illustration of a luxury motorcar, filled with young men and women, pulling up to a crowded country clubhouse – “Wise golfers use the ‘Best Possible.’” According to another advertisement in the “Sporting Spirit” series, BP products were “so much in evidence on our Cricket Fields” because only the “‘Best Possible’ is worthy of the game.” Horse racing was also depicted in an ad published in the *Illustrated London News* in June 1922, which featured a scene of a winning racehorse surrounded by celebrators. At the side of the image was a large sedan containing a uniformed chauffeur and three passengers – the chauffeur is attending to the windshield; a woman holds a parasol; another woman is waving a handkerchief; and a man dressed in a top-hat is raising his cane in the air in celebration. Affixed to the running board of the vehicle was one of BP’s 2-gallon motor spirit cans. The foreground of the image was taken up by a photograph of the BP man from the 1921 ads. Dressed in coveralls and carrying a BP can and a funnel, he smiles in the direction of the reader: “Nothing is so hard on your car as the congested traffic near the race-course.” Linking sophistication and down-to-earth, and upper and working classes, the recurring words in BP’s advertisements explained, “[t]hat is the time when you must have the ‘Best Possible.’”

BP’s early press advertisements performed an important role in the development of the company’s overall marketing strategy. They guided potential consumers to the locales dispensing BP motor spirit, and they narrated the experience of pulling in,
encountering the smiling, helpful BP man, and filling up their motor cars. The advertisements showcased the company’s other advertising activities, such as the displaying of branded signs. It appears that every BP advertisement published in 1921 and 1922 included a small image of the BP Union Jack logo, accompanied by the message, “Look for this Sign.” BP’s press advertisements did what outdoor advertisements could not – they showed the company’s product being used, and told stories about how the motorist would feel if they asked for BP.
Figure 13: “The Sporting Spirit”

The Sketch, 7 June 1922.
Braithwaite, as the person responsible for the advertising and marketing of BP motor spirits during the early 1920s, was adamant that “[a]dvertisements to be effective should be perpetually taking new lines.” He recognized that creativity and imagination were at the heart of successful motor spirit marketing, and during the summer driving season of 1923 he initiated a campaign that featured a new registry of images and stories about oil. The number of newspapers and magazines in which BP advertisements were published was also significantly increased in 1923, with several regional publications being added to the company’s readership, including the *Leeds Mercury*; the *Hartlepool Daily Mail*; the *Birmingham Daily Gazette*; the *Western Morning News*, and the *Coventry Evening Telegraph*.

The free dealer garage continued to be a common subject in BP print ads of 1923, but the advertisements were rendered in much richer detail. Several advertisements published in April and May explained the manner in which oil products were distributed in Britain, and described the infrastructure that brought BP spirits to a local garage. An ad published in *The Times* in April 1923 featured an illustration of the “handsome ‘BP’ Lorry, resplendent in red and green,” which delivered the company’s products to communities across the country. According to the text of the ad, BP’s branded delivery truck had become “a familiar and welcome sight in every English Village.” A similar type of bulk delivery vehicle was showcased in the ad entitled “The ‘BP’ Tank Wagon,” first published in the *Western Daily Press* in April 1923, which included an illustration of
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a delivery being made at a large garage. In the advertisement, “The Advance Party,” published in Tatler in July 1923, BP’s effort to educate readers on the “behind-the-scenes” aspects of British oil distribution was in full view. The ad featured an illustration of a BP truck making a delivery to a local garage. The setting was rural, with narrow, winding streets and half-timbered style buildings with thatched roofs. The roof material signals a village in southern England, and the kind of setting that a motorist might have reached after an extended exploration of the countryside, made possible by the motorcar. A sign carrying the BP Union Jack logo hung above the doorway of a building, clearly identifying it as a garage. The driver of the BP delivery vehicle is leaning out of his window, chatting with a local man. “Has it ever occurred to the great army of holiday makers who use the road that an Advance Party has prepared the way for them?” the ad asked. Regardless of their answer, customers of BP could travel assured that the “Holiday Army is safe with British Petroleum.” The military language invokes the imagery of the battlefields of Europe, and the organization and coordination required to perform a mission.

In the fall of 1923, Braithwaite initiated another major shift in BP’s print advertising strategy – a pivot toward Persia. BP’s parent company, APOC, offered a unique marketing opportunity, one that would set BP apart from its competitors. A much larger company with a global presence, APOC had a fascinating history, and it operated in an exotic foreign land. As Braithwaite later explained to his colleagues on the board, BP’s association with the company and its Persian crude oil was a “great

advertising asset.” In 1924, the words “Anglo-Persian Oil Company” began appearing on BP stationary, a move designed to create “a closer association in the mind” between Persia and BP motor spirit. Stories about Persia first appeared in BP print advertisements in late 1923. Like those published in earlier years, the ads in this campaign were intended to both educate and entertain British readers. They explained the key processes and technologies that brought oil to the consumer, and they narrated the experience of using BP products. However, unlike their predecessors, the advertisements from 1923 onwards focussed their gaze on Persia and the foreign landscapes where BP spirits originated.

One of the earliest examples of BP’s Persian-inspired print advertisements was published in several British newspapers and magazines in September 1923. Entitled “From Persia to You,” the advertisement used a combination of images and text to tell the story of BP motor spirits making their way from the crude wells in Persia to the roadside pump in Britain. A series of illustrations depicted this journey – oil derricks set against a mountainous backdrop in Persia; local Persian workers guiding a team of donkeys laden with sections of pipeline, and the Llandarcy Refinery in South Wales. The accompanying text described the images using language reminiscent of Redwood’s lectures on petroleum. The reader was brought back “[m]any centuries ago,” to a period in which “Fire-Worshippers built their temples near the Petroleum
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springs of Persia.”

In this remote age, the advertisement explained, oil was used in primitive ways; Persians “rubbed petroleum on their camels. They even drank it as a medicine.”

The high point of Persian culture had long since passed, but fortunately for British motorists, the ad informed readers, the country’s rugged and barren landscapes had been transformed by the modern science and technology of the twentieth century. The prize of this commercial conquest was “precious oil in an unending stream,” which APOC and BP delivered directly to local garages across the country.

The underlying message of “From Persia to You” was that motor spirits made from Persian crude oil possessed special qualities that could improve an automobile’s performance and reliability. Expressed in more imaginative ways, the ad suggested that the Persian origins of BP motor spirit made it stand out among its competitors, providing the motorist with an exotic, powerful, and almost magical fuel – “clear, white, volatile, and ready for the electric spark to transmute it into pure energy.”

The narrative that Persia imbued BP motor spirits with characteristics not seen in its competitors’ fuels was expressed in several other print advertisements published in 1924. According to a series of ads entitled “You can do it easily on ‘BP,’” the “special qualities of Persian crude oil, from which it is produced, give to ‘BP’ its unique degree of volatility.”

Another advertisement promoting the commercial uses of BP motor spirit claimed that the “richness of Persian crude oil and the care with which it is refined are
your guarantee that ‘BP’ will always give you maximum power and minimum trouble.” Here, again, the themes of dependability and performance are foregrounded, as is the affective relationship between a motorist and their vehicle. “Cars run best on ‘BP,’” it was asserted in the final advertisement in the series, “because it is refined from the rich crude oil of Persia, and is produced by the most modern methods known to science.”

The centerpiece of BP’s Persian-inspired print advertising campaign was the twelve-part “Persian Series,” which was published in several magazines and newspapers during the spring and summer of 1925, including the Illustrated London News, the Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic News, the Bystander, the Sphere, and the Tatler. The elaborate, full-page advertisements each consisted of two communicative elements: a large composition of artwork that depicted scenes of Persian history, geography, and culture, and several paragraphs of text that described the artwork and conveyed stories about the British consumer’s special relationship with Persian oil and BP. Collectively, the advertisements of the “Persian Series” created an imaginary world of oil in which exotic geographies inhabited by “other” peoples produced energy for civilized, urban, British consumers.
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609 The artist commissioned for the project was Christopher Clark, a “Black & White Man” known for depicting news events and general interest subjects for British magazines and newspapers during the interwar years. Clark’s work was published frequently in the Illustrated London News, Graphic, and the Sphere. F. Mercer and W. Gaunt, Modern Publicity: Commercial Art Annual (London: The Studio, 1932).
The “Persian Series” rendered a portrait of 1920s Persia as a ruggedly inhositable country, devoid of modern culture, and staggeringly far from the civilized urban spaces where Britons consumed oil. BP’s story of oil began in the ancient period, when Zoroastrians in south western Persia used petroleum in their religious ceremonies. The word “ancient” is used to describe Persia thirteen times in the “Persian Series,” making it one of the most frequently-used words in the corpus. Over the course of the series, readers learned of the slow deterioration of Persian civilization, and the region’s transition from a richly productive and bustling hub of activity to an arid and empty wilderness. According to one advertisement, the “early glory of Persia was succeeded by centuries of inactivity and depression,” suggesting that contemporary Persia and the people who lived there had remained static and unchanging for thousands of years. As another advertisement confirmed to British readers with more than a hint of satisfaction and superiority, the highpoint of Persian culture had crested, eclipsed by more powerful, more modern oil-burning empires: “Gone are the captains and kings. Their citadels are crumbled to dust.” Through these stories of rise and decline, BP created an imagined geography of oil in which the vast natural treasures of mysterious Persia were unlocked by modern science and technology for the benefit of the British motorist.
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610 “The Glories of Ancient Persia,” Tatler, 6 May 1925, 97. Similar representations of stagnant and inactive Persian landscapes were common in the contemporary oil literature. An article published in the Sphere magazine in 1914 described the Persian Gulf as “that strange district where modernity jostles against a people living a life of simplicity as led by Father Abraham.” Sphere, 19 December 1914, 12. An article published in the Naft magazine in 1925 described the oilfields of Persia as “regions rarely frequented by Europeans. There were no industries in the true sense of the word. Except in the few parts where agriculture was possible, and was practiced in a primitive way, the inhabitants of these regions led a nomadic and often precarious existence, and living conditions had not, in all probability, changed appreciably since the time of Darius.” “Visit to Khuzistan of H.H. The Sirdar of Sipah,” Naft 1, no. 4 (April 1925): 3-4.

The advertisements were saturated with the theme of otherness, which served to unify all twelve of the documents. For example, in the artwork featured in “Transporting Pipe Line in Persia,” two local workers were shown directing a team of donkeys along a narrow mountain footpath. The pack animals were laden with sections of oil pipeline together with sacks of supplies and other gear. At the edge of the path, just inches from the bare feet of the workers, the mountain plunged steeply into a black abyss, suggesting to the reader that even walking through this landscape was dangerous and potentially deadly. Another mountain scene was depicted in the artwork of “150 Miles of Pipe Lines,” in which several dozen local Persian workers and pack animals laboured to assemble pipeline sections at the bottom of a rubble-strewn valley, accompanied by a handful of British overseers, dressed in white. In this dramatic scene, the workers appeared as tiny figures barely recognizable against the towering black mountains that dominated the image; their craggy peaks casting forbidding shadows upon the labourers. The story conveyed in this advertisement was that Persian landscapes were savage, dangerous, and almost extra-terrestrial in nature, especially in comparison to the clean, white figures of the British overseers. As the text of “The Petroleum Beacon” warned readers, the mountains of south west Persia “loomed” over all who dared trespass there, as “mysterious and menacing.”

A theme presented in the “Persian Series” was one of challenging topographies, specifically empty landscapes. As several advertisements reminded readers, Persia was a
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“barren country,” comprised of “barren wastes” and “desolate and barren valleys.” In this distant wasteland, the series recounted, a “small body of British pioneers” had struggled against all odds to establish a colony of oil for the British Empire. William Knox D’Arcy, the founding father of APOC, was frequently invoked as a symbol of the contest between intrepid British explorers and the Persian mountains (despite the fact that he had never set foot in the country). In “Petroleum as a Weapon,” readers learned of the “great English oil-pioneer,” and the “desert plains, deep gorges and mountain passes” with which his team of geologists contended. To even the most experienced and intrepid British adventurers, Persia offered nothing but “difficulties innumerable,” including “privation and hardship, and often serious danger.” The depiction of Persia in the advertisements reflected broader contemporary attitudes toward the country and its natural resources. In their 1924 study of British and American oil companies, S. Cooke and E. Davenport associated Persian oilfields with “rugged hills, lack of roads or railways, an exacting climate, poor water [and]…wild Baktiari tribesmen.” The daredevil, Charles Brading, described his motorcar tour across Persia as an “orgy of mudlarking” in a “seething mass of black squelchy mud,” while an article published in the Naft magazine in 1926 framed APOC’s Persian oilfields as a “desolate, rocky region, entirely devoid of any of the resources of civilization…sparsely inhabited by a few
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tribesmen...[with] no other material resources than oil." Writing of his visit to Persia in 1927, the British chemist, Jocelyn Thorpe, recalled “dark and inhospitable” scenes, in which unpredictable rivers cut through the “blackness of the uninhabited desert.”

The “Persian Series” represented British spaces of oil consumption as irreconcilably different from the Persian geographies from which oil was extracted. The former were presented as bustling hubs of industrial and commercial activity. British consumers of oil products were characterized as superior and inherently more modern than Persians, capable of bringing to bear the “miracles of modern British industry” to the challenging landscapes that harbored “unlimited supplies” of oil. Equipped with a privileged knowledge of Persian geography, and employing a vast arsenal of advanced oil technologies, BP claimed to have bridged “the great gulf of the centuries” that separated the ancient world, in which oil was used for dubious medicinal practices and tribal rituals, and the modern world, in which oil was consumed as ‘BP’ motor spirits. In making these spatial and temporal connections, the company claimed to have brought to all “not the prosperity...won by the sword in distant days, but that which is based on a genuine contribution to the welfare and needs of the world.” This apparently benevolent extraction of oil was something of which British motorists could be rightfully proud, the advertisements asserted, for it was “part of the romance of modern industry that the great
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subterranean sources of petroleum, feeding the oil-springs from which the Arab skimmed his pitch, should to-day furnish the British motorist with the fuel for his car.”

The “Persian Series” advertisements offer historians portholes through which to view the ways that BP imagined the world of oil, and how the company wanted consumers to interpret the multifaceted implications of consuming motor spirits. The advertisements did much more than simply convey product information and increase brand awareness. Although at first glance the “Persian Series” appears to offer a broad spectrum of information about Persian history, culture, and geography, a closer reading reveals that the images and narratives employed by BP actually strove to render Persia as a wild landscape that was empty of life and culture, and therefore ripe for exploitation. The advertisements transformed southwestern Persia into a resource supply site from which companies like APOC and BP were entitled to extract oil on behalf of the British motorist.
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Figure 14: “Transporting Pipe Line in Persia”

Transporting Pipe Line in Persia

In the days before the War, when the first pipe line of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company was laid, difficulties immeasurable were encountered. One hundred and fifty miles of barren country lay between the then recently discovered oil fields and the coast. Desert plains, deep gorges and mountain passes had to be traversed. The small body of British pioneers who carried out the work were faced with privation and hardship, and often serious danger.

But the work went on. Mule after mule laden with pipe found its sure-footed way step by step further inland, until at last the vein of steel was complete, and the first of the rich crude oil of Persia flowed to the coast, en route to England.

The original pipe line has since been duplicated to meet the ever-growing demand for the Company’s products, notable among which is “BP”—the British Petrol.

Refined at Llandarcy, South Wales, from the crude oil of Persia, “BP” can be relied upon to give maximum power, speed and mileage per gallon. And the demand for it grows daily greater as motorists in increasing numbers come to realise that it is both best and British.

“BP”
The British Petrol

Figure 15: “150 Miles of Pipe Lines”

Figure 16: “The Petroleum Beacon”

Illustrated London News, 2 May 1925.
The “Persian Series” represented the most elaborate print advertising campaign to date for BP. The company undertook several different measures to market the advertisements beyond the pages of British newspapers and magazines. In July 1925, in the lobby of Britannic House, the company’s recently-completed corporate headquarters in London, BP staged an exhibition of Christopher Clark’s “Persian Series” for the Board of Directors. According to Braithwaite, who organized the event, the exhibition was conceived as a means “of illustrating to the Board the extent of the Company’s various forms of advertisements.”

The advertisements were presented to a variety of public audiences during this period. The collection was published in a large, 12” x 14” folio, which was renamed *In the Land of the Shah* and made available upon request.

This publicity effort appears to have been entirely successful. The editors of the *British Medical Journal* acquired a copy of the publication, which they applauded for its presentation of “life in ancient Persia and primitive Persia of to-day,” and for providing motorists with “the story of the petroleum before it becomes the ‘B.P.’ petrol.” In its review of the folio, the *Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic News* reported that Christopher Clark’s “splendid reproductions” conveyed information about Persia and BP motor spirits “in a most artistic yet picturesque form.”
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626 “Sale of Products,” 161st Meeting of the Board, 22 July 1925. Christopher Clark’s artwork was also published in L. Lockhart, “The Oil of Iraq: An Historical Outline,” *Naft* 1, no. 6 (October 1925): 14. Three of Clark’s pieces were displayed in a BP exhibit presented at the Geneva Motor Show in 1931, which was judged by a local newspaper to be “the most decorative and attractive of any erected.” “‘BP’ at the Geneva Motor Show,” *Naft* 7, no. 3 (May 1931): 30-31.

627 *In the Land of the Shah: Being a Series of Announcements Issued by the British Petroleum Co., Ltd.* (London: Eyre & Spottiswoode, 1925); *Commercial Motor*, 17 November 1925. It is unclear whether BP charged a fee for the volume.


“striking restorations of ancient Persian life and architecture, as well as scenes of modern life in the country through which the pipe lines of [APOC] are laid.”

The Aberdeen Press and Journal congratulated BP on producing a “beautifully illustrated” account of the “fascinating history of Persia and Mesopotamia,” which at the same time “caught the atmosphere” of contemporary life in the age of oil. “There are some wonderful desert pictures,” the article promised, which clashed with the “modern and occidental” stories told about the refining and eventual consumption of oil.

The Persian Khan: British Petroleum and the British Empire Exhibition, 1924-1925

In February 1924, BP began preparations for its largest and most elaborate motor spirit marketing campaign of the 1920s – the Persian Khan exhibit, constructed for the British Empire Exhibitions [BEE] of 1924 and 1925. The Khan was the capstone achievement of Braithwaite’s restructured Advertising Department, and the culmination of BP’s Persian-inspired messaging strategy. The installation took the form of a large Khan, or caravanserai, the traditional structure used by travellers to rest and recover as they travelled across the Persian desert. Inside the Khan, visitors learned about Persia and its oil resources by engaging with BP interpreters, and a series of marketing initiatives, including illustrated pamphlets, display cases filled with information and artefacts, and

630 “In the Land of the Shah,” Western Gazette, 20 November 1925, 16.
artwork displaying the scenes depicted in the “Persian Series.” According to UNESCO, Persian caravanserais are “one of the amazing architectural structures in the history of architecture, which played the role of connecting bridges between civilizations and societies.” Retrieved from: www.whc.unesco.org/en/tentativelists/6197.

BP’s Persian Khan exhibit was an oil spectacle in every way; bold, eye-catching, and extravagant. Yet, despite its prominence at the BEE, the exhibit was subsequently practically written out of the official histories of the exhibition. There are no mentions of the Khan in the 115-page *Official Guide* to the BEE, nor any in the brochure for the grand opening ceremony or the photographic souvenir booklet. The Khan does not appear on the official map for the BEE, and the location of the exhibit is instead left empty. [Figure 17]. Another odd example of erasure can be found in a special booklet of 85 pages, published by the *Illustrated London News* in May of 1924, in which the only reference to the Persian Khan appears in an advertisement placed by BP on page 73. The invisibility of the company’s Persian-inspired exhibit has continued to be a feature of the secondary literature on the BEE. Anne Clendinning’s article on the exhibition, published in 2006, contains no discussion of the BP Khan, despite the author’s focus on the symbolic architecture of several national pavilions. In Alexander Geppert’s *Fleeting Cities* (2010), the BEE is examined through the lens of imperialism and cross-cultural
contact, yet here too there are no references to the Persian Khan exhibit. Mark Crinson references the exhibit in his article on APOC oil architecture during the early twentieth century, in which he describes the structure as one of the company’s “best-known public architectural expressions in England,” but he cites no primary sources and provides no further analysis of the exhibit or its contents.

Furthermore, as the most elaborate form of motor spirit marketing undertaken by the company during its formative years, it is surprising that BP’s Persian Khan exhibit has attracted little attention from energy historians. In Ferrier’s History of the British Petroleum Company (1982), the Khan receives only the briefest mention, accommodated as it was in a larger discussion of BP’s interwar marketing strategy. “Publicity and advertising,” Ferrier wrote, “had already been used…the most spectacular example was the Company’s participation in the Wembley Exhibition of 1924.” Ferrier makes no use of primary sources related to the exhibit, however, and he neglects to inform the reader that the BEE (and the Persian Khan) continued for a second season in 1925. In Ferrier’s 1986 article on the BP motor spirit marketing campaigns of the interwar period, the author recognizes BP’s involvement in the “great industrial exhibitions of Olympia and Wembley,” but adds no further comment and his sources of evidence remain a mystery.

637 A. Geppert, Fleeting Cities: Imperial Expositions in Fin-de-Siècle Europe (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010).
The largest, costliest, and most elaborate motor spirit marketing activity undertaken by BP during the company’s formative years remains largely forgotten. This is important to energy historians because, as the remainder of this chapter demonstrates, the exhibit offers a trove of information about BP’s overall marketing strategy and the vision of oil it sought to instil in the mind of British motorists. BP’s Persian Khan exhibit provides a case study for enriching scholarly understandings of how oil was imagined in mid-1920s Britain, and a useful lens through which to view the broader development of British petroculture during the period.

Figure 17: Official Map of British Empire Exhibition, 1924, with location of BP’s Persian Khan exhibit outlined in red

British Empire Exhibition, Official Map, 1924.
The British Empire Exhibition was one of the largest public events held in Britain during the 1920s. Staged on a 220-acre plot of land in the north-London suburb of Wembley, the BEE was designed to showcase the scientific, technological, and commercial achievements of the British Empire. The architectural projects undertaken at the BEE were defined by superlatives: the Palace of Engineering was the largest concrete building in the world, and the Wembley Stadium the largest sports arena in existence. As Anne Clendinning has written, the BEE was “[p]art trade fair and part theme park,” featuring dozens of pavilions and exhibition halls, as well as restaurants, cinemas, an amusement park, and an artificial lake equipped with gondolas for hire. The 24 kilometres of streets that connected the exhibition halls were designed to resemble the cross of St. George, and they carried names chosen by Rudyard Kipling, the poet of Empire: Union Approach, Atlantic Slope, Dominion Way. This extravagant spectacle of Empire opened on a national holiday, St. George’s Day, 23 April 1924.

Planning for the British Empire Exhibition began in 1919. Despite an attendance of 17 million people, the 1924 BEE lost more than £600,000. In an attempt to recuperate these losses, a second British Empire Exhibition was organized for 1925. This iteration was, in essence and in spirit, nearly identical to the BEE held in 1924. It carried the same name, took place on the same site, and hosted similar exhibits and pavilions. The event was marked by the absence of India and Burma, which were unable to marshal the funds necessary for a second appearance. The 1925 BEE was even less successful than the first, with attendance much lower than the anticipated 30 million. The exhibition concluded with the speech, delivered by the Duke of York in October 1925, recently made familiar to another generation by the film, The King’s Speech (2010). “A Second Year of the Exhibition,” United Empire 10 (1924): 570; T. Clarke, “British Empire Exhibition: Second Phase,” 19th Century (February 1925): 175; “The New Wembley,” Saturday Review, 9 May 1925, 480; “Reopening of the British Empire Exhibition in Wembley,” Travel, June 1925, 41; Geppert, 2010, 145-146.


The BEE was an ideal venue for BP to promote its oil products. According to historian J. M. MacKenzie, it was “the greatest of all the imperial exhibitions – in area, cost, extent of participation, and, probably, popular impact.” The overall attendance at the 150-day event amounted to more than seventeen million people, which from a strictly commercial standpoint offered BP a massive audience with which to engage. In addition, the BEE showcased a range of modern new technologies, particularly those related to communication and transportation. Oil-powered vehicles were featured prominently at the exhibition, especially at the Motor and Cycle Section, where visitors could inspect “every type of car and cycle, as well as tractors, marine and aero engines, and steam and electric motor vehicles.”

BP also benefited from the extensive and widespread publicity that attended the BEE. The images and stories used to describe the exhibition in the official literature and associated press reportage fitted seamlessly into the narratives being developed in BP’s contemporary print advertising campaigns. The Official Guide was saturated with notions of cultural collision, modern science and technology, and industrial progress. In this “Empire City,” it proclaimed, one could see “the latest marvels of Western science” alongside the “splendours of the markets of the East and the simple fairs of primitive peoples.”
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647 Geppert, 2010, 146. According to Geppert, the exact attendance figure was 17,403,267.
648 Clendinning, 2006, 79-107. A feature of the opening ceremony of the 1924 BEE was a telegraph sent to every corner of the empire, with responses arriving 80 seconds later. King George V’s proclamation over the BBC airwaves (“I declare this exhibition open”) was the first message by a head of state ever transmitted on live radio. A fleet of 200 electric buse provided transportation for visitors, as did a number of private cars for hire, which used a novel rail system to direct guests to the different pavilions.
650 Lawrence, Official Guide to the British Empire Exhibition, 1924, 22.
News in May 1924, the BEE offered visitors a chance to experience the “juxtaposition of disjointed and diverse civilisations and arts and architectures.”651 Like BP’s Persian Khan exhibit, the BEE was “meant primarily to be a spectacle,” an event designed to catch the attention of wide audiences and to shape their thinking about the world. 652 As the Illustrated London News explained in July 1924, the BEE was “itself, in a sense, the greatest advertisement ever created.”653

BP capitalized on the marketing opportunities presented by the BEE. 654 The Persian Khan exhibit took the form of a square, two-storey building designed in classical Persian architectural style, defined by simple, block-like forms, crenelated rooflines, and arched entryways and windows. At each corner of the building were placed four slender minarets of approximately 40 feet in height, which featured a gallery at the three-quarter mark and a pointed dome on top. Three high-arched doorways marked the western, southern, and eastern facades, each of which was set in an elaborately-decorated recess. These portal-like openings were vaulted in the decorative muqarnas style common to Islamic architecture, and were flanked by two arched windows, also set in recesses and filled with an intricately-patterned screen that obstructed the view to the inside. 655 Perhaps the most spectacular feature of the exhibit’s exterior was its brightly-coloured

654 Other British energy companies entered exhibits at the BEE. The coal industry constructed a full-scale mineshaft that brought tourists down into a model mine, where they could view pit ponies, miners, and samples of coal. The British gas industry constructed an exhibit with rooms decorated to show the “Seven Ages of Woman [sic].” “The Spirit of Coal Offers Service to the Empire,” Illustrated London News, 24 May 1924, 925; “The Lighter Side of Wembley,” Illustrated London News, 24 May 1924, 974.
655 The muqarnas is a common feature of Islamic architecture. Developed during the 11th century, it refers to a form of three-dimensional, stalactite vaulting present in the doorways and windows of both religious and secular buildings. D. Swinford, “The Muqarnas: a Key Component of Islamic Architecture,” in N. Schlager and J. Lauer (eds.), Science and Its Times (Gale Virtual Reference Library, 2001): 216-218.
walls – adorned in yellow, green, and blue tiles arranged in tessellated, and distinctly Persian, geometric patterns. A BP motor spirit delivery wagon, branded with the company’s logo, was permanently stationed in front of the Khan – except when twice daily the wagon was pulled around the exhibition grounds, supplying fuel oil to the Palace of Engineering and Palace of Industry buildings.656

The Persian Khan exhibit was the ultimate expression of outdoor advertising. It caught the eye of consumers and drew them in to learn more about BP and its products. The narratives of ancient Persia were continued inside the exhibit, where the messaging techniques developed in BP’s print advertising campaigns were utilized to full effect. Upon arrival, visitors were approached by BP sales representatives and exhibit interpreters. They handed out postcards featuring an artist’s rendition of the Khan, and guided visitors through the exhibit.657 [Figure 18]. The visitor’s experience was centred upon a series of educational display cases, which were intended to be viewed in sequence. Four cases were tucked into ornately decorated vaulted alcoves, located in the centre of each interior wall. Inside the showcases were samples of BP’s refined oil products, examples of kerosene lamps and other oil-burning technologies, and a variety of photographs of APOC and BP commercial activities in Persia and Britain.658

The most commanding feature of the interior of the Khan was a large, ten-sided mahogany showcase, placed in the centre of the exhibition space and clearly visible from
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658 According to the *Oxford Dictionary of Architecture*, the *mihrab* is a “semicircular, polygonal, or rectangular niche or recess, chamber, or slab in the *gibla* wall of a mosque, often elaborated decorated, indicating the direction of Mecca…Openings to *mihrabs* may be flanked by columns from the capitals of which spring arches, and the hoods of niches may be embellished with *muqarnas.*” J. Stevens and S. Wilson (eds.), *Oxford Dictionary of Architecture* (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015).
all angles. The display featured back-lit illustrations, photographs, and dioramas that told the story of how BP products arrived at the pointed nozzle that filled up the motorist’s tank or 2-gallon BP can. According to the Naft magazine, the scenes presented in the showcase were arranged “in proper sequence, so that a visitor walking around the exhibit sees a complete pictorial representation of the course of oil from the wells in Persia to its delivery to the customer as ‘BP’ Motor Spirit.”659 The windows explained the different processes by which Persian crude oil was transformed into BP motor spirit at APOC’s Abadan and Llandarcy refineries, and they showed the dramatic transformations of local landscapes, both in the hard mountains of southwest Persia and the wastelands and bogs near Skewen, South Wales. A series of smaller windows around the top of the showcase depicted various oil fuelled technologies – a tractor working a field, a fleet of BP delivery vehicles, and an open-cockpit race car.

The contents of the showcases told the same story that BP had been developing since its first print advertising campaign of 1919; namely, that modern science and technology had been marshalled in exotic Persia in order to produce a powerful and reliable motor spirit for the pleasure of the British motorist. The showcase design, however, was distinctly Victorian, which had the effect of reaching into the past, while the modern technologies contained inside them produced a sharp entry into the future. To further underscore the transition from the ancient past to the modern future, the interior of the Khan was decorated with large reproductions of the artwork presented in the “Persian Series.”660 A visit to the Khan exhibit provided guests with a complete portrait of BP’s vision of oil and the future.

BP hosted several publicity activities at the Persian Khan exhibit, which were intended to communicate the company’s messages about ancient Persia and modern oil to targeted audiences. In addition to regular admission visitors, BP invited a number of
distinguished guests to the Persian Khan exhibit. In July 1924, Sir Charles Greenway, the Chairman of APOC, hosted an exclusive dinner for 81 guests at the Lucullus Restaurant, located on the grounds of the BEE. The dinner brought together major figures in the British and American oil industries, including A.C. Bedford and W.C. Teagle, the Chairman and President, respectively, of Standard Oil New Jersey. Following the meal, the guests were taken on a private tour of the Khan, and a group photograph was taken on the stairs inside one of the high-arched entryways. During the second iteration of the BEE, in October 1925, BP board members hosted a luncheon at the Lucullus for the Management Committee of the Société Générale des Huiles de Pétrole, BP’s sister company in France. This delegation was also given a private tour of the Khan exhibit, which was led by members of the BP Advertising Department, including Braithwaite, Watts, and Peter Donovan.

The Persian Khan was also promoted among BP and APOC’s global workforce of some 60,000. In July 1924, the company’s staff magazine, the Naft, published an article that described the exhibit and its contents. The “delicate colouring” of the Khan made it “easily the most beautiful of the smaller buildings of the Exhibition,” it was reported, while the mixture of Persian and British architectural styles produced a
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661 Invitation Card from the Chairman and Directors of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company, 24 July 1924. BP Archives, ARC 210927; Seating Plan for the Anglo-Persian Oil Company Limited, at the Lucullus Restaurant, Wembley, 24 July 1924. ARC 210928.
662 Members of the English delegation included Sir Charles Greenway; Sir Arnold T. Wilson; Sir Edmond Slade; Sir Hugh Barnes, and H.B. Heath Eaves. Members of the French delegation included Sir Basil Zaharoff; F. Gorchs-Chacou; P. Houët; M. Carrier; M. Paix; M. Lesieur; P. Lesieur; N. Pietri, and H. Bavière.
structure that was both “dignified and attractive.”

The readers of the Naft learned that the exhibit told the story of Persian oil, which represented “a most romantic and impressive episode in the history of the modern oil industry.” It was precisely this storytelling capacity that made the BP Khan “of great benefit to the company, impressing on the popular mind the unique and most important role it plays in the oil resources of the Empire.”

The largest component of BP’s strategy to promote the Persian Khan exhibit took the form of an advertising campaign, launched in British newspapers and magazines during the summer driving seasons of 1924 and 1925. The BEE advertisements shared many similarities with the company’s other contemporary advertisements: the communication of information to the reader about a future experience with oil, and the use of images and stories designed to produce an affective reaction. The ads featured drawings and photographs of the Persian Khan exhibit, as well as a section of text that explained what visitors could expect to see upon their arrival at the installation. What makes these ads particularly fascinating is their integration with other elements of BP’s motor spirit marketing strategy, and the combining of print advertising, outdoor advertising, and public exhibition techniques into a single campaign.

The first advertisements for the Persian Khan exhibit were published in June 1924, under the series title, “B.P. at Wembley.” The ads appeared in numerous newspapers and magazines that the company had used in the past, including the Illustrated London News, Graphic, Tatler, and The Times, and they featured several large
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drawings and photographs of the Khan exhibit. A visit to the company’s “distinctively Persian building,” explained one ad published in the *Sphere*, with its “slender minarets and its blue-and-green tiled doorways,” would provide “a reminder of the beauty and ancient splendour of the Land of the Shahs.” Inside the exhibit, the ad continued, visitors could expect to hear stories about the “source of crude oil which is brought to Great Britain,” and to learn of the “engineering and chemical skill and the immense business organisation engaged in the task of production, refining, and distribution.”

The advertisement highlighted the five educational display cases placed throughout the exhibit, and their effectiveness in guiding visitors “through Persia and every phase in the production of the oil from which ‘BP,’ the British Petrol, is refined.”

Another print advertising campaign was launched for the second BEE held in 1925. BP produced three new ads, under the title “Anglo-Persian Oil Company and ‘BP’ Motor Spirit at Wembley,” that were published in the same newspapers and magazines as in the previous year. The title of the series reflected the pivot to Persia initiated by Braithwaite in 1923 and 1924, and the desire of BP to create a closer association between itself and APOC in the mind of the consumer. A second distinguishing feature of the 1925 advertisements was the use of more evocative imagery. An advertisement published in July 1925, for example, included a photograph of the Persian Khan exhibit at night, surrounded by dozens of visitors. The figures were all partially blurred, which gave the impression of movement and the hum of a bustling crowd. There appear to be beams of
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668 “‘BP’ at Wembley,” *Tatler*, 21 May 1924, 79; *Sketch*, 21 May 1924, 81; *The Times*, 24 May 1924; *Bystander*, 11 June 1924, 101; *Sphere*, 14 June 1924, 39; *Illustrated London News*, 21 June 1924, 1203.
669 “‘BP’ at Wembley,” *Sphere*, 31 May 1924, 45.
670 “‘BP’ at Wembley,” *Graphic*, 31 May 1924, 35; *Bystander*, 28 May 1924, 70.
light painted on to the photograph, which emanate from the exhibit’s decorated high-
arched doorway on to the visitors, bathing them in a dull glow. [Figure 19].

The print advertisements published for the 1925 Persian Khan added more details
about the information that visitors would receive. “The story of a great national enterprise
is told in attractive tableaux,” claimed an advertisement published in the *Illustrated
London News* in August 1925. An advertisement published in *The Times* in July focussed
on the educational aspects of BP’s installation at the BEE, and featured an illustration of
a man and woman inspecting the ten-sided mahogany showcase at the centre of the
exhibit. The male figure, dressed in a coat and wearing a hat, points to one of the
showcase’s backlit panels, which depicted a cross-section diagram of an oil well and drill
bit descending through different strata of rock. The female figure, dressed in a coat and
wearing a flapper’s hat, also gazed intently at the diagram. The text accompanying the
image encouraged the reader to visit the Persian Khan so that they, too, could “learn of
the great organization that produces ‘BP,’” and of the “scientific production methods and
up-to-date refinery processes which make ‘BP’ the best of all motor spirits.” The most
impassioned argument for visiting the Persian Khan exhibit was articulated in a BP
advertisement published in the *Bystander, Sketch, and Tatler* in July and August of 1925:

And when you have visualised the drilling of wells, the pumping of crude oil, the
long ocean voyage from the Persian Gulf to the great refinery at Llandarcy –
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when you have considered some of the intricacies of the organisation which delivers ‘BP’ to every town and village throughout the country – then you can see the photographs and the story of the men who have achieved fame in the world of motoring, with the aid of this British Petrol.677

The passage reveals much about BP’s overall advertising strategy for the Persian Khan. The intent was to direct attention towards the exhibit and to encourage readers to consider making a visit. Once there, the purpose of the exhibit was both to educate and to entertain with stories about oil, and to explain the complicated journey from wellhead to the local free dealer garage. The final stage in this process of petro-persuasion would be undertaken by motorists who, with minds swirling with information and ideas about the product being put into their vehicle, would unhesitatingly ask for BP at their next fill-up.

A review of the press coverage associated with the exhibit illustrates the significant impact that the company made at the BEE. Flight magazine published a photograph of the “characteristic and beautiful pavilion,” in front of which was parked the company’s oil delivery wagon, prominently branded with the letters ‘BP.’ Inside the Khan, the caption reported, visitors would learn from a series of “interesting and comprehensive” showcases, which showed the “various processes and stages in the manufacture of ‘B.P.’ motor spirit and other products of the Anglo-Persian Oil Co.”678 The Illustrated London News also commented on the “romantic story” that was told through the five showcases featured in BP’s exhibit, as did the Petroleum Times and Tatler.679 News of the Persian Khan spread to places far beyond London and southeast
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677 “Anglo-Persian Oil Company and ‘BP’ Motor Spirit at Wembley,” Bystander, 29 July 1925, 295; Sketch, 29 July 1925, 186; Tatler, 29 July 1925, i.
England. The *Aberdeen Press and Journal* wrote in May 1924 that the exhibit “carries the mind back to the beauty and mystery and ancient splendour of Persia.” Through a series of showcases containing “tangible exhibits of machinery and products,” the paper explained, BP told the “romantic story” of oil’s journey from Persia to Britain. The Persian Khan’s collection of artefacts, images, and stories about oil had the effect of producing a “vivid illustration of the extent to which Empire oil now enters into daily life.” In June, the *Belfast News Letter* reported to its readers that BP’s exhibit highlighted the “extraordinary blend of East and West which the history of the company presents,” and told visitors the story of “one of the greatest and most successful British commercial enterprises of modern times.”
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The story of a great national enterprise is told in attractive tableaux in the exhibit of the Anglo-Persian Oil Co, Ltd, at Wembley.

The building itself, which is situated at the east end of the lake, represents a Persian "Khan" or caravanserai such as is found along the caravan routes in Persia where travellers rest from the journey.

The interior exhibit is designed to convey an impression of the more important points in the sequence of activities of the Company, from the production of crude oil up to the distribution of "BP" Motor Spirit and other products—drilling for oil in the Persian fields, conveying the crude oil in British ships to this country, refining at Llandarcy in South Wales, distributing the finished products by rail tank-cars, can-filling operations and the many other activities necessary before "BP" reaches the motorist.

A visit to the "BP" exhibit will give you a wider and deeper realisation of the great importance of British Petrol, not only to the British motorist but to the Empire at large.

Conclusion: Motor Spirit Marketing and the Construction of British Petroculture

The aim of this chapter has been to reconstruct the processes by which BP marketed its motor spirit products during the period 1919-1925, and to reveal the important function these narratives performed in the making of British petroculture. Very little has been written about British oil company marketing during this period, especially with respect to BP. Though there exists a large body of scholarship on the economic and political aspects of oil during this period, energy historians have generally ignored the ways in which oil companies like BP marketed their products to diverse audiences of British consumers. The literature’s silence on these marketing activities has meant that historians have not yet accounted for all of the ways in which oil was imagined in early twentieth century Britain.

The chapter was structured upon several driving questions. How did BP market its motor spirit products to British consumers during the company’s formative years, and in what ways did those methods change over time? What images and stories were crafted by BP to attract the attention of potential consumers, and what were the key messages that the company sought to convey? In 1919, BP had next to no serious marketing materials. During the early 1920s, under the leadership of several executive board members, such as Nichols, Watts, and Braithwaite, BP developed a comprehensive motor spirit marketing campaign designed to attract attention to BP Motor Spirit and encourage its consumption. As the minutes of the board make clear, the company invested heavily in a variety of different marketing activities aimed at creating a coherent brand identity. The Publicity Department’s first campaign concentrated on outdoor advertising initiatives that included the placement of posters and roadside signs, and the branding of company-owned
shipping vessels, rolling stock, and motorized delivery vehicles. Most useful to the motorist were BP’s colorful enameled signs displaying the Company’s Union Jack logo, which told travelers where they could find garages that sold the best possible motor spirit. The goal of these campaigns was to raise awareness of the BP brand and its products, showcasing the company’s identity in simple yet eye-catching ways.

A central component of BP’s marketing of the mid-1920s was the presentation of information and ideas about Persia, the country from which APOC, BP’s parent company, acquired supplies of crude oil. Starting in 1924, the company’s motor spirit marketing began to include Persian subjects, which presented stories of cultural collision and commercial conquest in foreign lands. In these stories, which culminated in the twelve-part “Persian Series,” the modern British motorist was configured as the beneficiary and deserving heir to the buried natural treasures sitting idly beneath foreign Persian landscapes. APOC and BP had successfully launched a commercial conquest of Persia, and a seemingly unlimited supply of motor spirits was the prize.

The pinnacle of BP motor spirit marketing during the 1920s was the company’s Persian Khan exhibit, presented at the BEE in 1924 and 1925. The Khan combined the most effective storytelling techniques that the company had learned in its earlier outdoor and print advertising campaigns, and it highlighted how far BP’s marketing strategy had come since 1919. The exhibit utilised messaging techniques that mixed education and entertainment, and it was premised on the jarring contradiction between the modern science and technology of oil and the ancient landscapes of Persia. It told the story of commercial conquest on behalf of the British consumer, and the immense energy that was required to deliver BP motor spirit to the nozzle-tip at the local free dealer garage. The
Persian Khan represented Barrett and Worden’s oil spectacle in every sense, designed to leave British audiences in awe about Persian oil and its power to transform daily life. As with all BP motor spirit marketing activities undertaken during these formative years in the company’s history, the Khan was designed to capture not only market share, but also the imaginations of British motorists.

In reconstructing these histories of motor spirit marketing, this chapter has asserted that BP’s early motor spirit marketing offers valuable insight into the ways in which oil was interpreted and imagined in Britain during the early twentieth century. The Khan was designed to attract the attention of audiences, persuade them to purchase BP products, and thereby increase the company’s market share. Much more than a commercial stunt, the Persian Khan represented an archive of creative images and stories about oil, which encouraged and directed its public audiences to think about the resource, and to imagine it in new ways. The Khan worked to influence the imagination of the motoring public, and to shape the development of early British petroculture during the early interwar years. In BP’s imagined world of oil, the “Best Possible” motor spirits were those which came from distant, exotic, ancient, and romantic Persia, and which were refined in modern facilities with British science and technology.
Conclusion

This dissertation has investigated the cultural history of oil in Britain over a seventy-year period, between 1865 and 1935. Much has been written about the economic, political, diplomatic, geopolitical, and military aspects of oil during these years. Yet, very few scholars have examined the ways that culture has shaped the history of oil in Britain. It is this absence in the literature that this study has sought to fill. Using an Energy Humanities approach, the dissertation probed the themes, stories, and ideas that were constructed to help Britons navigate their changing energy landscapes. The analysis of these sources was organized into four case studies. The first two chapters focused on the work of individuals, the petroleum scientist Sir Thomas Boverton Redwood, and the political cartoonist, Leonard Raven-Hill. The second set of chapters analysed two oil companies: the exploration and extraction firm, the Anglo-Persian Oil Company, and the motor spirit marketing firm, British Petroleum. These individuals and companies each contributed to the making of British petroculture, and they have helped to answer the primary question guiding this dissertation: how was oil imagined in Britain during the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries, and what major themes, stories, and ideas were involved in the shaping of these imaginaries?

In recent years, a new phase of multidisciplinary research has begun to problematize the cultural dimensions of energy, and the influence that oil has exercised upon the ideas and practices of everyday life. Driving this shift in scholarly approaches to energy and oil is the burgeoning field of the Energy Humanities.683 As Barrett and
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683 Boyer and Szeman, 2014.
Worden have contended, it is the task of the Energy Humanities to disentangle the “many dimensions of oil’s cultural existence,” and to assess the “creative accounts” and “imaginative interpretations” that have been constructed to make sense of the resource.684 These efforts to understand and inscribe oil with new meanings have had the effect, according to Barrett and Worden, of producing in the mind of the consumer an “oil spectacle.”685 The dissertation applied Barrett and Worden’s concepts of “creative accounts,” “imaginative interpretations,” and “oil spectacle” as tools for analysing the making of petrocultures in Britain during the period 1865-1935.

All of the four case studies have offered an entry point into the cultural history of oil in Britain during the period under review. The task of each chapter was therefore to function as spokes on a wheel, connected to the central hub of oil and reaching outwards into four distinct domains of British petroculture. Chapter One followed the professional career and public life of the analytical chemist and oil expert, Sir Thomas Boverton Redwood, and aimed to foreground his contribution to the development of British oil science. During his long and diverse career, Redwood played the role of oil’s explainer-in-chief. The depth of Redwood’s knowledge on the subject made him an invaluable asset to politicians, oil companies, and professionals, who turned to him as a trusted source of information about oil and its future. As oil products and technologies rapidly entered daily life during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Redwood operated as the architect of some of the earliest petrocultures in Britain.

The work of British cartoon artist Leonard Raven-Hill is the focus of Chapter Two. Using two of his political cartoons published in *Punch* magazine, the chapter
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explored the anthropomorphosis of energy into the imaginary characters of King Coal and Prince Petroleo. Employing Barrett and Worden’s concept of an “oil spectacle” as a frame of analysis, the chapter approached Raven-Hill’s energy cartoons as efforts to imagine the unimaginable: Britain’s early-twentieth century transition from a predominantly coal-fuelled way of life to one increasingly powered by oil. In telling this story of energy in transition, Raven-Hill inscribed King Coal and Prince Petroleo with multiple layers of meaning, employing them as motifs that channelled the cultural dimensions of oil. “A Second String” and “Black Magic; or the New King Coal” were used by Raven-Hill as rhetorical tools for interpreting the transition from coal to oil. They function as signposts in the evolution of British petroculture during the early twentieth century.

The construction of images, stories, and ideas related to the modern science and technology of oil was the centrepiece of the second set of chapters, which turned to analysing the promotional activities of two British oil companies. Chapter Three explored the early history of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company during the period 1909-1925. Using the Llandarcy Refinery as a case study, the chapter traced the ways in which APOC communicated information about oil to targeted British audiences through the hosting of private guided tours and the publication of press advertisements and souvenir booklets. In reconstructing these promotional activities, it was revealed that APOC wished British audiences to envision Llandarcy as a modern, world-class facility of which they could be proud. The Llandarcy Refinery was formulated as a site that provided Britons not only with the oil products that they increasingly needed but, in more symbolic ways, with an engine necessary for driving the transition to the Age of Oil. APOC was not simply an oil
company that sold goods, it was also an important player, stakeholder, and beneficiary in the making of British petroculture during the early 1920s.

The fourth and final chapter investigated the motor spirit marketing activities of the British Petroleum Company (BP) during the period 1919-1925. The chapter traced the evolution of the company’s marketing activities from their modest beginnings in the immediate post-war years to the expensive, multi-dimensional publicity campaigns of the mid-1920s, revealing the ways in which BP used imaginative marketing materials to create an “oil spectacle” in the minds of British consumers. Through these promotional efforts, the company produced a series of creative ideas about oil, which encouraged its public audiences to think about the resource in new ways. The company’s Persian Khan exhibit, presented at the British Empire Exhibition in 1924 and 1925, was premised on the jarring conflict between the modern science and technology of oil and the ancient traditions and landscapes of Persia. The Persian Khan represented Barrett and Worden’s “oil spectacle” in every sense, designed to leave British audiences in awe over Persian oil and its power to transform daily life. Through its motor spirit marketing activities, BP constructed an imagined world of oil that connected the ancient, exotic, wild and “other” landscapes of Persia, with the modern, technologically advanced landscapes of consumption in Britain.

The four case studies analysed in this dissertation reveal that the historic rise in British oil consumption during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was dependent upon science and technology, but also imagination and creativity. From 1865 to 1935, the average British consumer used oil in increasing quantities while never really encountering the resource itself. Despite the growing presence of oil in Britain, the
resource was paradoxically a spectral substance, which was rarely seen or touched
directly by the British consumer. However, while oil was generally out of sight, it was
certainly not out of mind. The very nature of oil’s invisibility demanded that Britons
invent novel ways of thinking, talking, and writing about the resource – activities which
produced an entirely new archive of imaginaries related to energy and its cultural impact.
Even the most basic elements of oil needed to be explained and conceptualized, from the
essential questions of what oil was, to more technical enquiries into the science and
engineering of oil refining, and the ways in which refined products could be used. It was
the task of British scientists, oil companies, journalists, and artists (some of whom were
discussed in this dissertation) to give life to oil and the opportunities it afforded the
individual consumer. These efforts to understand, interpret, explain, and represent oil
constituted a distinct petroculture. The making of this petroculture and its change over
time has been the preoccupation of this dissertation.

The project has engaged with four critical engines in the making of British
petroculture. It is hoped that they will encourage further research into other neglected
individuals, companies, and episodes in the cultural history of oil in Britain. As Chapter
One illustrated, Redwood was the doyen of oil in Britain during the early twentieth
century, with an international web of professional and personal associations. Very little is
known about Redwood, but even less is known about the work of his closest protégés.
Energy scholars would benefit from a greater understanding of oil scientists and experts
such as Vivian Byam Lewes, James Dodds Henry, and Frederick Talbot, whose work on
oil was heavily influenced by Redwoodian thinking. Chapter Two exposed the creative
contributions made by Leonard Raven-Hill to British energy discourses. Several of
Raven-Hill’s colleagues also produced energy-themed cartoons during the period covered by this dissertation, particularly his superior at *Punch*, Bernard Partridge. Partridge’s work offers yet another lens through which to view the cultural history of oil in Britain. Chapter Three sought to recover the Llandarcy Refinery from historiographical obscurity, and through this process it was revealed that none of Britain’s early oil refineries have been adequately researched. Studies of APOC’s other facilities, including the Grangemouth Refinery, in Scotland, and the Sunbury Research Station, near London, would likely bear fruit for any Energy Humanities scholar. Chapter Four focussed on the early motor spirit marketing activities of BP, but there are several other campaigns undertaken by the company that warrant further investigation. In particular, there is scant research on BP motor pageants and ship christening ceremonies. An enriched understanding of these activities would add greater context to the cultural history of oil in Britain.

This dissertation has applied an Energy Humanities approach to the analysis of understudied primary sources and case studies in order to contribute a richer account of the cultural history of oil in Britain. Taken as a whole, the work and actions of Sir Boverton Redwood, Leonard Raven-Hill, the Anglo-Persian Oil Company, and British Petroleum offer a window into the different ways that oil has been imagined as both a physical and cultural object. In mapping the complexities, opportunities, and impasses that accompanied the rise of oil in Britain during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, this dissertation has revealed that the *system of things* that brought oil from the Persian wellhead to the British consumer was predicated on a vast *constellation of ideas*. In late-nineteenth and early twentieth-century Britain, oil was an invisible resource
brought to life through discourse rather than drilling, through conversation rather than chemistry.
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